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Back to Africa speaking Slovak?:
“Third World” students
at the Preparatory Language Centre
in the city of Senec during the 1960s
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Abstract: This study investigates select groups of “Third World” students who, came to
Czechoslovakia to study during the 1960s, within the wave of revived Soviet internationalism.
It analyses the scope, effects and various modes of response to the cultural exchange
between representatives of the “Second World” with the “Third World”, whose interaction
went beyond a purely political and state-controlled level. The “responses” were for the
most part products of tensions stirred by Socialist imaginaries on both sides clashing with
the lived realities of coexistence, as well as by disagreements in “varieties of Socialism”
practiced by Czechs and Slovaks on the one side, and different groups of foreign students
on the other. The cultural exchange implemented within the framework of the Soviet
bloc higher educational programme for foreigners is explored through a comparative
analysis of two perspectives – the teachers’ and the students’. Despite implied limits of the
propagandistically advertised solidarity, this study argues that the Socialist regime indeed
had a certain “appeal” for students coming from the “Third World”, especially those with
a deprived social background. In this respect, the paper has an ambition to contribute
to explorations of encounters across the nations and borders from Czechoslovakia’s
standpoint.
Keywords: Socialist internationalism; “Third World”; Soviet higher education programme;
University of 17th November; racism

Internationalism and the Soviet higher education programme
for foreigners
Internationalism, once a declared Socialist principle, had been long overshadowed by the “isolationist” tendencies of the late Stalinism. However, with the
emergence of Nikita S. Khrushchev, the Soviet political elite attempted to
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revive what they considered to be the “sincere Leninist Socialism” of the 1920s
and thus renewed internationalism as an integral theoretical element of the
Soviet project. This “opening up” of the Eastern bloc happened during the time
of the political division of the northern hemisphere into two hostile camps,
both of them trying to convey the most agreeable image of their model of society to the emerging “Third World”. As British historian, Tobias Rupprecht
once put it: “[…]culture was a pivotal battlefield of this struggle for hearts and
minds.”1 However, in regard to overall argument of this paper, Rupprecht’s
work is also noteworthy from another perspective. He reconsiders the long
marginalized premise that might be called “the appeal of the empire” and articulates that internationalism was not only an “empty political catchphrase” but
something that many, even ordinary citizens, genuinely confessed to. In accord
with this intellectual leaning, the admiration for the USSR and honest enthusiasm for Socialist ideology were characteristics which many inhabitants
of the global South shared. By way of illustration, American political scientist, Kenneth Jowitt, concludes, that for a majority of Africans Socialism was
a “political amulet” that was widely believed to bring progress and economic
development to the continent.2 A tendency to disclaim the ideologies of former colonial oppressors and to reduce dependence on the West was highly
popular among the new African leaders.
The USSR did not stand idle to benefit from the oncoming situation. To
promote a so-called “peaceful path to Socialism” Khrushchev in December
1955 visited India, Burma and, Afghanistan, then Egypt and Indonesia, and
eventually 35 “Third World” countries in total. As a consequence of the Afro-Asian Bandung conference in 1955, many “Third World” leaders became
enthusiastic about establishing contacts with Moscow, to obtain a powerful
patron on the anti-imperialist front. The new strategy was confirmed at the
first World Congress of Communist and Labour Parties in Moscow in November 1957. What was known as the Moscow Declaration stated: “The cause
of peace is upheld by the powerful forces of our era: the invincible camp of Socialist
countries headed by the Soviet Union; the peace-loving countries of Asia and Africa
taking an anti-imperialist stand and forming, together with the Socialist countries,
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a broad peace zone;[...]Marxism-Leninism calls for a creative application of the
general principles of the Socialist revolution and Socialist construction depending
on the concrete conditions of each country, and rejects mechanical imitation of the
policies and tactics of the Communist parties of the other countries.” 3African, Asian
and Latin American countries, or rather national-liberation movements there,
were thus considered as potential allies in the anti-imperialist front regardless
of their, at least, formal inclination towards the Soviet-style Socialist path.
Nonetheless, these integrative tendencies towards the “Third World” were
not only concentrated at the political level, but also concerned cultural figures, intellectuals and particularly students who were offered free education
at universities within the Socialist camp. Besides the ambitions to spread the
influence and State-Socialism in the postcolonial world, the expressions of
solidarity with the decolonizing countries of the global South were furthermore crucial for the general assertion of the legitimacy of Communist regimes
inside Eastern European countries. The struggles of the national liberation
movements in the postcolonial states were used in domestic propaganda to
stimulate an adherence to Socialism, aimed particularly at the younger generation. As James Mark and Quinn Slobodian remarked, the shift to “progressive
politics” presented a global evidence that Socialism was an expanding and dynamic force.4 In the early 1960s, many party leaders hoped that contact with
the living testimonies of genuine national liberation struggles in distant lands
would inspire the youth to “deeper cultural identification with Socialism”. 5 The
positive self-made image circulated reciprocally – outside as well as inside the
Soviet bloc.
Higher education became an important medium through which the Soviets positively presented the Socialist states in the long term. Along with the
Patrice Lumumba University of the Friendship of the Peoples in Moscow,
Karl Marx University in Leipzig and several other institutions, the University
of 17th November (hereafter USN), founded in 1961 in Prague, and its outpost
in Bratislava established in 1969, became one of the leading institutions in the
Soviet higher educational programme for foreigners. The declared unifying
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Even though the USN administered fewer faculties and just offered more limited corpus of
study programmes than its USSR’s counterpart, the Preparatory Language Centre system,
the primary focus on the students from the “Third World”, the (initial) eschewal of the normally obligatory classes in Marxism-Leninism, the mechanism of scholarship application and
the underlying propagandistic goal of “providing the liberated nations and nations only struggling
for liberation from Africa, Asia and Latin America with help in their cultural and economic development” (National Archive of the Czech Republic (Národní archiv České republiky, hereafter: NAČR), fond University of 17th November (Univerzita 17. listopadu, hereafter USN),
box 223, inv. no. 174, Information report. University of 17th November – outpost Bratislava
[Informačná správa. Univerzita 17. novembra – pobočka Bratislava], Bratislava 1969) were
identical for both institutions. Forfurther information about the structure and symbolism
related to Patrice Lumumba University see e.g.: RUPPRECHT, Tobias. Soviet Internationalism
after Stalin. Interaction and Exchange between the USSR and Latin America during the Cold War.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015.
NAČR, fond USN, box 137, inv. no. 268. University of 17th November, (Univerzita 17. listopadu), 1961.
The recently evolving body of literature about Czechoslovak interactions with Africa provoked a debate on the extent of the dependence of the satellite states and their foreign policies on Soviet foreign policy. See e.g. MUEHLENBECK, Philip. Czechoslovakia in Africa, 1945–
1968. UK: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016.
NAČR, fond USN, box 58, inv. no. 215. Ministry of Education CSR, section for educational relations with foreign countries (Ministerstvo školství ČSR, obor pro školní styky se za
hraničím), 1974.
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motto of the new-established institutions based on the ideas of internationalism, anti-colonialism and support for national independence, credos widely
advertised in the press and official statements, the organizational structure
and assumed goal were reproduced in the universities’ statutes.6 The intended
nature of the Soviet education programme is indicated in the USN foundation
document: “If these [“Third World”] countries want to build up the education system, someone has to educate and prepare experts, administrators, teachers, scientists
etc. for them. Because these countries, even with the best effort and self-sacrifice,
could not do so without help from abroad.”7 The training of the new elite was
considered, in the eyes of contemporary theorists, a precursor to economic
development and, especially in Africa’s case, a precursor to the nationalization
of executive positions, which in other words meant the takeover by Africans
of posts previously held by the colonists. To what extent the Czechoslovak
model imitated the Soviet one and whether there were implications of independent traits I unfortunately cannot, at this phase of the research, positively
say.8 Hence all references in this study to the “Soviet educational model” will
presume structural and ideational conformity between the two designs.
The central functions of the USN primarily included the preparation of
foreign students for further studies at Czechoslovak universities, as well as the
organization and administration of all aspects of studies and the elementary
needs of foreign students in Czechoslovakia.9 The Faculty of Social Sciences
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(under the direct jurisdiction of the USN) had a special task, aimed at training so-called “experts” who were, after graduation, supposed to attain strategic positions in political, economic or educational areas back in developing
countries. The common understanding, and the frequently used interpretation
of its function actually was: “the university of politics for training of cadres for
the developing countries.”10 Some implications even signify, that the presumed
preparation for “expert activity abroad” in fact camouflaged the recruitment of
potential agents for the Czechoslovak intelligence service.11
The foundation of the USN was preceded by the resolution of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia from 1960, on the
massive increase of the number of foreign students in Czechoslovakia. For
comparison, in 1958 there were only 196 Third World students in Czechoslovakia. In 1960, the number came to 581 in total, out of which 285 came from
African countries, 240 from Asia and 56 from Latin America,12 and these
numbers were gradually rising throughout the 1960s. This step was probably
taken as a consequence of growing pressure from the USSR, which felt the
need to react promptly to the increasing number of scholarships proposed by
the “western” universities.
Foreign students were able to study in the Soviet bloc mostly thanks to
the help of scholarships offered through various channels including not only
diplomatic bilateral agreements, but also international organizations such as
the UN, International Youth Union, World Health Organization, World Federation of Democratic Youth etc. The scholarship offers were thus of several
kinds. The first type, known as state scholarships, was offered predominantly
(though not exclusively) to left-leaning governments like Ghana or Nigeria.
The second one was addressed to anticolonial parties in the Portuguese colonies (for instance PAIGC or MPLA in Angola) and the last group of scholarships was proposed to various African (officially) anti-governmental parties or
non-governmental organizations from countries with which Czechoslovakia
maintained cultural ties. The last two groups were offered through the above
mentioned crypto-communist organizations such as International Youth Union, which, in theory, should have created an illusion of acting independently
from official state-controlled schemes.

10 NAČR, fond USN, box 25, inv. no. 174. Central Committee of the Communist Party of
Czechoslovakia (hereafter CC CPC). Directives for conducting a report about University of
17th November for the administrative committee of CC CPC (ÚV KSČ. Podklady k vypracování zprávy Univerzity 17. listopadu pro předsednictvo ÚV KSČ, Praha 1968) Prague 1968.
11 FROLÍK, Josef. Špión vypovídá. Orbis: Prague, 1990, p. 184.
12 ZÍDEK, Petr. Československo a francouzská Afrika 1948–1968. Libri: Prague, 2006, p. 37.
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Even though the Czechoslovak embassies set up in developing countries
ought to have examined the “cadre profile” of individual applicants, as a matter
of fact, their power over the selection procedure was very limited. As a result,
not every foreign student coming to Czechoslovakia necessarily shared the
desired political outlook. The various conceptions of and attitudes to Socialism
often became the source of conflicts not only with Czechoslovak students, but
also among the distinct groups of foreign students. The diversity of historical
experiences and specific regional traditions influentially framed the political
imagination of the incoming students. Nevertheless, the Czechoslovak government translated these incidents as the actions of “western agents” who
were hired to “ideologically subdue” the “Third World” students in Czechoslovakia: “The students sent to us often don’t have a real interest in study, they are not
politically conforming with Czechoslovakia. Sometimes they operate as subversive
elements with the ambition to discredit our effort to help African, Asian and Latin
American countries with the education of new cadres, to discourage the applicants
for scholarships in Czechoslovakia and persuade them to study in capitalist countries.” 13 The inability of the Czechoslovak authorities to recognize their own
shortcomings became the central obstacle, especially in later attempts to cope
with racially-motivated crimes.
After arrival, every foreign student had to complete a one-year language
preparation course, and then they either continued to study at one of the USN
faculties or chose a programme at another Czechoslovak university. In Slovakia, the oldest and for a long time the only one Preparatory Language Centre
(hereafter PLC), was established in 1960 in Senec. These prep schools served
not only as educational institutions, but also as “assimilation” centres where
foreign students were supposed to “adapt” themselves to new conditions in
Czechoslovakia and overcome not only language, but also the cultural barriers.
For this purpose, they were located in smaller towns (Senec, Herľany, Mariánské lázně, Dobruška, Holešov etc.) where the foreign students’ exposure to
the “otherness” of Czechoslovak culture was supposedly only gradually meted
out, and it was possible to maintain control over the various groups of foreign
students to prevent any “unpleasant incidents”.

13 Archive of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic (Archiv Ministerstva zahraničních věcí České republiky, hereafter: AMZV ČR), fond TO-T 10, territorial department 1960–1964 (teritoriální odbor 1960–1964), box 2, case 7. Acceptance procedure for
foreign students and postgraduates at Czechoslovak universities in the 1962/63 academic
year (Přijímání zahraničních studentů a postgraduantů ke studiu na čsl. vysokých školách
ve šk. r. 1962/63).
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The education programme at the PLC in Senec was accomplished in what was
known as a “system of enclosed custody”, which meant perpetual pedagogical
guidance. A former teacher in PLC Senec, Viktória Buznová, in an interview
remarked, that the teachers also weekend and night shifts. There were twelve
students on average in each, strictly single-sex class. The teaching of specialized
subjects was carried out by what was known as “external teachers”, regular employees of universities in Bratislava whose methods were not considered very effective. The inspection report from 1964 concludes: “Students learn the rules and
formulas but without verbal act training.”14 The language courses along with the
organization of free-time activities then lay in the hands of “internal teachers”.
The most urgent problems teachers in Preparatory Language Centres faced
with its students were the very low average level of education and difficulties
with mastering the Czech or Slovak language. The former teachers at PLC
Senec, Viktória Buznová and Viera Barková concluded that the European
students had very few problems with acquiring Slovak, whereas Asian and African students faced serious hardships in language acquisition. These students
then usually took an extra year at the PLC.
The Soviet bloc used institutions for foreign students to represent itself as
an altruistic, racism-free space. The methods imposed to popularize this image
campaign included not only free education, food, and accommodation during
academic years in Czechoslovakia, but also leisure activities. Outside the classrooms there was constant effort to demonstrate Soviet cultural and technological advances during these “lead-in” (or free-time) activities. Teachers organized
various visits to concerts, museums, theatres, public discussions, excursions to
factories and, industrial companies and trips around Czechoslovakia. The freetime activities were considered a regular part of the education process and thus
their attendance was compulsory for every foreign student. Moreover, in Senec
there were often organized parties or cultural events for foreign students, either
in the local Community Centre or directly in the PLC dayroom.
Every week, the selected national group of foreign students prepared a programme and cultural performance to present the traditions of their home
country. In the wave of cultural internationalism May Day parades were arranged, as well as celebrations of International Women’s Day, Teachers’ Day

14 NAČR, fond USN, box 223, inv. no. 173. University of 17th November-outpost Bratislava,
inspection report from the Preparatory Language Centre in Senec (Univerzita 17. listopadu
pobočka Bratislava, Zpráva z inspekční cesty do studijního střediska Senec), 1964.
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and 17th November.15 Nevertheless, the internationalist sentiment was not only
authoritatively imposed, but often seemed to be free-floating among the students themselves. A good example of this are demonstrations against the Vietnamese war, organized by the joint team of Czechoslovak and Vietnamese
students, with the active participation of other foreign students’ groups.16 In
this solidarity movement for Vietnamese people, students from Latin America
were exceptionally active. According to the available archival material, the Unions of Mexican, Chilean and Colombian students organized a set of lectures
and movie nights devoted to life and conditions in their home countries. The
earnings from these events were sent to support Vietnamese civilians. On the
impulse of the Federation of Latin American students happening called “Blood
donation for Vietnam” was also formulated and consequently endorsed, with
76 % out of the 118 engaged students coming from Latin America.17
To refute the Westerners’ accusations of Soviet attempts to politically indoctrinate students, the foreign students in Senec attended classes in the history of Czechoslovakia, called “Contemporary Czechoslovakia”, rather than
any lesson in Marxism-Leninism. Although this subject was definitely ideologically tendentious, official inspectional reports criticized the lack of interest in the ideological training of foreign students on the Universities’ part
and thus this aspect of studies was allegedly frequently neglected.18 It is also
worth mentioning, that the attendance of Marxism-Leninism lessons during
the regular studies at Czechoslovak universities was optional for all foreign
students until October 1968. Interestingly, the urgency to make courses of
political and social sciences compulsory often came from Socialist African
states. Constantin Katsakioris in his study quotes the following words of the
secretary for ideological questions of the Ghanian Convention People’s Party,
Kweku Akwei, which were adressed to the officials at the Soviet Ministry of
Education: “It is inconceivable for us that in the country of Marxism and Socialism
our students are exempted from the study of social and political discipline, and that
often they know much less about Marxism than our students in Manchester.”19

15 Interview with Viktória Buznová and Viera Barková, April 12, 2017.
16 A periodical Forum zahraničních studentů, vol. 1, no. 3, Prague, March 1, 1968, p. 2.
17 NAČR, fond USN, box 136, inv. no. 261. Characteristics of the Foreign students‘ Unions in
CSSR 1962–1972, Unions of Latin America (Charakteristika svazů zahraničních studentů
v ČSSR 1962–1972, Svazy Latinské Ameriky).
18 NAČR, fond USN, box 25, inv. no. 181, The Federal Character of University of 17th November (Celostátní [federál] charakter Univerzity 17. listopadu), 1973.
19 KATSAKIORIS, Constantine. Creating a Socialist Intelligentsia. Soviet Educational Aid and
its Impact on Africa (1960–1991). Cahiers d’Études africaines, 2017, vol. 57 (2), no. 226, p. 268.
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All these activities, summer camps (foreign students could voluntarily join
summer camps or work brigades) and various additional seminars or events
(for example the New Year’s Eve party for foreign students in Hotel Devín in
1961) definitely had a political bias, but according to the memories of Mrs.
Buznová and Barková, the main goal was not to directly indoctrinate “Third
World” students.The intention was rather to let students see Czechoslovakia
as socially and technically progressive and thus develop their sympathy towards the Socialist countries, to verify the advertised image of the altruistic,
genuinely anti-imperialist friends of the “Third World” and then convey this
positive sentiment to their counterparts from their positions in administration, politics, and education which they were expected to gain in their home
countries.
Notably, as far as racial conflicts are concerned, the interviewed teachers
agreed that they had no such experience at the PLC in Senec. “Definitely, conflicts
among students emerged, but rather due to religious conviction or girls. The teacher’s
task was to settle the situation and prevent it from escalating into physical confrontation.” 20 One such unpleasant incident was described by Mrs. Buznová. Muslim
students from Afghanistan were particularly “protective” of their Afghan female
classmates and forbade them meetings with boys who were not Muslims. Once,
an Afghan girl visited her Catholic boyfriend from Latin America in his room
and she was forced to jump through the window as behind the doors there
were Afghan students holding knives.21 The quoted former teachers certainly
dismissed the possibility of the existence of racist-oriented conflicts between
foreign students and the Senec public. The system of enclosed custody seemed
to play an important role in the prevention of the occurrence of such situations.
Nevertheless, this statement apparently contrasts with the experiences of “Third
World” students who, after completion of a PL course, moved to Bratislava,
where there was no supervisory authority who would mediate the potential
conflicts and give a helping hand in their study problems.

w
w

The students’ perspective
Taking into consideration the journalistic routine in the totalitarian conditions, it comes as no surprise that the rather favourable depiction of the “Third
World” students’ life at the PLC in Senec was published in the contempo-

20 Interview with Viktória Buznová and Viera Barková, April 12, 2017.
21 Ibid.
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rary Slovak press. In 1961, the Ugandan and Iraqi students in reportage for
NašaUniverzita confirmed: “We are very satisfied[...]the teachers are very good,
they are like your stepfathers and step-mothers[...]”22 However, this apparently
biased commentary was surprisingly consistent with the memories of the interviewed teachers.
The advertised anti-imperialist sentiment seemed to attract many students from the “Third World”. Thomas OkemaToya from Uganda, in the
1961 interview for Naša Univerzita explained: “Many Ugandan boys study in
the USA and in the UK. But we don’t want to know just one side, we don’t want
to be only western-oriented. For this reason, our governments sent us here: they
also want to have experts trained here in Uganda, to get to know both outlooks,
only then can we decide, which one is better.”23 Baghdad-based Kazi Ahmed’s
remark sounds similar: “We might have gone to study in France or England, but
we came here: people are better, the government also. We don’t want imperialism.
In your schools there are good experts, you have better education methods of technical cadres.”24 Political reasons also apparently convinced Mindja Hilaire from
Cameroon, a student of geology, who received a UN scholarship: “I attended
grammar school in Cameroon, then I went to study at a grammar school in Paris
[...] After the final examination the UN offered me an option of higher education
in several countries. I resolved for Czechoslovakia mostly because of my political
stance.”25 Hilaire was a supporter of The Union of the Peoples of Cameroon,
political party struggling for reunification and independence against French
and British colonial rule.
In spite of the positive judgments about the foreign students’ ability to acquire Slovak during the one-year language course, many students criticized the
ineffectiveness of language-teaching methods. In 1965 Vietnamese student Ta
The Truyen argued: “There is no Vietnamese-Slovak dictionary and also in the
language course, we were taught without any mediating language.”26 Or Martin
Osei-Nyarko from Ghana in 1962 admitted: “I still have language problems that
cause me difficulties not only in reading but also in studying.”27
Even though we have no evidence of any racially-oriented conflict in
Senec, the coexistence with local students after moving to Bratislava was not
always as optimal as it was meant to be, according to anti-imperialist image

22
23
24
25
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campaigns. For instance, in 1964, the Slovak public was shocked by an attack, in the press known as “the Bratislava incident”, in which Yemeni student
Yahia Mohamed El Moiz was injured. According to the official report, the
summoned doctor refused to give him medical assistance and insulted him
terribly.28
In general, the accusations of the Czechoslovak public of racism mostly
came from African students, especially Anglo-phone ones. These students
often received a better education than other African students, had experience with western-type institutions and “capitalist society”, and many of
them came to Czechoslovakia due to a UN scholarship. Perhaps because of
this “global awareness” they were more sensitive to detecting signs of racism.
The official reports refer to “idealized visions of Socialism”, which combined
with the racially-oriented clashes meant, that many African students gradually became vigorous critics of the Czechoslovak regime.29 For instance,
the well-documented case of a group of Somali students, who after (unspecified) experiences in Czechoslovakia immigrated to Western Germany
where they published a brochure called “I lived in a concentration camp”.30
An incident with Czechoslovak authorities described in a letter of complaint
written by a group of students from Northern Rhodesia, who were allocated
against their will to the Preparatory Language Centre in Senec (they intended to study at Czech universities) ended similarly. They accused the USN
members of tactless behaviour, and two of them even escaped to Sweden,
where at a subsequent press conference they informed foreign correspondents
about the “tough living conditions” of African students in Czechoslovakia.31
A rather curious case of a slightly different nature happened in April 1970. In
one of the Prague boarding houses, the Somali and Sudanese students pasted
a poster of Lenin on their dormitory doors. The poster survived two attacks
from (allegedly) Czechoslovak students until it was definitely destroyed in
the fire together with the doors. According to the reports about the incident,
the Somali student was terrified and therefore informed the Boarding Com-

28 NAČR, fond USN, box 137, inv. no. 268. Reports on incidents. Report on negotiations with
Yemen embassy. (Zprávy o incidentech. Zpráva o jednání s jemenským ZÚ), Prague, 1964.
29 NAČR, fond USN, box 136, inv. no. 261. Characteristics of Foreign students‘ Unions in CSSR
1962–72, Africa (Charakteristika svazů zahraničních studentů v ČSSR 1962–72, Afrika).
30 AMZV ČR, fond TO-T Territorial Department 1960–1964 (teritoriální odbor 1960–1964),
box 2, case 9. Analysis of the situation between foreign students in CSSR (Rozbor situace
mezi zahraničními studenty v ČSSR).
31 NAČR, fond USN, box 207, inv. no. 348. The case of F. Chibeza. Proclamation of Rhodesian
students written to USN (Případ F. Chibezy. Sdělení rhodézských studentů, kteří napsali
USL) 1964.
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mittee. However, the Czech members of the Committee were not interested
in resolving the case.32 Suchlike episodes completed the range of misunderstandings that took place, this time demonstrating the dissonance of various
attitudes to Socialism.
The reaction of the authorities to racist incidents as well as to conflicts
stemming from the diverse designs of the Socialist imagination is self-evident
– they seemed to not know how to handle such a situation properly. Principally they perceived it as the symptoms of un-Socialist conviction or the remnants of the capitalist regime rather than an essential social problem. Indeed
they believed racism in itself could only exist outside the Socialist sphere.33
Despite the high-minded internationalism that was supposed to rule out
racism entirely, the concept of race and racist thinking as such, still functioned in a Socialist society. As Quinn Slobodian in his brilliant paper Socialist Chromatism has argued, the skin colour and other markers of phenotypic
difference were preserved to form precise borders between the theoretically
non-hierarchical philosophy of race. Following this pattern, the local authorities continued to operate with phenotypical and folkloric stereotypes to illustrate the range of internationalism and the depth of the advertised solidarity.34
The racial typologies of the nineteenth century thus survived to highlight the
stockpile of representations of global unity in diversity. Even though Slobodian’s study focuses on shifting definitions of race in East Germany after 1945
and how this process reflected the world-wide discussions on this topic in
the postwar period, its conclusions could also be well applicable to describing Czechoslovak functional “race patterns”. UNESCO’s “Statement of Race”
ratified in 1950, confirmed the so-called “three race model of mankind” and
instituted something that Bruce Baum entitled “egalitarian racism”. The logic
of this model was based on discarding the hierarchy of race without dismissing
the category of race as such.35 This egalitarian racialist motif could be tracked

32 NAČR, fond USN, box 207, inv. no. 347. The reports from meeting of disciplinary committee (Zápisy ze schůze disciplinární komise, Hanna Cavallarová), 27. 5. 1970. HESSLER, Julie.
Death of an African Student in Moscow: Race, Politics, and the Cold War. Cahiers du monde
russe, 2006, vol. 47, no. 1–2, pp. 33–63.
33 HESSLER, Julie. Death of an African Student in Moscow: Race, Politics, and the Cold War.
Cahiers du monde russe, 2006, vol. 47, no. 1–2, pp. 33–63.
34 SLOBODIAN, Quinn. Socialist Chromatism. Race, Racism, and the Racial Rainbow in East
Germany. In SLOBODIAN, Quinn (ed.). Comrades of Color. East Germany in the Cold War
World. New York: Berghan Books, 2015, pp. 24–25.
35 BAUM, Bruce. The Rise and Fall of the Caucasian Race. The political History of Racial Identity,
New York: New York University Press, 2008, p. 189. Cited from: SLOBODIAN, Quinn (ed.).
Comrades of Color. East Germany in the Cold War World. New York: Berghan Books, 2015, p. 27.
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down in photographs, media or even in the “cultural evenings” mentioned
above, which, with their over-emphasis of rather stereotypical visualizations
of the “exotic traditions” of distant lands, implied the racialization of national
cultures.
These stereotypical depictions were often exaggerated and considered
even offensive by many people of colour. For instance, Rhodesian students in
a proclamation addressed to the USN officials in 1964 argued that the publication Africa: The Dream and the Reality, which was supposed to break the
cultural barrier between the Czechoslovak public and African people, displays
Africa as a dirty, backward and degenerate continent, conveys images of naked
Africans and shows “everything bad, that could be found in Africa”.36 Many African students thus came up against the limits of anti-imperialist rhetoric and
came to view the Soviet countries as another imperialist white place.
Nonetheless, the other “Third World” students scarcely mentioned any
such incidents and even Syrian and Sudan students in defence of Czechoslovakia proclaimed: “There is no racism in Czechoslovakia; it is just a complex of
Africans, sensitive crankiness, that turned every gesture, that subjectively does not
suit them into racial discrimination.”37 In contrast with Anglo-phone African
students, the Francophone ones were considered by official reports as “more
progressive” and easier to deal with than the Anglo-phone ones. As they came
from politically destabilized countries they usually perceived their support for
the national-liberation movement as their lifelong mission and many of them
were in Czechoslovakia illegally. The political orientation of the African students from former Portuguese colonies was likewise affected by the national-liberation struggle of their home countries. Mozambican students even sent
part of their scholarship grant as a form of support to their homeland.
Not all African students were thus considered on equal terms. Those who
came from countries previously attached to the West were treated with suspicion, as potential carriers of subversive thought. The crucial role here could
have also been played by the very key potential of making alliances with
post-capitalist African states. As Julie Hessler emphasises, they soon started
to show a tendency to rejuvenate their connections with the West and so their

36 NAČR, fond USN, box 207, inv. no. 347. The case of F. Chibeza. Proclamation of Rhodesian
students written to USN (Případ F. Chibezy. Sdělení rhodézských studentů, kteří napsali
USL) 1964.
37 NAČR, fond USN, box 261, inv. no. 136. Reports on working with the Unions 1962–1968.
The debate oncoexistence with the foreign students at the University of Economics, Prague
(Zprávy o práci se svazy 1962–1968. Beseda o soužití se zahraničními studenty VŠE).
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strategic significance for Soviet Cold War geopolitics was lost.38 Discrimination against African students, thus might have been motivated by politics as
well as by the questions of race.
The students’ perceptions of the education program and the everyday reality of life in the Socialist country were highly affected by their authentic
political orientation or the political preconceptions they acquired before arrival in Czechoslovakia. For example, Latin American students had to undergo
a strict selection procedure managed by relatively well-established Communist parties in their homeland so they tended to be more naturally left-oriented than their counterparts from Asia and Africa, as well as Czechoslovak students themselves. For example, Adela La Plaza from Bolivia in 1968
criticized Czechoslovaks for their political passivity: “In Bolivia, Czechoslovakia has an image of the ideal country. They say people here work for 10 hours per
day to help Vietnam. We form a stunning vision, then we come and the reality is
very different.”39 Interestingly, Latin American students were among the very
few exceptions who viewed the liberalization process of the Prague Spring as
a step backwards. Taking into consideration the official records of students’
debates, the leftist foreign students, many of whom had previous experience
with guerrilla warfare, who were imprisoned, injured or even expelled from
their home country, were not able to understand that some people might have
felt discontent in a Socialist regime.40
Having said that, the attitudes of the left-oriented foreign students vary
considerably from the reactions of those who were not “experienced Marxists”.
Many of them felt disillusioned by the day to day reality of life in “real Socialism”. Meer Hasan Ally in an interview for a periodical Forum zahraničních
studentů in 1968 explained: “The majority of us left our country not as genuine
Marxists but rather as people who read [Marxist] classics and we naturally expected
to see something from the theory in practice. However, after the arrival we became
embittered; freedom of speech in the press as well as in radio broadcast was almost
imperceptible, the bureaucratic machinery unbearable, etc.”41

38 HESSLER, Julie. Death of an African Student in Moscow: Race, Politics, and the Cold War.
Cahiers du monde russe, 2006, vol. 47, no. 1–2, pp. 33–63.
39 A periodical Student, vol. IV, no. 5, Prague, January 31, 1968, p. 8.
40 A periodical Forum zahraničních studentů, vol. 1, no. 6, publisher: University of 17th November and the University Committee of the Central Committee of the Czechoslovak Youth
Union, Prague, June 1968, p. 4.
41 A periodical Forum zahraničních studentů, vol 1, no. 7, publisher: University of 17th November
and the University Committee of the Central Committee of the Czechoslovak Youth Union,
Prague, July 1968, p. 3.
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Asian students were described as introverted and hardworking and they
regularly participated in volunteer work brigades. A specific group was formed
by Vietnamese and Mongolian students, who were strictly controlled by their
embassies. Vietnamese students even had to attend party education training
sessions every year directed by the Vietnamese embassy. Very distinctive were
also the Nepalese students, who often refused, according to official reports, to
go back to their home country, due to the “primitive conditions in Nepal”. In
this regard the archival material seems very apt, when it indicates that Nepalese students at first actively participated in the liberalization process of 1968,
but after the revelation of this “progressive activities” by the Nepalese royal
cabinet, they were forced to refrain from any suchlike enterprise. Both, the
Asian and Latin American students proclaimed that they did not encounter,
or hardly ever encountered, any form of racism in Slovakia.
During the Cold War battle over “[Third World] people’s hearts and
minds”, anti-racism policy was definitely part of the Soviet agenda aiming to
discredit their geopolitical rivals. And in many cases it met the expectations.
The affinity towards the so-called “Red promise”42 is palpable in the experiences and writings of many African-American intellectuals who visited the
Soviet Union. As Langston Hughes, one of the most prominent Afro-American intellectuals of the first half of the 20th century, articulated in his writings
during his visit to the Soviet Union in 1932-1933: “[In the Soviet Union]
Black and white can all be red.”43 The British sociologist Ian Law assumes, that
the appeal of Marxism for the Coloured peoples was embedded in “the simple
equation between Communism and the elimination of racism and racial discrimination”.44 Interesting numbers are provided by the Senegalese sociologist JeanPierre N’Diaye’s broad survey of the opinions and beliefs of African students
carried out in France in 1962. According to his research, 25 % of the students
admired the USSR, 20 % admired China while only 3.3 voted for the United
States. The reasons behind this outcome were the rapid Soviet progress in all
areas (35 %), Communist ideology (22.3 %) and scientific achievements such
as the Sputnik satellite (18.5 %). 37.8 % of students involved in the research

42 Quote taken from: LAW, Ian. Red Racism. Racism in Communist and Post-Communist Contexts.
UK: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012, p. 133.
43 BALDWIN, Kate, A. Beyond the Colour Line and the Iron Curtain, Reading Encounters between
Black and Red, 1922–1963. London: London Duke University Press, 2002, p. 95.
44 LAW, Ian. Red Racism. Racism in Communist and Post-Communist Contexts. UK: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012, p. 139.
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believed that “full-fledged Socialism” will be the best economic system for
Africa’s development.45
Fascination with the ideology that helped to forge the idealized vision of
emancipation, inevitably involved in building new raceless states, was thus indicative of the core rose-lens perception of Socialism for many “Third World”
visitors.
Despite the official doctrine, the racist, latently racist or at least “ignorant” tendencies towards “exotic strangers” that might have been perceived by
some as racist prevailed among the Czechoslovak public. The Czechoslovaks’
demeanour, however, only reflected the overall public discourse in the Soviet
bloc. According to Quist-Adade’s account, attitudes to and representations of
Africans inside the Soviet Union were shifting over a long period of time from
Communist paternalism to the unconcealed antagonism of 1980s onwards,
when Africa became a “scapegoat for popular discontent and a metaphor for poverty
and backwardness” as well as a means of criticism of the previous Soviet leadership, which wasted Soviet resources in Africa.46 But even during the 1960s,
when the ideas of internationalism or (depending on perspective) the so-called
Soviet civilising mission were reaching their peak, the images of compassion
towards the helpless black victims of imperialist injustice were accompanied in
the Soviet press by clear racist references to the brutality of black men and recommendations to denounce mixed marriages.47 Another emblematic connotation that considerably shaped the common Soviet discourse were the prevalent
linkages in the Soviet press between jazz, blackness, sexuality and primitivism
ascribed to Africa and Africans. These stereotypical representations contributed to the gradual degradation of their status in Soviet society.48
“Third World” students, and according to the archival sources, in particular the African ones, were thus sometimes exposed to the harsh reality that
did not always correspond to Soviet self-representation. However, taking into

w
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45 N’DIAYE, Jean-Pierre. Enquête sur les étudiants noirs en France. Archives de sociologie des
religions, 1962, no. 14, pp. 228–229, 243–245. Cited from: KATSAKIORIS, Constantine. Creating a Socialist Intelligentsia. Soviet Educational Aid and its Impact on Africa (1960–1991).
Cahiers d’Études africaines, 2017, vol. 57 (2), no. 226, p. 263.
46 QUIST-ADADE, Charles. From paternalism to ethnocentrism: Images of Africa in Gorbachev’s Russia. Race and Class, 2005, vol. 4, no. 46, pp. 79–89. Cited from: LAW, Ian. Red
Racism. Racism in Communist and Post-Communist Contexts. UK: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012,
p. 21.
47 Ibid, p. 22.
48 QUIST-ADADE, Charles. From paternalism to ethnocentrism: Images of Africa in Gorbachev’s Russia. Race and Class, 2005, vol. 46, no. 4, pp. 79–89 and MATUSEVICH, Maxim.
An exotic subversive: Africa, Africans and the Soviet everyday. Race and Class, 2008, vol. 49,
no. 4, pp. 57–81.
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I have tried to look at the Soviet education programme, exemplified in the
limited conditions of the PLC in Senec, from two perspectives: the teachers’ and “Third World” students’. Thus, referring to Rupprecht’s argument,
to investigate and comprehend, though not to legitimize, those potentially
“appealing features” of the Socialist regime in Czechoslovakia. The advertised
anti-imperialist Soviet image definitely had a certain “charm” to the students
coming from the emerging “Third World”. However, their initial motivation to study might have included a diversity of motivation catalysts – either
pragmatic, as for many the higher education was simply not accessible in
their home countries, or political, as most of the “Third World” students in
Czechoslovakia were members or at least supporters of some national-liberation group, not to mention the occasional membership of the local Communist party. The last motivation source might be called “ideational preference”,
meaning the students presumably shared some “indigenous” leftist sentiment
(Latin American students especially). But what “Third World” students
seemingly had in common is the fact they carried certain, sometimes much
idealized, preconceptions about life in the Soviet bloc. The internationalist
ideas entangled with the strong anti-imperialist feeling that enticed “Third
World” students to Czechoslovakia were perhaps fostered in the “community
atmosphere” at the PLC in Senec, but then collided with the harsh reality
of the students’ everyday life at Bratislava universities. Many African students felt deceived, as the anti-imperialist campaigns presented the Soviet
bloc as a place free of racism, which Czechoslovakia was not, just as the
USSR, Britain or the USA were not. A sample of “Third World” students
in the Slovak part of the Republic demonstrates a certain ambivalence with
which they were considered – officially cherished for the political prestige
they could bring to Czechoslovakia’s account in the Cold War tactics and
at the same time kept at a distance because of the persistent presence of the
racial prejudice that underscored the debates over motives behind the conflicts between African students and the Czechoslovak public. The doctrine of
solidarity was limited by the stereotypes of previous generations as much as
it was systematically defined and redefined by the wider political framework
of the Cold War.
17
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The negative experiences undoubtedly affected the political conviction of
African students. According to the words of the Malian ambassador, 80 to
90 % of Malian students came back from Czechoslovakia with an anti-Communist stance.49 Nonetheless, for those “Third World” students coming from
poorer countries Czechoslovak free education represented a unique opportunity for social mobility, sometimes even an escape from poor living conditions
in their home countries. Many of them even decided after finishing their studies to stay in Czechoslovakia. Taking into consideration these circumstances,
if one of the goals of the Soviet education programme was to bring up a new
“politically kindred elite” that would spread the positive stance toward the Soviet bloc, its presumed success was at least questionable. However, this resolution must be justified by further research, which would also assess the students
and conditions in PLCs also in the Czech part of the Republic.
If we return to the romanticized picture of harmonious coexistence between the “Third World” students and the Slovak public in Senec presented by
the former teachers, it might have been true, but when compared to the situation in Bratislava or other Preparatory Language Centres in the Czech part
of the Republic,50 I must conclude that it was rather an exception than a rule.

w
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Back to Africa speaking Slovak?: “Third World” students
at the Preparatory Language Centre in the city of Senec during the 1960s
As a consequence of decolonization processes and the revival of the doctrine of socialist
internationalism the Soviet bloc turned its attention to “Third World” countries in line with
its broader geopolitical strategy. Besides the traditional method of committing emerging
states with a promise of economic assistance, the Soviet higher education program for
foreigners became an important medium through which the Soviets positively self-represented their model of society. In the course of the 1960s in the USSR and several Eastern
European states, there were established educational institutions exclusively designed for
the training of foreign students. However, the arrival of hundreds of “exotic strangers” provoked a number of complications in hitherto rather isolated Czechoslovakia. In an effort to
minimize the possible “culture shock”, every foreign student was bound to attend a one-

49 AMZV, fond TO-T Mali, Territorial Department 1960–1964, box 23, case 8, inv. no.
011423/62-I. The secretary of CC CPCS, Vladimír Koucký report, 1963 (Zpráva Vladimíra
Kouckého, tajemníka ÚV KS, 1963).
50 See AMZV ČR, fond Territorial Department 10 (1960–1964), box 2, inv no. 113, case 9.
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-year language course in preparatory language centres. Apart from their educational function, these institutions also played the role of so-called “assimilation camps”. The teachers
were not only responsible for preparation of traditional lectures, but they also organized
free-time activities for students. The leisure activities were carefully designed to acquaint
foreigners with Czechoslovak culture, and in particular to present socialism as a progressive and advanced force. In spite of constant struggle to gain control over the selection procedure for suitable candidates, systematic efforts to adapt “Third World” students to living
conditions under “real socialism” and a mass solidarity and anti-racism image campaign, the
internationalist rhetoric reached its limits expressed by the racial stereotypes that still held
sway among the Czechoslovak public. In particular, African students from former British
colonies felt defrauded, and after the negative experience with racially-motivated conflicts
often went back to their homelands with an anti-Communist stance. Nevertheless, despite
the undoubtedly complicated pattern of cultural coexistence for foreign students coming
from the impoverished social background or politically destabilized countries of Africa,
Asia or Latin America, Czechoslovak scholarship presented a unique opportunity for social
mobility, and sometimes even verification of the “rightness” of their variety of socialism.
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Letter from Professor Veverka to R. P. Baffour, the rector of the Nkrumah University, after his
first stay in Ghana, concerning the future contacts between the local university and the CTU
(A ČVUT, Rectorate collection, Foreign Relations in the 1960s)
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Contacts with Third World Countries
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Abstract: This paper describes the contacts the lecturers of the Czech Technical University
had with third world countries in the 1960s. The general processes in preparing these
contacts in Czechoslovakia are described, together with the specific strategy of the school
and its lecturers.
Keywods: Czech Technical University; third world countries; foreign relationships; expertize
work; the 1960s; Czechoslovakia
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Relations with foreign scientific institutions are now an important factor in
evaluating the quality of universities in international terms. Their importance
for the work of these institutions is evidenced by the fact that these contacts
persisted even after the change of the political regime in Czechoslovakia after
World War Two. However, the state then outlined directive and centralised
conditions under which these relations were allowed to be developed, and the
state also determined the countries on which they should focus. Agreements
on technical science cooperation with third world countries became analogous to the political rivalry of the power blocs during the Cold War. This paper should explain the process by which the lecturers of the Czech Technical
University (CTU, or “ČVUT” in Czech) were posted to developing countries
and the reasons for this, emphasizing the beginnings and the first results in

1

This study was written with the support of the long-term development of the research organisation (RVO) no. 68407700.
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the 1960s, i.e. during a time of increasing political thaw. The first part of the
paper is theoretical and attempts to reconstruct, on the basis of the available
directives, the practice of posting lecturers, specifying the destinations, political loyalty, specialised knowledge and language skills of the posted person, and
the financial aspects of the stay. The form in which feedback was given upon
returning is also mentioned. The second part provides a statistical overview of
the research aspects pertaining to the CTU’s contacts with third world countries, and also gives examples of the stays, analysed from the viewpoint of their
common or differing attributes.
Available Resources
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The resources used can be divided up into the legal directives of the central
authorities, available in official gazettes, and the internal directives of the
CTU, plans and statistical reports, official correspondence with the central
authorities and travel reports, available in the Rectorate collection of the
CTU Archives. These resources imply that during the period relevant to this
paper, the official foreign agenda of the organisational units of the CTU,
i.e. its faculties and institutes, was not conducted in a unified manner as regards their communication with the rectorate, and also as regards communication between the rectorate and the authorities, meaning that the data
gathered cannot be analysed in statistical terms. The data requested by the
rectorate, such as the language skills of the experts, clearly show that the
school tried to follow the practices set forth by the central authorities in stages. Many of the available travel reports are complete, as is reflected in the later
summaries and also reminders from the rectorate requesting that a report be
provided. One resource which allows the statistical analysis of this agenda is
the documentation of the University Committee of the Communist Party
of Czechoslovakia in Prague, lodged with the Prague City Archives, with
documents created while the committee’s was active between 1963 and 1969.
The relevant documents enabling statistical analysis from the collections of
the Ministry of Education and Culture, or later Ministry of Education of the
Czech Socialist Republic, lodged with the National Archives, have not yet
been processed for the archive.
Foreign Contact Processes
During the First Czechoslovak Republic (1918–1938) journeys abroad were
not under central administration at the Czech Technical University. They were
initiated by lecturers or by Czech or foreign executive authorities (ministries)
22
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and scientific institutions (Masaryk Labour Academy, “Masarykova akademie
práce”). University lecturers were also members of international expert societies and regularly attended their conventions.2
The activities of Czechoslovak universities were considerably affected by the
post-war political development. The university act adopted in 1950 stripped
universities of the power to elect their executive bodies and independently
decide on their organisational matters. Their top officials were no longer appointed through democratic elections but proposed by the State Committee
for Universities, which was an initiative, coordination and advisory body of the
Minister of Education and Culture,3 following consultation with the council
of the specific university or faculty councils. The lecturers and students were
greatly affected by the political purges initiated among their own ranks, and
the vacancies were filled with politically loyal staff that often lacked expertise
and scientific knowledge.4
Despite that, immediately after World War Two, lecturers’ membership of
international institutions and personal contacts established in pre-war times
were gradually renewed. Due to the technical focus of the university, these survived, although with some restrictions, the repression in the early 1950s5 and
their contacts with western countries had never been completely lost.6 What
also played a certain role was the ideological dimension of foreign contacts.7

2

3
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MÁDROVÁ, Kamila. “One Cannot Always Just Sit at a Convention, We Are Human, after
All …” Students and Professors of the Czech Technical University at Conferences and in the
Social Environment of International Conventions in 1918–1938. In DVOŘÁČKOVÁ, Věra,
FRANC, Martin (eds.). Science overcoming borders. Praha: MÚA AV ČR, 2018, pp. 101–122.
University Act (Zákon o vysokých školách) no. 58/1950 Coll., Sect. 5 and 6, see Collection
of Laws of the Czechoslovak Republic (Sbírka zákonů Republiky Československé), 1950, vol.
27, pp. 114–119.
For more on the post-war development of universities, see e.g. CONNELLY, John. Zotročená
univerzita. Praha: Karolinum, 2008; KOSTLÁN, Antonín (eds.). Vědní koncepce KSČ a její institucionalizace po roce 1948. Práce z dějin vědy. Praha: Ústav pro soudobé dějiny AV ČR, 2010.
For publications on the topic of technical universities, see EFMERTOVÁ, Marcela, JAKUBEC,
Ivan, JOSEFOVIČOVÁ, Milena, TAYERLOVÁ, Magdalena. Česká technika. Praha: České vysoké učení technické, 2004; PERNES, Jiří. Kapitoly z dějin VUT v Brně 1899–2009. Brno: Vutium,
2009.
MORKES, František. Léta nadějí, iluzí i zklamání. Poznámky k proměnám vysokých škol
v letech 1945–1953. In Věda v Československu v letech 1945–1953. Praha: Karolinum, 1999,
pp. 21–38.
Cf. HAVRÁNEK, Jan. Kontakty s vědou východního bloku a první styk se západem. In Věda
v Československu v letech 1953–1963. Praha: Archiv AV ČR, Arenga, 2000, pp. 25–28.
Cf. KOSTLÁN, Antonín. Hlavní koncepty vědní politiky v Československu 1945–1989. In
KALOUS Jan, KOCIAN, Jiří (eds.). Český a slovenský komunismus (1921–2011). Praha: Ústav
pro studium totalitních režimů, 2012, pp. 239–249.
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On the grounds of intergovernmental agreements and its membership of
the Comecon, the state preferred technical science contacts with the Soviet
Union, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Albania, Yugoslavia (from 1949)
and the German Democratic Republic (from 1950), while its non-European
destinations were Cuba (from 1972) and Vietnam (from 1978). The beginnings
of closer contacts with developing countries came in the late 1950s in connection with the international agreements on cooperation in culture and technical
sciences with states in Asia, Africa and Latin America. The first agreement was
signed with Egypt in 1958,8 to be followed by India, Ethiopia, Iraq, Guinea,
Ghana, Yemen, Congo-Brazzaville, Syria, Iran and Tanzania. In the 1970s links
were established with Kuwait, Sri Lanka, Ecuador, Columbia, Bolivia, Bangladesh, Costa Rica, Libya, Pakistan, Peru, Somalia, Panama, Niger and Angola. In
the 1980s it was Mozambique, Morocco, Mexico, Nicaragua, Grenada, Cambodia, Afghanistan, Laos, Zambia, Guyana, Senegal, Zimbabwe, Seychelles,
Cape Verde, Venezuela, Togo, Argentina, Sierra Leone, Kenya, Benin, the Maldives and Burundi. Contacts were also established through requests for expert
activities within UNESCO, and the need for experts for cooperation with the
foreign trade enterprises being established at the time also played a certain role.
The political and social changes that took place from the beginning of the
1960s in the Soviet Union9 had a direct effect on the development in Czechoslovakia. The thaw in political and cultural life also brought reform processes
to universities. The number of people travelling abroad was increasing and
contacts with the West intensified. The journeys were more often taken on the
grounds of personal recommendations and acquaintances of scientists from
repeated mutual contacts.
In response to the development of technical science contacts during the
1960s, the Ministry of Education10 issued legislation and plans for inter-university contacts in connection with international agreements. The Ministry
acted as the control body for journeys abroad by Czechoslovak scientists.11

8

Decree of the Minister for Foreign Affairs (Vyhláška ministra zahraničních věcí) no. 49/1958
Coll. In Collection of Laws of the Czechoslovak Republic, 1958, vol. 20, p. 117.
9 The 22nd convention of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.
10 Ministry of Education and Culture in 1956–1967, after that the Ministry of Education, Youth
and Sports Education (hereafter “Ministry of Education”).
11 The Ministry’s role in the area of the foreign contacts of universities was incorporated in the
University Act no. 58/1950 Coll. and its amendments. While Act 46/1956 Coll. only defined
the Minister’s roles generally in Sect. 4 (“The Minister of Education and Culture is fundamentally the administrator of all universities and governs them consistently as regards their ideological, scientific and pedagogical aspects.”), Act 19/1966 Coll. specifically defines the concept and principles of foreign relations as the Minister’s competence in Sect. 34 Par. c). See
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Moreover, every journey had to be approved by the personnel department of
the relevant university. Likewise, every visit by foreign nationals to Czechoslovak universities and their accommodation at the halls of residence required
approval from the Ministry.12 From the end of the 1950s, study exchanges
covered by the host country began to be organised, i.e. exchanges of lecturers
and scientific staff and practical exchanges for students at all types of secondary schools and universities.13 The number and destinations of these journeys
were also regulated by the Ministry. Following a proposal from a specific university department, the university rectorate supplied a plan of these exchanges
for the next year. These documents included the cadre files of all participants.
The Czech Technical University issued internal directives in accordance
with the general regulations, defining the rules for contacts between the university and foreign institutions and also coordination with the Ministry of Education in this area. Plans for journeys abroad could only be supplied by the faculties to the rectorate once a year on a predefined date, and any journeys outside
the plan were only allowed in exceptional cases. Each quarter the rectorate sent
these schedules to be discussed by a Committee for Universities at the Ministry
of Education and Culture. The lecturers were obliged to present themselves at
the rector’s office before being posted abroad, while associate professors and
other staff presented themselves at the dean’s office of their faculty. The duty
to prepare a travel report had one important outcome: an abbreviated report
should be made within 14 days and a detailed report within one month of
the end of the journey. They were delivered to the relevant department, faculty
dean’s office and the rectorate. The reports were supposed to help the development of the school because, besides a description of the journey and its results,
they also contained specific suggestions on how the newly gained experience

w
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Act 46/1956 Coll., which amends and supplements the University Act. In Collection of Laws
of the Czechoslovak Republic, 1966, vol. 25, pp. 95–102. Act 19/1966 Coll. on Universities.
In Collection of Laws of the Czechoslovak Republic, 1966, vol. 7, pp. 61–70. Cf. MORKES,
František. Vysoké školy v kontextu legislativních a politických změn. In ZILYNSKÁ, Blanka,
SVOBODNÝ, Petr. Česká věda a Pražské jaro (1963–1970). Praha: Karolinum, 2001, pp. 23–32.
12 Czech Technical University Archives (Archiv Českého vysokého učení technického, hereafter: A ČVUT), Rectorate collection (fond Rektorát), Foreign Contacts in the 1950s (Za
hraniční styky v 50. letech). Gazette of the Foreign Department of the Ministry of Education and Culture for university rectors and deans of higher education schools (Zpravodaj
zahraničního odboru ministerstva školství a kultury pro rektory vysokých škol a děkany
vyšších pedagogických škol), No. 2, 1958, item no. 20.842/58 – Copy.
13 Ibidem, Rectorate collection, Foreign Contacts in the 1950s. Directive of the Ministry of
Education and Culture on study exchanges without foreign currency in foreign countries in
1958 (Směrnice ministerstva školství a kultury o studijních bezdevizových výměnných zájezdech škol do zahraničí v r. 1958), item no. 74.555/57 – Copy.
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could be used. Their content was always discussed at the department meetings
and it was up to the vice-dean for science and research to decide whether the
suggestions would be implemented and to oversee them. Records of travels and
reports were kept at the rectorate as well as at the faculties.14
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Expertise work was a special purpose for which university lecturers were posted to foreign countries, especially developing countries. The Ministry of Education required that so-called cadre reserves be created for this, consisting of
staff that fulfil the professional and language criteria and are politically loyal,
as well as their partners that would accompany them during the journey.15 The
selection of suitable candidates by the academic bodies was subject to approval by the primary organisations of the Communist Party or the school-wide
committees of the Party and by the district, regional or municipal committees
of the Party. The staff, classified as A or B depending on their expertise and
language skills, were then entered in the cadre registry of the Ministry of Education.16 A special registry was kept for candidates for expert posts at UNESCO, whose documents were passed on via the Czechoslovak Committee for
Cooperation with the UNESCO headquarters in Paris.17
The Ministry was aware of the complications that insufficient language
skills of the candidates might cause, and decided therefore to check the potential for teaching languages used in developing countries, namely English,
Spanish and French, at the language departments at the universities.18 The

w
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14 Ibidem, Rectorate collection, Foreign Contacts in the 1960s (Zahraniční styky v 60. letech),
Implementation Guidelines for the CTU faculties to the ministerial directives on educational and cultural contacts with foreign countries, 1961 (Prováděcí pokyny pro fakulty ČVUT
ke směrnicím MŠK o provádění školských a kulturních styků se zahraničím 1961).
15 The creation of cadre reserves was one of the elements in the creation of the Communist Party ‘nomenclature’, which means specially approved people and their appointment
in offices on the grounds of the decisions of the Party. Cf. CAJTHAML, Petr. Nomenklatura a další mechanismy uplatňování moci KSČ ve společnosti. In KALOUS, Jan, KOCIAN Jiří
(eds.). Český a slovenský komunismus (1921–2011). Praha: Ústav pro studium totalitních režimů, 2012, pp. 203–209.
16 A ČVUT, Rectorate collection, Foreign Contacts in the 1960s, Circular of the Ministry of
Education and Culture (Oběžník ministerstva školství a kultury) no. 8.368/61-III – Cadre reserves for expertise work in foreign countries, 1961 (Kádrové zálohy pro expertizní činnost
v zahraničí, r. 1961).
17 Ibidem, Rectorate collection, Foreign Contacts in the 1970s (Zahraniční styky v 70. letech),
Circular of the Ministry of Education dated 5 February 1970 (Oběžník ministerstva školství
ze dne 5. 2. 1970), item no. 33.372/69-VII/2.
18 Ibidem.
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report prepared by the CTU following this request implies that there were big
differences as regards how prepared the various language departments of the
relevant faculties were for teaching experts. The Faculty of Civil Engineering
provided courses based on voluntary attendance and individual needs, and also
opened a small number of new regular courses. The Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering had no special classes for preparing experts, and only provided
classes designated primarily for preparation for higher level graduation exams. The Faculty of Electrical Engineering stated that the experts had not yet
shown any interest, as they believed their language skills were sufficient. These
reports generally mentioned the responsibility of foreign language teachers in
preparing experts, the current lack of suitable teaching aids and the need to
further educate the lecturers directly in the places to which they were posted.
On the grounds of Government Decree 108/1961 Coll., the University of
17th November was established19. It was primarily supposed to provide preparatory language training and political courses for students from developing
countries and also to “coordinate the preparation of Czechoslovak experts for
expertise work abroad”. This educational institute went into liquidation for
financial reasons on 1 October 1974 and the language training was then assigned to Charles University.20 In 1989 the coordination of experts to be posted abroad was taken over by the newly established Foreign Relations House
(“Dům zahraničních styků”) of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports
of the Czech Socialist Republic.21
As regards the payment of fees to experts, the Ministry issued a directive
on the adjustment of the Czech wages of staff posted for long-term stays
abroad in 1964.22 If the stay was shorter than 6 months, the scientific staff

w
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19 Government Decree 108/1961 Coll. on the Establishment of the University of 17th November in Prague (Vládní nařízení č. 108/1961 Sb., o zřízení Univerzity 17. listopadu v Praze). In
Collection of Laws of the Czechoslovak Republic, 1961, vol. 51, p. [8].
20 Legal Measure of the Czech National Council (Zákonné opatření České národní rady) no.
81/1974 Coll.; Decision of the Minister of Education of the Czech Socialist Republic dated
27 September 1974 (Rozhodnutí ministra školství ČR ze dne 27. 9. 1974), item no. 24.845/74110. See Gazette of the Ministry of Education and Ministry of Culture of the Czech Socialist
Republic (Věstník Ministerstva školství a Ministerstva kultury Československé socialistické
republiky), vol. XXX/1974, p. 142.
21 Statutes of the Foreign Relations House of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of
the Czech Socialist Republic dated 14 June 1989 (Statut Domu zahraničních styků Ministerstva školství, mládeže a tělovýchovy), no. 15.014/1989-14. In Gazette of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports and Ministry of Culture of the Czech Socialist Republic (Věstník
Ministerstva školství, mládeže a tělovýchovy a Ministerstva kultury České socialistické republiky), vol. XLV/1989, pp. 77–78.
22 Directive of the Ministry of Education and Culture on the adjustment of Czech wages of staff
posted for long-term stays abroad dated 28 January 1964 (Směrnice ministerstva školství
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continued with their Czech base salary. If the stay was longer, the Czech salary was ceased and a foreign salary was allocated, to be applied either from
the beginning of the expertise work or after it was extended. The amount of
the salary was determined by the Ministry of Finance in accordance with the
salaries of foreign service staff. With employees posted through a foreign trade
enterprise, the salary was determined by the enterprise without the approval
of the Ministry of Finance. If the stay was longer than 6 months, the experts
were entitled to a contribution to help them get established and to move their
family members over. If the host party promised to pay for the accommodation, the costs were reduced as necessary.
The Czech Technical University began to be addressed by the Ministry of
Education and by the Czechoslovak Committee for Cooperation with UNESCO as early as at the end of the 1950s. The lecturers were supposed to participate as experts in setting up universities in developing countries. The first
countries to request experts were Laos,23 India,24 Venezuela25 and Egypt26. The
offers were often declined by the dean’s office and rectorate, or they replied in
an unclear and slow manner. They pointed out the lack of staff, meaning they
had no lecturers to post, low cadre reserves and insufficient knowledge of the
necessary languages.
Thanks to the aforementioned measures, a group of cadre reserves with
sufficient political profile and language skills gradually stabilised at the end
of the 1960s, as did the destinations to which they were recommended. These
traditionally included India and Arab states such as Egypt, Syria, Iraq, Iran,
Kuwait, Tunisia, Morocco, Sudan and Libya. Less frequent were the states in
equatorial Africa, such as Ghana, Uganda or Tanzania. South America was
only marginal. Experts very often went to work at Cuban universities, and
several stays were made in Mexico.27
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a kultury o úpravě tuzemských platů pracovníků vysílaných k dlouhodobému pobytu do za
hraničí ze dne 28. 1. 1964), no. 163/4223/64. In Gazette of the Ministry of Education and Culture (Věstník Ministerstva školství a kultury), vol. XX/1964, pp. 97–99.
A ČVUT, Rectorate collection, Foreign Relations in the 1960s, correspondence with the
Ministry of Education and Culture (korespondence s Ministerstvem školství a kultury), no.
10.719/58.
Ibidem, Rectorate collection, Foreign Relations in the 1950s and the 1960s, correspondence
with the Ministry of Education and Culture, no. 11.806/I/58; 1166/60 VII/U.
Ibidem, Rectorate collection, Foreign Relations in the 1960s, correspondence with the Ministry of Education and Culture, no. 27.339/60-III/2.
Ibidem, Rectorate collection, Foreign Relations in the 1960s, correspondence with the Ministry of Education and Culture, no. 1523/60-I/42.
Ibidem, Rectorate collection, Foreign Relations in the 1960s, Overview of journeys taken by
CTU staff for the year 1969 (Přehled cest pracovníků ČVUT za rok 1969).
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A detailed statistical analysis of journeys to developing countries can be made
from the materials produced by the presidium of the University Committee
of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia in Prague, a body which was active from November 1963 to September 1969. It was established following
the resolution of the Presidium of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party to establish university committees in Prague, Brno and Bratislava, with
the competences of district committees of the Party.28 The tasks assigned to
this committee included the work of the Party’s primary organisations at the
faculties, gathering suggestions for university study reforms and ideological
and political functions – education in communism and party propaganda and
campaigning at universities.29 Information on foreign journeys, presented by
a special foreign travel committee to the presidium of the University Committee of the Communist Party in Prague as part of organisational matters,
can be traced until February 1968. After that, they were no longer included in
the agenda and political topics were preferred, apparently under the influence
of Czechoslovakia’s political climate resulting from the so-called post-January development. Communication between the University Committee and
the primary organisations or university-wide committees of the CTU gradually waned and the primary organisations and university-wide committees
increasingly tried to decide on some matters more independently.30 This led,
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28 National Archives (Národní archiv), collection code 02/1 – Presidium of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (Předsednictvo ÚV KSČ), vol. 29, arch.
unit 30, Meeting of the Presidium (Schůze PÚV KSČ) on 23 July 1963.
29 Prague City Archives (Archiv hl m. Prahy, hereafter: AHMP), collection code 1499, University Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia in Prague, Presidium of the University Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia in Prague (Vysokoškolský výbor KSČ v Praze, Předsednictvo VV KSČ v Praze), box 12, inv. no. 231, Draft of the working
agenda of the University Committee in Prague for 1963–1964 (Návrh plánu práce VV KSČ
v Praze pro období 1963–64).
30 “The overall activities of the university committee since the conference at which it had been elected
prove that this body failed in the long term to fulfil its anticipated mission. It was concerned mostly
with the country’s policy and formulating the opposing stances against the Central Committee of the
Communist Party. In its work then, it did not influence the primary organisations of the Communist
Party and all communists to work positively to promote the Party’s policy. The political situation at
universities is highly unfavourable as regards the implementation of the conclusions of the May plenary session. Besides objective reasons, often rooted far back in the past, this situation was also exacerbated by the attitudes of the University Committee and its policy.” Cf. AHMP, collection code
1499, University Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia in Prague, box 22,
inv. no. 374, Mission and contribution of the primary organisations of the Communist Party in fulfilling the main tasks of the CTU (Poslání a podíl ZO KSČ při plnění hlavních úkolů
ČVUT), 11 March 1969.
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besides the reformatory efforts within the University Committee (“intellectual resistance”), to its abolishment.31 The new cadre order approved by the
University Committee on 17 May 1969 dropped, amongst others, the formal
approval of foreign journeys, referring to it as useless bureaucratisation, and
left this agenda solely to the competence of the primary organisations and
University-wide Committee.32
The data gathered provide a sound basis for answering the research questions. The journeys are divided into two categories – “short-term” journeys
lasting less than 2 years, and long-term, which include either a journey mostly
lasting for 3 years or placement in the so-called cadre reserve for 3 years. With
short-term journeys the destination is always clear, while with long-term journeys it is usually given only in general terms, for instance “possibility to travel
to all states”, “placed in cadre reserve for foreign countries”, etc. Only those
records that refer to a specific developing country were therefore used for the
statistical analysis, comprising a total of 32 journeys. The candidate, however,
could be selected for a specific mission among the cadre reserves, and it may
be assumed that the overall number of journeys to capitalist, socialist and developing countries was higher.
The approved plan of long-term journeys in most cases also includes the
candidates’ CV’s prepared by the primary organisation at their worksite (faculty or institute). Most of these assessments are written following a consistent
pattern. The foreign travel committee tried to make the pattern more specific,
as can be judged from the draft questionnaire form presented to the presidium
on 13 May 1966.33 It provides us with a complete picture of the instruction
to primary organisations. They were to submit a comprehensive text on the
candidate’s family background, state of health, foreign journeys taken up to
then and foreign contacts. The areas assessed included the candidate’s personal characteristics, attitude to work and work discipline (quantity and quality
of work, initiative and ability to inspire others, accuracy, reliability, discipline,
adaptability, ambition and the ability to take criticism, coordination and man-

31 Cf. ibidem, box 23, inv. no. 383, Report on the current political situation at universities and
perspectives for the further work of the Regional Committee of the Communist Party for
Universities (Zpráva o současné politické situaci na vysokých školách a perspektivách další
práce OV KSČ pro vysoké školy), 17 June 1969.
32 Ibidem, Notes of the Presidium of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
Czechoslovakia on the presented “Report on the current political situation at universities
and perspectives for the further work of the Regional Committee of the Communist Party
for universities” (Poznámky předsednictva ÚV KSČ k předložené „Zprávě o současné politické situaci na VŠ a o perspektivách další práce OV KSČ“), 17 June 1969.
33 Ibidem, box 16, inv. no. 285, Questionnaire form draft (Návrh dotazníku).
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agement), expertise (knowledge of professional literature, the ability to absorb
new ideas, the ability to make use of new ideas, the ability of independent and
creative thinking, pedagogical skills, results of scientific work, overall cultural
maturity and education, language skills), political profile (the ability to politically analyse social matters, the ability to carry out political campaigning and
promote the idea of socialism, the ability to organise political and social life)
and readiness to be placed among foreign experts (time necessary for professional preparation).
The first research question is to find the ratio of journeys to developing
countries to those to capitalist or socialist states. The graphs presented below
indicate the proportion of each faculty of the CTU – Faculty of Civil Engineering, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Faculty of Technical and Nuclear Physics34, and the Civil Engineering Institute (Stavební ústav)35, in the university’s foreign relations in general,
from the viewpoint of short-term journeys and long-term expertise work (or
cadre reserves). The graphs therefore reflect the demand on the services and
staff of each faculty and also the faculty’s foreign relations policy. We can state
that third world countries made up the smallest part of the foreign relations
of the CTU, which only confirms the aforementioned complexities involved
in selecting the candidates and the demands placed on them. All the cases in
question involved expertise work or lecture stays, i.e. no exchanges. The greatest demand was seen in civil engineering (see Graph 1 and 2 – Faculty of Civil
Engineering and Civil Engineering Institute); in contrast, the field in least
demand was nuclear physics, with just one reported case in the relevant period.
The numbers of cadre reserves in Graph 2 confirm that they were systematically built up in preference over the preparation of specific stays.

34 Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering from the academic year 1968/1969.
35 The Civil Engineering Institute was the successor of the Research and Experimental Institute of Building Materials and Building Structures, established in 1921 by Professor František
Klokner (“Klokner Institute” after 1947 and after 1990) and the Institute of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics. This was an independent scientific site within the CTU focusing on theoretical as well as applied research in building structures and materials. See Study Programme
of the CTU – Faculty of Civil Engineering 1970–1971 (Studijní program ČVUT – Stavební
fakulta 1970–1971), pp. 46–47.
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Graph 1 – Short-term journeys by CTU faculties in 1963–1968
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Graph 2 – Long-term journeys by CTU-faculties in 1963–1968
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What appears to be an important aspect, considering the context of the time,
is the political activity of those travelling to developing countries. Graph 2
clearly shows that membership of the Communist Party was not a prerequisite to travel to third world countries, and that the candidate’s expertise
and abilities were taken into consideration. Still, a favourable personnel assessment and involvement in the work of the communist youth organisation
was an obligatory attachment to the candidates’ applications. As an example,
we can use the assessment included in the CV of Ing. Miloš Petřík, CSc.,
an employee of the Civil Engineering Institute, the son of the architects and
university lecturers Theodor Petřík and Milada Petříková-Pavlíková,36 issued
by the primary organisation at his worksite. “His political manifestations are
positive; he is a member of the ROH [the Trade Unions] and ČsVTS [Czechoslovak Technical Science Society]. He is interested in general philosophical matters,
to which he gives a lot of thought. He is well informed of political and economic
issues, which he analyses in detail. He is willing to carry out public work and tries
to encourage his group to take part in public events. Modest by nature. He is tolerant and popular with his colleagues. He is able to put the interests of the whole
institute before his own personal interests. His family life is orderly.”37
The cadre policy in universities’ foreign relations can be seen as positive because the regime tried to appoint its own loyal cadres, and also as pro-active as
the regime produced its own cadres. In this, political criteria were not decisive,
and effectiveness and expertise were the preferred aspects.38
In connection with the emergence of the so-called normalisation of
society, the Foreign Department of the Ministry of Education called for
a quick reconsideration of cadre reserves for expertise work in line with the
assessment of pedagogues’ political loyalty in general. The relevant decree
stated: “We are aware that rebuilding the cadre reserve is a long-term task and
we ask that consistent and permanent attention be given to the selection and
recommendation of suitable specialists at schools. However, we have to prepare
a certain cadre of experts as soon as possible so that we can successfully fulf il the

36 MASNEROVÁ, Jiřina. Vzpomínka na paní architektku Petříkovou-Pavlíkovou. Pražská technika, 2006, 1, pp. 49–51.
37 AHMP, collection code 1499, University Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia in Prague, Presidium of the University Committee, box 14, inv. no. 260, Proposal to
place comrade ing. Petřík Miloš, CSc., a scientific worker at the Civil Engineering Institute
of the CTU, into cadre reserve of experts for assistance to developing countries (Návrh
na zařazení s. Ing. Petříka Miloše, CSc., vědeckého pracovníka Stavebního ústavu ČVUT,
do kádrových reserv expertů pro pomoc rozvojovým zemím).
38 Cf. PAVKA, Marek. Kádry rozhodují vše! Kádrová politika KSČ z hlediska teorie elit. Brno: Prius,
2003, pp. 28–29, 51–52.
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tasks delegated to us by many government resolutions and which also constitute a major part of our educational relations with developing countries on the
whole.”39
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Graph 3 – Summary of Communist Party membership amongst those travelling to
developing countries at the CTU in 1963–1968
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Thanks to the extensive competence of the University Committee of the Communist Party in Prague, these materials allow us to track the frequency of contacts with developing countries at other universities in Prague (see Graph 4). The
Czech Technical University was second only to Charles University as regards
3%
the number of experts posted
to third world countries, which is in line with the
Charles University
4%
demand for technical disciplines
in these parts of the world. This can also reflect
the size of the school,
candidates
for postCzech
Technical University
10% and thus also the number of suitable
ing.40 Last but not least, this can reflect staff ’s readiness, expertise and language
13%

44%

University of Economics
Agricultural University

39 A ČVUT, Rectorate collection, Foreign Relations in the 1970s, Decree of the Ministry of Edand
ucation dated 19 October 1970 (Výnos Ministerstva školství zeUniversity
dne 19. of
10.Chemistry
1970), item
no.
Technology
26%
27.041/70-331.
Othersvysokých škol od roku
40 Cf. Historie a vývoj vysokého školství – 1919–2008, Vývoj některých
1959. Přílohové tabulky [History and Development of Universities, 1919–2008, Development
of some universities from 1959, Tables]. Prepared by Czech Statistical Office, published on
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skills for these journeys. The primacy of Charles University was primarily due to
the number of journeys taken by doctors, mathematicians and natural scientists,
as well as national heritage conservation experts from the Faculty of Arts.
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Graph 4 – Propotion of the staff of Prague universities in journeys to developing
countries 1963–1968
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The available archival materials in the CTU Archives unfortunately do not allow
us to prepare exact statistics of journeys to developing countries in the 1960s.
However, the share of specific faculties in expertise work and their initiative and
prospects for future years in this respect can be derived from the memorandum
for the Foreign Department of the Ministry of Education, which had requested
that university rectors prepare a long-term foreign relations concept in 1967.41
The inquiry was carried out in connection with the change in the regulations
for these activities. Given the size of the faculties, Prof. Bohumil Kvasil, the

15 March 2010. Available online at <https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/historie-a-vyvoj-vysokeho-skolstvi-n-i46po3jjgu>, ref. 27 October 2018.
41 A ČVUT, Rectorate collection, Foreign Relations in the 1960s, Prospects of Foreign Relations, Ministry of Education (Přehled zahraničních cest, ministerstvo školství), item no.
39.888/67-VII/1.
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then Rector of the CTU, decided to request that each faculty prepare its own
concept,42 and their detailed reports were therefore attached to the overall description of the development of foreign relations at the CTU. The overall report
on expertise work stated: “Lecturers are posted to developing countries according to
the needs and requirements of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Foreign Trade. Each faculty has so-called cadre reserves which are used for these purposes.
Cadre reserves are systematically added to.”43
The approach of individual faculties varied, as far as can be judged from the
prepared concepts. The Faculty of Civil Engineering made the most extensive
report on this topic. Almost all of its departments were planning to post their
staff to developing countries. Experts could pass on knowledge of civil engineering, technical building equipment, construction materials, geotechnics, railway,
roadway and airport constructions, hydrology, construction economics and other
disciplines. It is also stated that some expertise works have already been carried
out.44 Expertise journeys were similarly planned, albeit on a smaller scale, by the
Faculty of Technical and Nuclear Physics. It promised to post staff directly for
expertise work in nuclear chemistry (radiochemistry), the detection and effects
of ionising radiation and mechanical properties of materials. It was also willing
to accept students from developing countries.45 Unlike the two aforementioned
faculties, the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering made no mention of expertise
work in its report. It only emphasizes the need for its lecturers to have contacts
with foreign countries, but primarily refers to posting for short-term study journeys in developed countries where its staff would acquire the latest findings in
their discipline.46 The Faculty of Electrical Engineering does not pay special
attention to expertise work; it only mentions disciplines that are suitable for
long-term and short-term study journeys without further specification.47

w
w

42 Ibidem, Preparation of Long-term Foreign relations concept (Vypracování dlouhodobé koncepce zahraničních styků), to item no. 39.888/67-VII/1 of 21 December 1967.
43 Ibidem, Foreign relations of the CTU from the viewpoint of their importance for the development of scientific and pedagogical work at the CTU (Zahraniční styky ČVUT z hlediska
významu pro rozvoj vědecké a pedagogické činosti na ČVUT).
44 Ibidem, Faculty of Civil Engineering – Preparation of a long-term foreign relations concept (Fakulta stavební – Vypracování dlouhodobé koncepce zahraničních styků), item no.
1487/68/Nov.
45 Ibidem, Long-term foreign relations concept of the Faculty of Technical and Nuclear Physics of the CTU (Dlouhodobá koncepce zahraničních styků fakulty technické a jaderné fysiky
ČVUT).
46 Ibidem, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering – Long-term foreign relations concept of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering – preparation (Fakulta strojní – Dlouhodobá koncepce za
hraničních styků fakulty strojní – příprava), item no. 13129/68-09/I-W 29.
47 Ibidem, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering – Proposal for long-term foreign relations concept
(Fakulta strojní – Návrh dlouhodobé koncepce zahraničních styků).
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The collection of the CTU Rectorate includes just a few reports from the
1960s that contain information on journeys taken by CTU lecturers to developing countries. Taking these reports as an example, the author will try to
describe the primary processes on the basis of which the journey was taken
and the material support described by the participants.
The first example is the lecture journey taken by Associate Professor Miroslav Kotal48 of the Department of Electrical Machines, Instruments and Drives
at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering to the University of Damascus, Syria on
15–24 December 1967.49 Kotal visited Syria together with Associate Professor
Jiří Jára of the Institute of Tropical and Subtropical Agriculture and Professor
Bedřich Švestka, the Dean of the Medical Faculty of Hygiene of Charles University, to learn more about the conditions of the Syrian educational system and
research, as well as to attend a scientific conference on electromagnetic fields.
The next example concerns the establishment of contacts for a long-term
expertise stay at Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology in
Ghana.50 The initiative came directly from the University rector, Dr. R. P. Baffour, who had visited the CTU in October 1963 and requested a short visit
by two representatives in the field of electrical and mechanical engineering
who would subsequently recommend two members of staff for a long-term
expertise stay at the university. There were two delegates for the journey taken
on 17–28 January 1964, namely Antonín Veverka51, professor at the Department of Electricity Production and Distribution at the Faculty of Electrical
Engineering, and Professor Richard Doležal52 of the Department of Steam
Turbines and Boilers at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering.

w
w

48 Appointed as Expert Assistant in 1955, Associate Professor in 1961. A ČVUT, Rectorate collection, Personal cards (Osobní karty).
49 A ČVUT, Rectorate collection, Foreign Relations in the 1960s, Report on the lecture journey on 15–24 December 1967 in Damascus, Syria (Zpráva o přednáškovém pobytu ve dnech
15.–24. 12. 1967 v Damašku, Sýrie).
50 Ibidem, Report on the stay in Ghana on 17–28 January 1964 (Zpráva o pobytu v Ghaně
ve dnech 17.–28. ledna 1964).
51 Professor in 1960, he was the vice-rector of the CTU in 1962–1966 and in 1966 the vice-dean
of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, later its dean in 1968–1970. In 1972 he was appointed
academician. A laureate of the Klement Gottwald State Prize, bearer of the Order of Labour,
holder of the state award For Merit in Development (1973), bearer of the CTU 1st Grade
Medal and the František Křižík Plaque (1969). CTU Archives, Rectorate collection, Personal
cards.
52 Appointed as professor in 1955, illegally resided in Switzerland from 1970. A ČVUT, Rectorate collection, Personal cards.
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The travel report prepared by Vladimír Koloušek53, Professor of Structural
Analysis and Dynamics of the Department of Construction Mechanics at the
Faculty of Civil Engineering, on the grounds of the Execution Plan for cultural, scientific and educational contacts between Czechoslovakia and India for
1966–196854 is exceptional in that it depicts the political and social situation
there in relation to the stay of a foreign expert. The main purpose of his journey was to give lectures that would inform the lecturers and students in Indian
scientific institutions of practical experience of civil engineering as a discipline
in Czechoslovakia, and also consultation on their professional focus or topics
for their theses.
The last example available is the journey taken by lecturers and students of
the Faculty of Civil Engineering to Algeria as part of the agreement between
Czechoslovakia and Algeria from 21 April to 5 May 1969.55 It serves as evidence that student exchanges with third world countries began to be held in
the late 1960s.
The first fact we can find in the travel reports is the definition of the character and purpose of the journey. In most cases these are lecture and expertise
journeys, with a student journey being the only case of an exchange stay. Furthermore, it is interesting to find that the journeys were not necessarily taken
by individuals, but that they were taken and arranged by several professionals
who could be from various universities. This was in fact inter-university cooperation. Taking the example of an expertise journey to Nkrumah university, it
is apparent that the contacts did not need to be established solely through the
state authorities or on the grounds of bilateral international agreements, but
were also made through personal acquaintances.

w
w

53 Appointed as Professor at the Railway College in Prague in 1954, a professor at the CTU in
1963. A laureate of the Klement Gottwald State Prize (1957), bearer of the Order of Labour
(1969), awarded the Golden Felber Medal of the CTU and the František Křižík Silver Honorary Plaque for merits in the technical sciences. The corresponding member of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences from 1960, a member of the Scientific Collegium for Mechanics
and Energy at the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, the Czechoslovak National Committee for Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, the Head Committee of the Czechoslovak Society for Mechanics at the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences and the International Association for Bridge and Structural Engineering in Zurich. A ČVUT, Rectorate collection, Personal
cards.
54 A ČVUT, Rectorate collection, Foreign Relations in the 1960s, Report on the journey to India on 13 October – 7 December 1967 (Zpráva o cestě do Indie vykonané ve dnech 13. října
až 7. prosince 1967).
55 Ibidem, Report on the study exchange of lecturers and students of the Faculty of Civil Engineering to Algeria as part of the agreement between Czechoslovakia and Algeria, Cultural
Agreement (Zpráva o průběhu výměnného bezdevizového zájezdu učitelů a studentů fakulty
stavební, pořádaného v rámci Československo-alžírské dohody do Alžíru, Kulturní dohoda).
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In accordance with the previous analysis, the cadre profile of the participants must also be analysed. As the University Committee of the Communist
Party worked in Prague for just a short time, only two proposals for cadre
reserves from primary organisations are available, namely associate professor
Miroslav Kotal and Prof. Emil Kovařík56, the head of the students’ journey to
Algeria. In this case we are not interested in specific information contained in
the cadre profile, as that fully complies with the aforementioned criteria, but
the crucial information is whether or not the assessment was prepared because
of a journey to a developing country as mentioned above. The proposals are
a typical example of the gathering of so-called cadre reserves. The assessment
on associate professor Kotal was already prepared in 1965, originally because
he was posted on a lecture journey to Austria, and he obtained a long-term
permit to travel to all countries. A similar permit was issued for Prof. Kovařík
in 1964. Neither of them applied for a permit for another journey.
Let us now describe how the journey was organised, the facilities available
for experts or students and the cultural programme prepared by the hosts, if
any.
Miroslav Kotal’s journey was organised by the Czechoslovak Embassy in
Beirut and the cultural secretary accompanied the guests throughout their stay.
Emphasis was given to meetings and discussions with Syrian officials (the
minister for universities, the rector of the university in Damascus, the scientific secretary of the conference) as well as foreign scientific representatives,
visits paid to the worksites of the Damascus university, their laboratories and
the technological institute working under UNESCO administration. Miroslav Kotal mentioned that laboratories were still under construction and being
equipped with instruments from both Soviet bloc countries and western states.
As regards cooperation with Czechoslovakia, the Syrians were highly interested in equipping their medical faculties with instruments through donations
and in having nature scientists trained by Czech experts. At the technological
institute, besides the modern western laboratory accessories, Kotal also had
the chance to see foreign experts and the ordinary course of work at western
technical universities. He was very critical of the accompanying programme.

56 Appointed a Professor at the Department of Design of Industrial and Agricultural Structures at the CTU Faculty of Architecture in 1960 (the Faculty later merged with the Faculty
of Structural Engineering to form the Faculty of Civil Engineering), from 1961 Faculty Head.
He worked as the vice-dean for pedagogy and political education at the Faculty of Civil Engineering and as the vice-rector of the CTU for development. Bearer of the Order of Labour,
the Merit for Development award and holder of the Grade I Felber Medal. A ČVUT, Rectorate collection, Personal cards.
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The Syrian party played only a minimum role in it and was even unable to
open the conference up more to the foreign lecturers as all the materials were
in Arabic only. Visits to the surroundings of Damascus and banquets with
foreign diplomats were organised by the Czech embassy. The mission, which
was to establish the first contacts with Syrian worksites, was fulfilled, but led
to no plans for long-term and systematic cooperation.
The expertise journey to Ghana was again divided into two parts, official
and learning. Professors Veverka and Doležal were received by the Czechoslovak Ambassador and Secretary, and were welcomed at the university by
rector Baffour and Levin, the dean of the Faculty of Engineering. While at the
university, they learned about how it was organised, the lecturing system, the
educational materials and aids in use and the modern laboratory equipment
produced in Britain. They also briefly met experts from other countries, namely Great Britain, Holland, France, Canada, Israel, Poland, India and the USA.
At the end they discussed together the requirements for the posted experts.
Professor Veverka noted in his report that “The discussion at the university
gave us the impression that Czechoslovak experts, if they want to stand alongside the other foreign lecturers, cannot possess merely ordinary qualifications
but must have a very good theoretical background, should have appropriate
practical knowledge, excellent knowledge of English, good manners and organisational and administrative skills.”
The cultural programme consisted of exploring the surroundings of Accra
and a trip to the tropical forest, where they could assess the possible health
hazards the experts would face during their stay there. They could also judge
the system of accommodation in low bungalows. They were also invited to
a special reception held in honour of the other foreign guests, namely from
Egypt and the United States. The CTU subsequently chose an associate professor at the Department of Mathematics of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Otakar Jaroch, who had been placed in the cadre reserves and stayed
at the Nkrumah university until 1969. Only the unofficial reports he sent to
Professor Veverka have been preserved. He commended the fact that English
was used and saw no problem in making himself understood. However, he
complained about being very busy teaching and administering the laboratories, and he had difficulties in learning in detail about the organisation of the
school.
In his report Professor Koloušek noted the very high professional standards of the institutes he visited, supported from international UNESCO funds
under the auspices of western countries (Great Britain, West Germany) and
staffed by experts from those countries. These were the Institute of Technology in Bombay, the Indian Institute of Technology in Madras and the Institute
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of Technology in Delhi. He also visited the Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research in Bombay and the Indian Institute of Science in Bangalore, all of
which also hosted many scientists from all over the world. He also mentioned
the Central Machine Tools Institute, to which Czechoslovakia donated equipment and where Czechoslovak engineers worked. The professor was very positive about the standards of professional knowledge amongst the students and
graduates of the institutes and the strict admittance procedure and system of
exams. He paid special attention to the equipment of laboratories, test rooms
and libraries, which he saw as outstanding. The author also dedicated a major
part of the report to his impressions from his stay in India that were not related to professional matters. He noted the lack of political stability in the state
which was reflected in numerous public demonstrations that were forcefully
repressed by the police. He mentioned abysmal differences in people’s living
standards, the rising prices of basic foodstuffs and other necessities and the
surviving relics from colonial and pre-colonial times. The poverty of the suburbs and countryside was, according to him, in stark contrast to the opening
of modern power stations, factories, industrial conveniences and development
of modern scientific institutes. He was surprised by the low pay for manual
work done by non-qualified workers, which did not push to implement mechanisation. He considered the salaries of university teachers – lecturers (similar
to an assistant or associate professor) and professors to be very low compared
to the wages in industry and trade. The organisation and financing of his stay
as implied by the international agreement was insufficient. The allowance was
just enough to cover the guest professor’s accommodation and catering. He
therefore appreciated assistance from the Czechoslovak Embassy and the director of the Bombay institute, which enabled him to attend more cultural and
social events and visit historical sights. Overall, Professor Koloušek considered
his journey to have been a successful one. He established scientific contacts
with scientists and promoted scientific work in Czechoslovakia. Besides that,
he was able to learn about the Indian environment and historical monuments.
In their final report the participants of the exchange stay in Algeria appreciated the opportunity to see the worksites there (Archaeological Museum du
Bardo in Alger) and the different culture and monuments (Alger, Oran, Batna,
Biskra and Laghouat). However, they noted the downside of these stays. As
the journey to Algeria was preceded by the stay of Algerian students from
École supérieure des beaux-arts d’Alger in Czechoslovakia, they were able to
compare the different standards of organisation – provision of accommodation, travel expenses, meal allowances and spending money. Failure to obtain
spending money in particular became a crucial issue which made the stay quite
unpleasant. The leaders emphasized that the negotiations with the Algerians
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were difficult and that unless rules were exactly specified, there would be no
more exchange stays, intern exchanges or expert stays.
The relevant travel reports unfortunately do not mention whether wives
were allowed to accompany the experts and how often this happened. We can
again use the materials from the collection of the University Committee of
the Communist Party in Prague. The preserved information from the relevant
period gives three cases, all of them requiring prior approval from the primary
organisation or university-wide committee of the Communist Party at faculties. This was the case of the expertise journeys taken by Ing. Petr Jirava of
the Faculty of Civil Engineering to Kuwait57 and Ing. Miroslav Havránek of
the Faculty of Technical and Nuclear Physics to Iraq58 and the lecture stay of
associate professor Jaromír Barvík of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
to the United Arab Republic.59 The political profile of their wives was unimportant for the stays.
It is apparent from the travel reports that there were no rules defining their
contents and structure, and they are to a certain degree an individual resource,
an ego-document. Even so, their authors noticed the same things. They primarily described their contact with the students and pedagogues at the schools
and scientific institutes and appreciated meeting scientists from all over the
world, especially capitalist countries. The stay also allowed them to learn about
the laboratories equipped with modern instruments, and the libraries stocked
with English literature that was not ordinarily available in Czechoslovakia.
Despite that, they mentioned that the stays were inadequately organised by
the host country, which did not provide sufficient funds to allow them to get
to know the cultural and social background better. On the other hand, they
did not hesitate to appreciate being received by representatives of scientific institutions and state officials and acknowledged the assistance from the
Czechoslovak embassies. They also enthusiastically describe seeing the cultural, natural and historical monuments of the country and mention the social
situation, which both enriched and shocked them. Even though the authors
did mention the political context in their reports on expertise stays and lecture
stays, it was neither a primary nor obligatory part of their report, and the information was used only to add extra detail to the picture of the economic and
social situation in the country.

57

AHMP, collection code 1499, University Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia in Prague, box 16, inv. no. 286.
58 Ibidem, box 12, inv. no. 241.
59 Ibidem, box 13, inv. no. 248.
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The first contacts between the CTU and developing countries came at the end
of the 1950s. They were established in connection with international agreements in culture and the technical sciences, on the basis of direct intervention
from a developing country or through personal contacts between their lecturers and the CTU lecturers. From the end of the 1960s student exchanges
with developing countries were carried out on a small scale. The person posted
abroad for expertise work had to be an outstanding expert with sufficient language skills and political loyalty, although membership or candidacy of the
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia was not a prerequisite. Such a person
could be placed in a so-called cadre reserve, which was a pre-selection of suitable candidates. These criteria were closely followed by the party organisations
at the school (primary organisation, university-wide committee), central authorities (Ministry of Education) and party bodies (district committees, regional committees and municipal committees of the Communist Party). The
expertise journeys were either short-term or long-term. The short-term journeys were intended to inquire into the possibilities of pedagogical and scientific cooperation with universities in developing countries; the long-term stays
were focused on building up new universities, faculties and scientific institutes.
The experts had an opportunity to get to know a new country and the local
teaching system, but they also met other experts, often from western countries,
and were able to see the cutting-edge equipment used in the local laboratories,
also of western provenance. The benefits of these expert stays were therefore
reciprocal. During the 1960s, i.e. the period relevant to this paper, the administrative process related to organising these journeys had yet to stabilise and
reflected the political development. Journeys to third world countries were the
least common type of expertise stays. This could be due to the limited offer and
demand for these stays. Another obstacle was the inadequate language skills of
the lecturers, namely English and Spanish, dubious political loyalty and also
lack of pedagogues at universities in general. By the end of the 1960s the situation was gradually improving and the preferred destinations became stable.
In general it can be said that the CTU, in comparison with other universities,
contributed a great deal to the building up of universities in developing countries in the 1960s. Its lecturers, in turn, were enriched with valuable contacts
and improved their knowledge of global developments in their discipline, thus
strengthening both the pedagogical and also the scientific prestige of their
university.
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Development and Strategy of the Czech Technical
University’s Contacts with Third World Countries in the 1960s
This paper deals with the contacts the Czech Technical University had with third world
countries in the 1960. The 1960s in Czechoslovakia are seen, in contrast to the 1950s, as
a time of great political and cultural freedom, an easing of international tension and the
opening up of borders.The research questions defined in the paper are studied on the basis
of legal regulations, concepts and travel reports within the foreign relations agenda of the
CTU Rectorate and also materials created by the University Committee of the Communist
Party of Czechoslovakia in Prague. The paper defines the following questions: How the
CTU Rectorate prepared strategies for foreign journeys and how these strategies reflected
the political situation. Which lecturers were chosen and invited to go on foreign journeys
and expertise stays. How these contacts with third world countries were established, how
frequent they were in each faculty and what position the CTU had in comparison with other universities. What the travel reports contained and how they described the professional
and social aspects. The paper also presents the process for the preparation and approval
of foreign journeys, and to complement the general theses, it includes specific examples of
foreign journeys taken by university lecturers.
Translated by Hynek Zlatník
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Fig. 1 List of proposed placements into the “Cadre Reserve” filled in by each faculty
(A ČVUT, Rectorate collection, Foreign Relations in the 1960s)
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Fig. 2 Letter of thanks from R. P. Baffour, the rector of the Nkrumah University, to Professor
Veverka concerning the agreement on the stay of Czechoslovak experts in Ghana. Professor Veverka wrongly addressed as “rector”; the correct position was vice-rector
(A ČVUT, Rectorate collection, Foreign Relations in the 1960s)
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Abstract: This study focuses on one of the elements in Czechoslovak cultural agreements
that were entered into with “Third World Countries” from the 1950s. These agreements
included training for foreign students, both in the form of grants for studying in
Czechoslovakia, and the dispatch of Czechoslovak scholars abroad. These scholars were
sent not only from higher education institutes, but also from the Czechoslovak Academy
of Sciences (CSAS). This study focuses on CSAS scholars who worked in Iraq in the 1960s.
Keywords: “Third World Countries”; Iraq; Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences; scholars;
cultural agreement

Introduction

w
w

The Cold War divide that emerged in Europe portended a further division of
spheres of influence in decolonising regions of Africa and Asia, or the “global South”, which gained independence over the two decades following the
Second World War. The decolonising process coincided with a globalisation
of Cold War policies. Especially from the late 1950s, the states within the

1

Research for the present paper was funded by the Czech Science Foundation grant GA ČR
17-22085S. Habitus českých vědců v letech 1918–1968. Příklad dvou generací (Habitus of
Czech scientists in 1918–1968. Example of two generations). The author would like to acknowledge the input of discussions at the conference Scientists and the Third World held at the
Academy of Sciences, Prague, on 23–24 November 2017. Particular thanks to Hana Navrátilová for valuable suggestions.
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Soviet bloc actively participated in the strategies of a “Socialist globalisation”,2
aimed at a large-scale transnational promotion of the Eastern bloc policies
and alliances.
The involvement of the Socialist bloc in the “Global South”, or “developing
countries” (to use historical terminology) competed with other political tendencies. In the interpretive models applying the concept of neo-colonialism,
Socialist globalism may need to be further recognised as an important player
in international relationships in the Cold War era. Equally interesting is the
formation of spheres of influence moulded by great powers, i.e. the Soviet Union from the Eastern bloc viewpoint, in comparison with other international players. In addition, the Czechoslovak example may contribute to a more
discerning reading of the strategies used by various educational and research
institutions to survive in a totalitarian regime, as cultural contacts, including
research and education were used as an integral part of diplomacy. A simple narrative structured around regime collaborators and regime victims, or
opportunists and dissidents, may prove unsatisfactory here, as elsewhere. “If
we turn to Communist cultural policies …, we likewise see a complex dichotomous
pattern of strict control ‘from above’ partially tempered by adaptation “from below”
and fierce organizational and personality conflicts.”3
Czechoslovakia finished its transformation into a Soviet satellite in 1948,
with the Czechoslovak Communist Party gaining full power. Consequently,
Czechoslovak foreign policy was subordinated to broader Soviet foreign policy goals, and the pursuit of these (as well as aspects of economic and other
interests) led Czechoslovak diplomacy to an engagement with the newly decolonised states in different regions of Asia, Africa and Latin America, especially from the 1960s onwards.
The regions were characterised as economically underdeveloped, and later as
developing countries, later as the “Third World” (the historical terms are used
henceforward to characterise the geopolitical considerations of the 1960s and
1970s). From the Czechoslovak perspective, these regions comprised the Middle East, South-Eastern Asia, the Arab states, “Black Africa” and Latin America. Several states were included interchangeably in different regions, typically Iran, Turkey and Afghanistan. The geopolitical classification was adjusted

2
3
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Cf. humanityjournal.org/issue6-1/socialist-globalization-against-capitalist-neocolonialism-the-economic-ideas-behind-the-new-international-economic-order/.
McDERMOTT, Kevin. Communist Czechoslovakia, 1945–1989. A Political and Social History.
London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, p. 77 (hereafter: McDERMOTT, K. Communist Czechoslovakia, 1945–1989).
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depending on ongoing political changes. Cuba for instance was added to the
Socialist camp in 1963, Israel and Turkey on the other hand were assigned
a capitalist status in 1964. The position of Nasserist Egypt was particularly
complex as Nasser was actively anti-Communist, but increasingly open to Soviet bloc cooperation.4
Czechoslovak contact with developing countries was dictated by Soviet policy – especially in its broad outlines, such as the characteristic 1960s “opening” toward the Middle East and Africa, but also by particular Czechoslovak
interests implemented by specific diplomatic steps and treaties, usually defined as cultural and trade agreements. There were significant precedents for
Czechoslovak involvement especially in the Middle East and Africa5, hence
it is relevant to consider a convergence of long-term interests and their new
embodiment in Socialist policy. There is indeed good reason to come to an
understanding with Philip Muehlenbeck6 (and his reviewer S. Mazov), who
“debunks the myth created by Western scholars during the Cold War that Czechoslovakia behaved merely as a Soviet proxy.”7
Czechoslovak executive power, embodied in the Communist Party Committee and the Government, used the Education and Foreign Affairs Ministries (including legations and embassies) as their main channels, complemented by other institutions that could be used for cooperation with institutions
abroad. The Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences was one of these complementary institutions.
A first round of cultural agreements with developing countries, as they
were then defined, was negotiated and signed in the late 1950s. In 1957 it
was Egypt, two years later Iraq, and subsequently Indonesia and Guinea. In
the 1960s, treaties were signed with Middle East states – e.g. Iran, a number of Arab states: primarily Syria, Tunisia, Algeria and a number of “Black

General outlines see ZÍDEK, Petr, SIEBER, Karel. Československo a Blízký východ v letech
1948–1989. Praha: Ústav mezinárodních vztahů, 2009 (hereafter: ZÍDEK, P., SIEBER, K. Československo a Blízký východ).
JŮNOVÁ MACKOVÁ, Adéla. Nerovné partnerství. Československo-íránské vztahy 1918–1938. Praha: Národohospodářský ústav Josefa Hlávky, 2013; JŮNOVÁ MACKOVÁ, Adéla. Orientální ústav a československé pronikání do Orientu 1928–1938. Stipendia hospodářského odboru. Časopis Národního muzea, 2014, vol. 183, no. 1–2, pp. 19–34; JŮNOVÁ MACKOVÁ, Adéla.
Journey of Czechoslovak Cultural Delegation to Egypt in 1956. “Cultural Agreement” between
Egypt and the Czechoslovak Republic. Acta FF ZČU, 2011, no. 3, pp. 101–110.
MUEHLENBECK, Philip. Czechoslovakia in Africa 1945–1968. New York: Palgrave Macmillan,
2016 (hereafter: MUEHLENBECK, P. Czechoslovakia in Africa).
See https://networks.h-net.org/node/28443/discussions/172079/h-diplo-roundtable-xviiii-19-czechoslovakia-africa-1945-1968.
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Africa” states, Sudan, Tanzania, and Congo, followed by several others.8 The
1970s brought negotiations across Africa and Asia, and in the 1980s in Latin
America.
The system of treaties, on occasion accompanied by a further strengthening
of diplomatic presence – for instance the legation in Egypt was promoted to
an embassy, following the Soviet model, around the time of the Czechoslovak
arms deal in the mid-fifties9, whilst in Iraq the economic treaty and export of
arms and armaments was followed by a cultural treaty – provided a framework for a complex relationship with political, cultural and trade elements
intertwined. Research institutions entered the process with equally complex
agendas.
The Committee for Complex Research into Developing Countries

ZÍDEK, Petr, SIEBER, Karel. Československo a subsaharská Afrika v letech 1948–1989. Praha:
Ústav mezinárodních vztahů, 2007; ZÍDEK, Petr, SIEBER, Karel. Československo a francouzská Afrika 1948–1968. Libri, Praha 2006; ZÍDEK, P., SIEBER, K. Československo a Blízký východ.
9 MUEHLENBECK, P. Czechoslovakia in Africa, pp. 87–123. See also LARON, Guy. Cutting the
Gordian Knot: The Post-WWII Egyptian Quest for Arms and the 1955 Czechoslovak Arms
Deal. Cold War International History Poject. Working Paper 55. February 2007 (https://
www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/WP55_WebFinal.pdf, downloaded 3. 6. 2018).
10 Following the Communist Party Political Bureau decision (PB ÚV KSČ, 190th meeting, 3. 4.
1962), the CSAS presidium was expected to set up a Developing Countries Committee, outline work programmes for institutes concerned with relevant topics, and prepare a comprehensive research task dubbed “Scientific research of developing countries”. See in detail
Archive of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Czech Republic (Archiv Akademie věd ČR, hereafter: A AV ČR), fond Comprehensive Research Committee (Komise pro komplexní výzkum
rozvojových zemí), box 1, inv. no. 1.
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The CSAS was involved in a project concerning “comprehensive research into
developing countries” from the early 1960s. Project results were presented to the
Communist Party Committee aiming at a programme of research support and
cooperation with developing countries. The programme emphasized contributions to the training of local specialists and the education of local intelligentsia
in the developing countries. Research was intended to be closely connected
with technical expertise. The CSAS was entrusted with setting up and running
a Committee for Comprehensive Research into Developing Countries,10 led by Ivan
Málek, Director of the Institute of Biology (later renamed as the Institute of
Microbiology).
The Committee was set up in May 1962 with the aim of directly influencing research into developing countries – to “organise, direct and coordinate
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research in the developing countries across the humanities, technical disciplines, biology, natural history, medicine and agricultural research”11. A range of specialised
research institutes at the CSAS (e.g. the Institute of Biology, Institute of Virology, Institute of Physics, Institute of Mathematics and Oriental Institute)
and university departments took part in the programme, consisting of projects
considered to have specific applicability for developing countries – new materials, agricultural research into pests, crops and re-cultivation of the landscape,
tropical disease research, and cultural and political development of the countries in question.
Although the ostensible motivation was political, indeed flagrantly so, and
it was adopted within an anticolonial discourse, there was substantial knowledge gain produced in the process, shown across several disciplines. Although
it could be claimed that such research was not value-free, but orientated within its political framework, there were impacts that clearly went beyond any
political concepts, e.g. the later successful Czechoslovak contribution to the
campaign for the eradication of smallpox.12 “Most citizens learnt to ‘live’ the system, adapt to its strictures, and negotiate or subvert some of its harsher features.”13
Not only individuals, but institutions were often facing choices of a regime
“loyalty” strategy, which translated into the diverse individual practices and
survival tactics of research and researchers in an authoritarian or totalitarian
regime that had included a proclaimed politicised orientation of research supporting “people’s democracies” and anti-colonialism.
After two years of activity, this Committee came up with a programme
plan, outlining its further work strategy. Along with the above specialised research, focusing on the specific problems and needs of developing countries,
it was intended to also include the training of students and early-career researchers from developing countries (in cooperation with University of 17th
November, an institution set up for that purpose in 1959)14, training of re-

11 A AV ČR, fond Comprehensive Research Committee, box 1, inv. no. 3. Status of the Comprehensive Research Committee at the CSAS Presidium (Statut Komise pro komplexní výzkum rozvojových zemí při prezídiu ČSAV).
12 See ALDOVÁ, Eva, MARKVART, Karel, RAŠKA, Ivan, ŠVANDOVÁ, Eva, TŮMOVÁ, Běla
(eds.). Vzpomínky na Karla Rašku, zakladatele moderní československé epidemiologie. Praha: Univerzita Karlova v Praze, 2005. JEŽEK, Zdeněk, JANKŮ, Irena. Ve znamení neštovic. Český epidemiolog ve službách WHO. Praha: Academia, 2010.
13 McDERMOTT, K. Communist Czechoslovakia, 1945–1989, p. 202.
14 10 let University 17. listopadu v Praze 1961–1971. Praha: Rektorát University 17. listopadu,
1971. HOLEČKOVÁ, Marta Edith. Universita 17. listopadu a její místo v československém
vzdělávacím systému a společnosti. In Možnosti a meze výzkumu dějin vysokého školství po roce
1945. Sborník z konference. Hradec Králové: Gaudeamus, 2010.
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search and educational specialists, further cooperation with other institutes
with similar aims (within and without Czechoslovakia), propaganda, and conference organisation. The Committee was therefore to coordinate all activities
concerned with the developing countries, and exercised a degree of control
over Czechoslovak students and specialists that were to be “exported” abroad,
as well as over incoming international students and experts.
University of 17th November helped to set up a department for tropical
studies, and a department for the industrial and technological support of the
developing countries, and together with the CSAS Institute of Biology offered continuing education diploma courses in studies of tropical and subtropical regions. The Agricultural School in Prague set up a department of
world agriculture and forestry, again targeting tropical regions. The Agricultural School in Brno established a department of veterinary tropical medicine,
and the Medical Faculty a department for medical research into developing
countries. The departments had a double purpose – to offer additional training to foreign and local specialists, and to promote the in-depth preparation
of Czechoslovak specialists available for “export”. There was a proposed, but
seldom realized, ideal of a specialist trained for foreign “missions” in terms of
language and cultural competence as well as in the medical profession. 15 The
Committee thus executed a complex plan – a system of studies dedicated to
the developing countries and providing experts from the developing countries
with further training.

w
.m

Czechoslovak Ministry of Education and Culture
and the developing countries in the 1960s

w
w

The Ministry of Education and Culture reports are a rather insightful resource
concerned with the official policies of “assistance” for developing countries
with a cultural, educational and research agenda. After Khrushchev came to
power, USSR diplomacy also shifted its focus on decolonising states as significant in the Cold War strategy – including the neutrals, or non-aligned states,
as they later defined themselves. This development commenced in the mid-fifties, and its targets kept changing in the coming decade. Czechoslovakia followed the general direction, and simultaneously developed its own strategies
to achieve an intensification of economic and cultural relations.

15 A AV ČR, fond Comprehensive Research Committee, box 2, inv. no. 9. Comprehensive Research Commmittee General Meetings, 1962–1968 (Schůze pléna Komise pro komplexní
výzkum rozvojových zemí 1962–1968).
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“Our help for the [developing] countries and our cultural and propagandist activity must convincingly explain the advantages of a Socialist order, demonstrate
our peaceful foreign policy, and the advantages of economic, political and cultural
cooperation with Czechoslovakia and other Socialist countries.”16 In 1961, the relations with Africa, Latin America and non-Socialist parts of Asia, especially in
the training of specialists, were highlighted as suitable for special attention and
intensification.
The Ministry of Education and Culture compiled lists of experts, who either offered themselves for a foreign mission or had been approached. The lists
included hundreds of experts, but typically, only a chosen few were allowed
to travel, as the selected personnel had to be considered politically reliable,
at least ostensibly so. The actual corpus of data is limited to select years, but
suggests there was soon a budgetary restriction imposed on the ambitious programme, and some countries were prioritised.
In 1962, for instance, the United Arab Republic, Algeria, Ghana, Guinea
and Mali, Indonesia, India, Burma, Iraq, Cuba, Brazil and Bolivia were on the
Ministry priority list. India and Iraq were removed from the priority group for
the next two years – limiting, but not ending the relationships. In the broader
perspective of the mid-1960s, both countries were back at the top of the list.
Also in the mid-1960s, other Latin American (Mexico, Chile Uruguay) and
African (Sudan, Kenya and Ethiopia) countries were added. At that point,
however, the official materials often registered disappointment that the Socialist bloc could hardly offer an equal financial input in its trade and culture
operations, compared to the capitalist states.17 It is worth adding that Czechoslovakia needed hard currency and for that reason also conducted trade with
ideologically “unsuitable” countries, for instance South Africa, where there
was no comparable investment in experts, but tangible trade gains.
The documents available from the Ministry of Education and Culture are
restricted in scope, and details are therefore patchy. Still, it is possible to observe a fluctuation in the number of experts, as well as a rather specific focus
on African and Asian countries. In 1961 the developing countries received

16 National Archive, Czech Republic fond Ministry of Education and culture (Národní Archiv,
fond Ministerstvo školství a kultury, hereafter: NA, fond MŠK), Ministerial Advisory Committee (Kolegium ministra), box 51, inv. no. 29. Minutes of the Ministerial Advisory Committee meeting, 18. 10. 1969 (Schůze kolegia ministra dne 18. 10. 1969. Návrh plánu kulturních,
vědeckých a školských styků na rok 1964).
17 NA, fond MŠK. Minutes of the Ministerial Advisory Committee meeting (Kolegium ministra).
Reports on economic, cultural and educational relations 1960–1967 (Zprávy o vědeckých,
kulturních a školských stycích 1960–1967).
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97 experts sent from Czechoslovakia under the aegis of education and research – 18 in Guinea, 5 in the United Arab Republic, 2 in Tunisia, 1 in Sudan,
7 in Iraq, 1 in Indonesia, 3 in Afghanistan and 23 in Cuba, etc.18 In 1964 the
number rose to 131 (17 more than in 1963) – most experts were exported to
Cuba 33, Tunisia 17, the United Arab Republic 16, Ghana 8, Afghanistan 6,
Iraq 6, Sudan 5 and Algeria 4.19
The Ministry of Education and Culture sponsored three areas of interest
and related activities – the first included culture, public information and propaganda. Czechoslovak culture was promoted abroad (including ideological
and economic interests) by films, music and exhibitions (exhibition themes
comprising Czechoslovak industries, arts, literature, and promotion of contacts with the host country). Czechoslovak Cultural Centres were set up in
major capitals (Cairo and Baghdad were a case in point for the 1960s). Propagating Czechoslovakia included teaching the Czech language in the Cultural
Centres (courses were held mainly for students chosen for future studies in
Czechoslovakia). The second area included research contacts, or, more often,
Czechoslovak scholars sent on research “missions” abroad.
The third area was more specifically concerned with an educational exchange – a broad range from university professors to grammar school teachers
was sent abroad and a range of higher education students was received in
Czechoslovakia. Czechoslovak professors abroad often helped to set up departments and laboratories in their host institutions, importing or promoting
select research practices. Regarding the students hosted in Czechoslovakia,
University of 17th November was primarily an institution for foreign students,
as its courses suggested, focusing on specific regional aspects of medicine and
agriculture.

18 NA, fond MŠK. Minutes of the Ministerial Advisory Committee meeting, box 44, inv. no. 9.
Ministerial Advisory Committee meeting 8. 3. 1962. Reports on economic, cultural and educational relations 1961 (Jednání kolegia ministra dne 8. 3. 1962. Zpráva o vědeckých, kulturních a školských stycích v roce 1961).
19 New arrivals numbered 73, others continued from the previous year. NA, fond MŠK. Minutes of the Ministerial Advisory Committee meeting, box 55, inv. no. 5. Ministerial Advisory Committee meeting 2. 4. 1965. Reports on economic, cultural and educational relations
1964 (Jednání kolegia ministra dne 2. 4. 1965. Zpráva o vědeckých, kulturních a školských
stycích v roce 1964).
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Whilst the Ministry of Education and Culture was the umbrella organisation, the expertise had to be drawn from a body of higher education and research institutions in Czechoslovakia, primarily the Academy of Sciences and
the universities that posted their employees abroad within a framework of
exchange and study programmes, as well as to attend conferences. However,
there was a practical and material side to the postings that had to be solved.
An expert exchange programme was run by the state trade organisation Polytechna20, as there was mostly no direct bilateral contact between institutions
actually concerned in the programme. Consequently, until the Polytechna
archives are available, any quantitative and qualitative assessment of the exchange programme is speculative at best.
The CSAS aimed to develop its contacts – on occasion more symbolic than
factual – with a number of countries during the 1960s. In Asia, these included
India, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Burma (Myanmar), Cambodia, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iraq, Iran, Syria, Jordan and Lebanon.
In Africa, Egypt (as part of the United Arab Republic, cf. Syria), Algeria,
Tunisia, Morocco, Ghana, Sudan, Senegal, Nigeria, Guinea, Kenya and Tanzania. Subsequently, the South American network was to include Mexico, Brazil,
Argentina, Chile, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela, and Trinidad.
The early 1960s were a somewhat enthusiastic period, in accordance with
more general Soviet and Czechoslovak interests, later on the situation became
more complex. Moreover, the initially assigned budget was soon exhausted
and could not cover all the prospects. From 1965 on, the official documents
betray references to “maximum effectivity of research work”, and a need to prioritise key foreign partners. “The CSAS is going to develop closer relations with
selected territories, instead of further extending its activities.”21
Statistically speaking, the priorities are not difficult to follow. The contacts
included socialist, capitalist and developing countries and were well organised.
Typical mid-sixties statistics show, for instance, a strong favourable bias toward India, the United Arab Republic and Ghana – 60 % of the activities. The
statistics are based on official reports by the CSAS. The rhythm of exchange

20 The Polytechna Archive fond is deposited in the National Archive, Prague. Unfortunately,
the fond has currently a no access status, as it has not yet been processed.
21 A AV ČR, fond Collection of CSAS documents (Sbírka základních dokumentů ČSAV). CSAS
Annual Report 1965 (Výroční zpráva ČSAV za rok 1965).
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correlated with general diplomatic and trade priorities and the situation in the
partner/host country.22
The developing countries often had as little as a 1–2 percent contribution
towards hosting the Czechoslovak experts, and their specialists formed an
equivalent part in the number of exchanged personnel. The statistical outline
agrees with the rhetoric of official reports – the numbers rose in the early
1960s toward Asia and Africa, then picked up a momentum toward Latin
America. However, data from the CSAS for Iraq are only available for 1962
to 1964 and 1966, thus limiting the corpus. An overview of outgoing and
incoming scholars at the CSAS, statistics divided into socialist, capitalist, and
developing countries is shown in table 1.
In 1962 the CSAS “exported” 40 experts to developing countries – 11 to
Iraq, 5 to India, 5 to the United Arab Republic, 4 to Cuba; most other countries
obtained only 1 specialist per country. In the opposite direction, 10 visitors from
India, 1 from Sudan and 1 from Tunisia came to be hosted by the CSAS at
research fellowships or as invited guests at conferences.
As the internal political situation in Iraq and the foreign policy of India
changed, and the Soviet interests in Latin America rose, the following year
there were some gradual changes in the expert body. Seen in numbers, the
situation appeared as follows: in 1963, 38 research experts were posted abroad,
of which Mexico accepted 10, the United Arabic Republic also 10, India 5,
Indonesia 4, Brazil 4. In the same year, 4 Indian specialists, 4 researchers from
the UAR and 2 from Brazil were hosted at the CSAS.
In 1964 the statistics rather suggest an intensification of relationships with
the so-called “Black Africa states”, so defined in the papers of the Ministry of
Education and Culture. However, here the CSAS participated as a minority
partner only, compared to high numbers of exported experts from the Agricultural Schools. 11 specialists were posted to India, 7 to the United Arab
Republic, 7 to Ghana, 3 to Iraq, 2 to Burma, and 2 to Nigeria. The CSAS
accepted the following numbers of academic visitors and conference delegates
– 12 Indians, 4 Chileans, 3 experts from Ghana and 3 from Indonesia.
The year 1966 is particularly well-documented, as it attests not only to the
numbers, but to the specific category of travel – i.e. a longer or shorter academic visit, or a conference trip, of the academic visitors at the CSAS. Equally

22 An overview of the international contacts of the CSAS, see BRÁDLEROVÁ, Daniela, KMOCHOVÁ, Nataša. Nástin zahraničních styků ČSAV v letech 1962–1970. In Česká věda a Pražské jaro (1963–1970). Sborník z konference. (Praha 22.–23. listopadu 2000). Prague: Karolinum,
2001, pp. 107–118.
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intriguing are the statistics of the funding – i.e. if the projects were covered
by the CSAS or by the other party. The CSAS posted 63 experts abroad and
accepted 121 academic visitors. Table 2 shows that the visitors were in fact
often conference delegates (95), whilst longer visits were mainly provided for
researchers from India (9), and the United Arab Republic (6). The exported
specialists also mostly used shorter trips (46), whereas only 17 teaching fellows
were sent: 6 to India, 6 to Iraq, and 3 to Ghana. The Iraqis funded the entire
exchange activity.23
The CSAS officially covered an agenda of research tasks related to the
developing countries in its departments, but its main activity in that respect
consisted of accepting foreign scientists as visiting scholars at the departments
of the CSAS, and exporting its own experts to foreign universities. The CSAS
had its own lists of specialists available – and eligible – for a foreign posting,
and these lists were to a certain extent independent to those of the Ministry
of Education and Culture.24 In 1960, the CSAS was in a position to offer
30 specialists and 49 posts for hosting foreign scientists. But getting the exchange process in motion was not easy. “Mainly as there have been no relations
with certain foreign institutions, these were difficult negotiations, if there was any
contact at all.” Eventually, the process was mediated by Polytechna, which also
took care of the travel practicalities.25
Generally, it was indeed an export of experts, as Czechoslovak specialists
provided for the support of local development and intelligentsia. “The science
diplomacy of the CSAS with the developing countries aims to provide Czechoslovak help to the developing countries building their own science programmes;
science and technology are especially in the forefront.”26 Apart from propagating
Czechoslovakia and Czechoslovak science, the official documents burst with
the rhetoric of the propaganda of Socialism and its economic advantages. The
flow of ideology and information was nonetheless to be monitored carefully,
and in particular it was intended to be one-way. Whilst Czechoslovak specialists were, at least nominally, sent abroad to demonstrate the successes of
Socialism, and to entirely eliminate colonialism and its consequences, there was

23 A AV ČR, fond Collection of CSAS documents. CSAS Annual Report 1966 (Výroční zpráva
ČSAV za rok 1966).
24 Individual fond of the CSAS institutes host documents relating to contacts with the developing countries, e.g. fond Institute of Physics, box 19, fond Institute of Mathematics,
box 3, 10 and 32, as well as fond Electrotechnical Institute, box 4.
25 See further the case study concerned with Iraq.
26 A AV ČR, fond Collection of CSAS documents. CSAS Annual Report 1964 (Výroční zpráva
ČSAV za rok 1964).
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Source: A AV ČR, Collection of CSAS documents fond. CSAS Annual Report 1966 (Výroční zpráva ČSAV za rok 1966).
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to be zero reception of political and other opinions particular to the host
countries. On the contrary, cultural exchange must not be abused to allow foreign
ideologies to enter our social space. 27 The formulations were Socialist-centrist,
exclusivist and potentially just as patronising as more exclusive variants of
the former “imperialist” rhetoric, and were known to have applied an “us and
them” divide.
Case study: Iraq
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Iraq was a specific partner for Czechoslovakia, with a tradition of ambivalent relationships since the interbellum period. However, a British mandate
and later a British-controlled kingdom did not offer significant advantages
to Czechoslovak trade, given the British competition and – where arms were
concerned – the required compatibility of Iraqi army equipment with the British army equipment. The Iraqi kingdom kept its pro-British orientation after
the Second World War, and changed its course only after the 1958 revolution.28 In July, 1958 a military coup brought an end to the royal dynasty, and
a nominally republican regime was established, led by Abdul Qarim Qasim,
a colonel turned prime minister. The foreign policy orientation changed radically. Iraq was proclaiming its non-aligned status, but was open to Soviet and
Soviet satellite contacts. First contacts developed rather quickly and enthusiastically – there was a successful Czechoslovak export of arms, and heavy
industry investment;29 experts and students travelled between the countries.
However, the early enthusiasm had already been dispelled by the early sixties.
On a political level, Iraqi Communists were complaining of the tightening
military regime in their home country. In February 1963, when the Ba’ath
party and Colonel Arif undertook a successful coup followed by the establish-

w
w

27 NA, fond MŠK, Minutes of the Ministerial Advisory Committee meeting, box 47, inv. no. 37.
Ministerial Advisory Committee meeting 4. 10. 1962. Plan of cultural, educational and scientific relations 1962 (Zasedání kolegia ministra dne 4. 10. 1962. Návrh plánu kulturních, školských a vědeckých styků na rok 1963).
28 A concise informative outline of Czechoslovak-Iraqi relationships after WW II see ZÍDEK,
Petr, SIEBER, Karel. Československo a Blízký východ v letech 1948–1989. Prague: Ústav mezinárodních vztahů, 2009, pp. 91–111. For the history of Iraq in the second half of the 20th century see HUNT, Courtney. The History of Iraq. Westport, Connecticut – London: Greenwood
Press, 2005, p. 71 n.; TRIPP, Charles. A History of Iraq. 3rd ed. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007, p. 143 n.; MARR, Phebe. The Modern History of Iraq. 2nd ed. Westview
Press, 2004, p. 81 n.
29 A detailed analysis of Czechoslovak arms supplies to Iraq in ZÍDEK, Petr, SIEBER, Karel.
Československo a Blízký východ v letech 1948–1989. Prague: Ústav mezinárodních vztahů, 2009,
pp. 97–100.
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ment of a dictatorship, whose persecution also impacted on the Communists,
the contacts were almost lost.
The Czechoslovak side manoeuvred – there was a perceived need to keep
the trade relations going, but exchange of experts and students was at a standstill. Further development may be briefly outlined as closely influenced by
the Iraqi changes of government. Already in November 1963, another Ba’ath
fraction rose to power and the Socialist relations were back on track. Eventually, in 1968, yet another Ba’ath fraction rose to prominence, with Ahmad
Hasan Bakr, and the Iraqi pro-Soviet, and pro-Eastern bloc, tendencies were
further emphasized. We shall follow the expert exchange element of Czechoslovak-Iraqi relations in more detail during the 1960s.
Early post-war Czechoslovak – Iraqi relations
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The regime change in Iraq – and its formal recognition by Czechoslovakia in
August 1958 (diplomatic ties were established with the new Iraqi Republic)
– facilitated the development of former interwar political and economic relations. A trade mission was sent to visit Baghdad within a month of the Iraqi
coup and successfully negotiated a trade treaty signed in December 1958. As
in Egypt,30 the trade negotiations opened the door for further contacts.
In January 1959, an Iraqi cultural delegation led by a Director General of
the Iraqi Ministry of Education and Culture visited Czechoslovakia. The Iraqis also sponsored the text of an agreement, a draft of which was speedily sent
to the Czechoslovak embassy in Baghdad. The Czechoslovaks prepared further material used by a Czechoslovak cultural delegation that visited Baghdad
in April and May 1959. The delegation had seven members from the Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Education and Culture, the Czech Broadcasting
Company and Technoexport, and was led by the Minister for Education and
Culture František Kahuda.31 The group was lodging in the Hotel Baghdad

30 ZÍDEK, Petr, SIEBER, Karel. Československo a Blízký východ v letech 1948–1989. Prague: Ústav
mezinárodních vztahů, 2009, pp. 50–91.
31 NA, fond Central Commmittee of the Czechoslovak Communist Party (Národní archiv,
Ústřední výbor KSČ, hereafter: NA, fond ÚV KSČ), Office of Antonín Novotný (sekretariát
Antonína Novotného), box 105, inv. no. 12. Visit of the Czechoslovak cultural delegation in
Iraq. (Návštěva československé kulturní delegace v Iráku). The delegation consisted of: Michal Topolský, aide of the education and culture minister of state, Václav Hendrych, head of
the vocational schools department at the Ministry of Education and Culture, Bohuslav Švec,
director of the international department of the Czech Broadcasting Company, Josef Šebesta,
aide of the director general of Technoexport. The secretary of the committee was Jaroslav
Jauris, a civil servant from the international department of the Ministry of Education and
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and invited to the Iraqi Ministry of Education and Culture upon arrival. On
27 April, they met with Abdul Qarim Qasim at a party. Their following programme included visits to schools, archaeological sites, oil fields at Kirkuk, oil
refineries, the city of Basra, etc.
Their subsequent report was extended with various excursuses concerned
with details of the trip. A glowing evaluation was offered – “The Czechoslovak
cultural delegation fulfilled its remit. A treaty was signed including a working plan
for 1959. The entire mission was a manifestation of Iraqi-Czechoslovak friendship.
An action list for educational and cultural cooperation was discussed. The Iraqi side
relies without reservation on peoples’ democracies. [original acronym LSD for lidově
demokratické státy].”32
And it was allegedly the Iraqi side that insisted on adding cooperation in
archaeology and exchange of archaeological finds to the programme. The cultural agreement was signed on 7 May in Baghdad and ratified by the Czechoslovak side on 2 September 1959. The general contents of the treaty was
outlined under point 1 – “Both sides will develop cooperation and exchange of
experience between research, cultural, educational and health organisations, and
therefore shall enable exchange visits of university and middle school teachers, polytechnics teachers, and members of the above organisations and other institutions.”33
Further paragraphs detailed study exchanges, fellowships and establishing
Cultural Centres. There was a specific element of exchange of books, periodicals, films, and finally duplicates of archaeological artefacts. The action list for
implementation was to be renewed every year or every two years.
At least in theory, the relations were to be mutual in terms of cultural
exchange, organisation of performances, art programmes, lectures, exhibitions,
and further delegations. We have already noted that in practice the information traffic was to be heavily monitored.

w
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Czechoslovak Ministry of Education and Culture and Iraq
The cultural treaty and its implementation plan added in 1960 opened up
opportunities for Czechoslovak engagement in Republican Iraq. The country

Culture. The delegation’s interpreter was Jiří Harer, an editor from the international department of the Czech Broadcasting Company.
32 NA, fond ÚV KSČ, Office of Antonín Novotný, box 105, inv. no. 12. Visit of the Czechoslovak cultural delegation in Iraq (Návštěva československé kulturní delegace v Iráku).
33 A ministerial decree of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs concerning a Cultural Cooperation
Treaty between the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and the Republic of Iraq (Vyhláška ministra zahraničních věcí o Dohodě o kulturní spolupráci mezi Československou socialistickou
republikou a Iráckou republikou), Sb. z. a n. 170/1960.
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was promoted as the “most developed, most progressive among Arab countries”.
The contacts with Iraq that were included under culture and education had
three broad agendas – the activities of the Czechoslovak Cultural Centre in
Baghdad, Czechoslovak specialists active at Iraqi universities, and opportunities for Iraqi students to attend Czechoslovak universities.
The Czechoslovak Cultural Centre in Baghdad was established after some
delay in 1962, about mid-way through the most successful period of Czechoslovak-Iraqi bilateral relations. It operated as a cultural, but also as a political
centre and thus had a dual role. An information bureau offered information
concerning Czechoslovakia, and ran a library with a public reading room;
there was a movie library as well. The Culture & Propaganda Bureau organised
lectures, concerts and language courses.
The content was of course geared towards the “correct” way to present Socialist Czechoslovakia, with an ideologically correct choice of books, films and
lecture topics. “The Czechoslovak Cultural Centre has had the ideological task of
presenting the results of building a Socialist society, including the successes of [Socialist] economics, science and culture, and propagating the ideas of Socialism to the
broadest possible audience.”34
Another important task consisted of keeping tabs on the Iraqi students
who had been invited to Czechoslovakia, and subsequently had to be kept, if
at all possible, within the Czechoslovak diplomatic orbit, for economic and
political purposes. Already the choice of the Iraqi fellowship holders was motivated by their political attitude and connections, at least from 1964 onwards.
Similarly, on the Czechoslovak side the first Director of the Cultural Centre,
Milan Kleník, was chosen carefully – his entire family had to be vetted for their
staunch ideological adherence and Communist Party membership, including
within his wife’s family. Kleník was a lathe operator at Vítkovice, turned apparatchik (working at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs) and a law student.35
However, the main task of the Ministry lay elsewhere – in providing experts for Iraq. It was mostly a one-sided activity as Czechoslovak specialists
went to Iraqi universities as lecturers and tutors, and Iraq sent students, as

34 NA, fond MŠK, Minutes of the Ministerial Advisory Committee meeting, box 26, inv.
no. 9. Ministerial Advisory Committee meeting 10. 3. 1960 (Schůze kolegia ministra dne
10. 3. 1960).
35 NA, fond MŠK, Minutes of the Ministerial Advisory Committee meeting, box 39, inv. no.
16. Ministerial Advisory Committee meeting 4. 5. 1961 (Schůze kolegia ministra 4. 5. 1961),
a nomination of the Cultural Centre Director for Baghdad (návrh na ředitele kulturního střediska v Bagdádu). See further ČELOVSKÝ, Bořivoj. Diplomaté dělnické třídy. In Oči a uši strany. Sedm pohledů do života STB. Šenov u Ostravy: Tillia, 2005, pp. 175–206.
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yet unqualified, and occasionally trainee teachers, to Czechoslovakia. The programme of such “exchanges” was adapted to the political needs of the moment.
There was an Iraqi impetus from early on to foster the development of Iraqi
schools, hence soon 100 Iraqi students left for Czechoslovakia (only 15 financed by the Czechoslovak side, the financing being a further indicator of
the Iraqi interest) and 50 teachers went for a month-long study trip. As the
University of Baghdad lost and/or expelled its British and American teachers,
it was keen to seek their replacement, and the university delegates sped to
Czechoslovakia in 1959 and chose 24 out of 40 proposed experts.
The Czechoslovaks were the largest “Socialist” group in Iraq in the 1960s.
From a Communist propaganda point of view, as the Iraqi Communists were
personae non gratae for the Iraqi regime, the foreign “Socialists” were expected to promote their worldview. “Their pedagogical activities will be used by us
as a continued and peaceful propagation of the Socialist system in Czechoslovakia,
Czechoslovak science and highly developed Czechoslovak technologies.”36
High numbers of Iraqi students invited to Czechoslovakia were welcome
for similar propagandist reasons – as future supporters of Socialist progress and
propagators of Czechoslovakia. In addition, a more technical side – the future
connection between universities and specialist departments, was hoped for.
In 1960, 23 specialists left for Iraq, whilst only 17 still remained the following year. Following a coup and other regime changes in Iraq, no experts
left for Iraq in 1963, and a further contingent was only posted in 1964 – nine
are attested – after the Ba’ath radicals were replaced. All of these projects were
organised by the Polytechna and fully funded by the Iraqis. Also in 1964,
the Central Committee of the Czechoslovak Communist Party discussed the
situation in Iraq, and the following approach was proposed “If the potential for
a more promising development of Czechoslovak-Iraqi relationships is fulfilled, we
may consider signing a working protocol for a cultural cooperation treaty that would
specify more comprehensive cooperation in research, and education, inclusive of exchange visits by prominent figures in culture, research and arts.” 37

36 NA, fond MŠK, Minutes of the Ministerial Advisory Committee meeting, box 38, inv. no. 9.
Ministerial Advisory Committee 16. 3. 1961. Concept of Czechoslovak-Iraqi relationships
23. 2. 1961 (Schůze kolegia ministra 16. 3. 1961. Koncepce styků s Irákem ze dne 23. 2. 1961).
37 NA, fond ÚV KSČ, Office of Antonín Novotný, box 105, inv. no. 17. Minutes of the 73rd executive meeting of the CC of CCP, 30 June, 1964, Agenda point 7 – proposal of the Minister
of Foreign Affairs to the Minister of Education for a broader concept of Czechoslovak-Iraqi
relationships (Zápis z jednání 73. schůze předsednictva ÚV KSČ dne 30. 6. 1964, bod 7.
Návrh ministerstva zahraničních věcí pro ministerstvo školství na rozšíření československo-iráckých vztahů).
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Student fellows were also to be accepted, but only if recommended by the
Communist Party of Iraq, and mostly from 1965 onwards. To provide a comparative perspective, in 1959, 120 Iraqi students left for Czechoslovakia, and in
1963 to 1964 there were 300 students. However, most of them had fellowships
paid by the Iraqi government. The second half of the 1960s is statistically less
well-documented, but as the Czechoslovak-Iraqi reationships intensified, it is
assumed that the numbers of specialists as well as students, participating in the
exchange programmes, must have increased.
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The CSAS and Iraq
The Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences soon included the formation and
development of Czechoslovak relations towards the “Third World” in its
programme of activities. It had formed the Committee for Comprehensive
Research and implemented its proposals. In the formal reports of the CSAS,
the rhetoric largely coincided with the wordsmithery of the Ministry of Education and Culture: i.e. promoting Czechoslovak science and culture, contributing to the educational and professional formation of future generations of
scholars active in the CSAS, as well as of those abroad. The latter category was
to be catered for by the CSAS experts sent abroad.
Beyond the rhetoric, the CSAS did take an active part in exporting experts,
so much so that its own core teams lacked people who had been used for
the missions abroad. One is left wondering whether this spontaneous willingness to travel was not fostered by the fact that it had offered an escape route
from Communist severity. The “spontaneity” of help for the “Third World” was
somewhat restrained in the mid-1960s, when the sheer quantity was eventually replaced by a more qualitative approach. The CSAS had its preferred recipients of help, and their choice was related to wider foreign policy concerns,
namely the United Arab Republic, Iraq and Algeria.
Iraq, however, was a special case. The country was oil-rich and consequently also eminently solvent – a desirable trading partner that was in position to pay fully for the upkeep of experts it had required for its higher
education and engineering jobs. As early as 1959, a University of Baghdad
delegation visited Czechoslovakia and made its own choice of experts required in Iraq. The practical side of the project was mediated by Polytechna
for the Czechoslovak side. Polytechna itself had been set up earlier that year
by decree of the Ministry of Foreign Trade, with the explicit task of organising research and technology assistance strategy abroad, and implementing
it in practice by foreign postings of research and technology experts. The
general strategy for this plan was, as mentioned above, anchored in a range
of bilateral treaties.
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Polytechna was also tasked with international cooperation including the management of liaison and cooperation with the United Nations and UNESCO.38
The actual process of exporting an expert was organised as follows: a university
abroad applied for persons qualified to offer teaching in a particular subject.
Polytechna offered the experts from its portfolio, organised their temporary
leave from their current employment, and, at least in theory, took part in organising the international trip. Polytechna also collected the wages paid by the
institution abroad, and gave only a percentage to the specialist, who was thus
exploited in order to secure hard currency for Communist Czechoslovakia. In
theory, Polytechna was supposed to take care of most of the practicalities of
expat life abroad.39
Statistics based on the CSAS reports and referring to the international
relations of the Academy lack a unified structure, and state-specific data had
been included for select years only. Consequently, Czechoslovak-Iraqi expert
exchanges are specified for 1962–1964 and 1966. Eleven specialists were sent
to Iraq in 1962, just three in 1963, and six in 1966. Data regarding the academics abroad for later years may be extracted from chronologically and geographically arranged collections of reports from international trips.40 These
attest to one specialist in 1968 and another posted to Iraq in 1969, but for two
years. This material also suggests that there was but one Iraqi expert visiting
Czechoslovakia on a longer-term basis in 1963 (and information on him is
limited in the archive record available so far), and two researchers who attended a conference in Czechoslovakia in 1966.

w
w

38 A decree of the Minister of Foreign Trade no. 3/1959, establishing the Polytechna company, a foreign trade institution with a taskforce to negotiate cooperation in technology. The
Polytechna was an independent organisation and also independent in terms of its budget.
The Czechoslovak state was not guaranteeing its activities or its liabilities. However, the
Director was to be named by the Minister of Foreign Trade and it was to him that the Polytechna Director was responsible. The job description for Polytechna was defined in part 3,
article 1 of the decree.
39 The position of Polytechna changed during the 1960s, probably with the rising numbers
of travelling researchers. Polytechna abandoned the comprehensive logistical programme
of organising the scholars’accommodation and other necessities. Subsequently, the reseachers were expected to take care of the practicalities by themselves, including the search
for accommodation, their salary however was paid in full without withholding the sum for
Polytechna (that initially used to lend them a starting sum for the first month of their stay
abroad). However, they still had to hand over a percentage of their salary to the state upon
their return. Details concerning individual travels follow in the edition enclosed to this study.
40 A AV ČR, fond International travel reports collection, Iraq 1961–1968 (Sbírka zpráv ze zahraničních cest. Irák 1961–1968).
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As shown above, the first official “cultural delegation” from Czechoslovakia
visited Iraq in 1959, introducing the bilateral relationship, and a Czechoslovak Cultural Centre opened in Baghdad three years later, although its 1960s
activities were relatively limited. The Centre organised occasional exhibitions
and film screenings, and courses in Czech, the latter being also intended as
preparatory courses for Iraqi students intending to continue their education
in Czechoslovakia. Lecture cycles and other activities that had originally been
proposed remained underused, and the exhibitions that presented Czechoslovakia were noticeably low-key. Nonetheless, the first of those exhibitions was
organised by members of the original 1959 cultural delegation including Felix
Tauer, specialist in Arabic and Oriental Studies, Bohumil Soudský from the
CSAS Institute of Archaeology, and Lubor Matouš, Charles University cuneiform specialist, who also taught in Baghdad from 1960 to 1962. The display
thematised Iraqi-Czechoslovak relations. One is left wondering if Dr. Vlasta
Kálalová Di-Lotti, Czechoslovak physician active in Baghdad in the interwar
period from 1925 to 1932, was in any way involved, or referred to in the exhibition, as the first Czechoslovak researcher active in Iraq. The physician was
loyal to Masaryk’s interwar republic, critical of the Communist regime, and
opposed the show trials, notably of Milada Horáková, hence, although she was
not persecuted actively, she was largely ignored.41
The CSAS then sent almost twenty specialists to Iraq during the 1960s,
and seventeen are more comprehensively documented in archival (16) and
oral history records (3). The spectrum of activities ranged from the above delegations and short study sojourns to longer-term cooperation in research and
higher education, the latter centred at universities in Baghdad, Mosul and
Basra (see Table 3).
The 1959 cultural delegation was followed by three more, two in 1961,
and one in 1965, all financed by the Czechoslovak side. The specialists taking part were mostly scholars from the Oriental Institute and the Institute of
Archaeology of the CSAS, and apart from activities at the Cultural Centre in
Baghdad, they also visited Iraqi museums and significant archaeological sites.
The Czechoslovak-Iraqi treaty specified cooperation in archaeology, including an exchange of specialists, and of artefacts, as one of its major elements.

41 Biography on Vlasta Kálalová Di-Lotti see BORSKÁ, Ilona. Doktorka z domu Trubačů. Prague:
MF, 1978.
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SURNAME

Soudský

Černý

Křikavová

Kamínek

Havlíček

Jarník

Hlaváček

Málek

Fousek

NAME

Bohumil

Ladislav

Adéla

Miroslav

Josef

Jiří

Ivan

Zdeněk

Jan

1930–
2016

1930–
1984

1933

*1934

1915

*1933

1922–
1976
1907–
1970
1938–
2002

DATES

ua

.c

COUNTRY/TOWN

teaching at university
teaching at university
teaching at university

12. 9. 1969–
19. 7. 1971
September
1964–
August 1966
28. 9. 1965–
14. 6. 1966

teaching at university

cz
till July 1962

1961–1962

teaching at university

teaching at university

REASON FOR
TRAVEL
cultural research,
cultural relations
cultural research,
cultural relations
cultural research,
cultural relations

1956–1967

17. 12. 1961–
12. 3. 1962
28. 11. 1961–
12. 3. 1962
20. 4. 1965–
9. 6. 1965

DATES

as
.

Iraq, Baghdad, archaeological
excavations
Iraq, Baghdad, archaeological
Oriental Institute
excavations
Iraq, Baghdad, archaeological
Oriental Institute
excavations
Iraq, Mosul, University of
Institute of
Baghdad-University of Mosul,
Experimental
College of Agriculture and
Botany
Forestry
Institute of
Iraq, Mosul, University of
Theoretical and
Baghdad-University of Mosul,
Applied Mechanics College of Engineering
Iraq, Mosul, University of
Institute of
Baghdad-University of Mosul,
Mathematics
College of Engineering
Iraq, Basra, University of BaghdadInstitute of
University of Basrah,
Mathematics
College of Engineering
Iraq, Baghdad, University of
Institute of Physics Baghdad, College of Science,
Department of Physics
Iraq, Bahgdad, University of
Institute of Physics Baghdad, College of Science,
Department of Physics

INSTITUTE,
CSAS
Institute of
Archaeology

w
.m

Tab. 3 List of scientists from CSAS in Iraq
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Krejčí

Hátle

Libovický

Žán

Čemus

Hamata

Starý

Václav

Jiří

S.

Zdeněk

Jiří

Václav

Petr

*1933

1923

1923

1925

1928
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teaching at university
teaching at university
[teaching at
university]

October 1962–
July 1964
19. 11. 1966–
26. 11. 1969
14. 10. 1967–
30. 6. 1970

teaching at university

12. 1. 1961–
14. 7. 1963

Institute of
Iraq, Baghdad, Council of
Entomology, České
Scientific Research
Budějovice

cz

17. 4. 1968–
18. 7. 1968

scientific research,
Aphids and their
parasites, cooperation
with Council of
Scientific Research,
Baghdad

teaching at university

[1962] 1963

1961–30. 6. 1962 teaching at university

teaching at university

[1961]
1963–1964

as
.

Iraq, Baghdad, University of
Baghdad, College of Science,
Department of Physics
Iraq, Baghdad, University of
[Institute of
Baghdad, College of Science,
Physics]
Department of Physics
Iraq, Baghdad, University of
Institute of Physics Baghdad, College of Education,
Department of Physics
[Iraq, Baghdad, University of
Institute of Physics Baghdad, College of Education,
Department of Physics]
Institute of
Iraq, Baghdad, University of
Electrotechnology Baghdad, College of Engineering
Institute of
Iraq, Baghdad, University of
Electrotechnology Baghdad, College of Engineering
Institute of
Iraq, Baghdad, University of
Electrotechnology Baghdad, College of Engineering

[Institute of
Physics]

Source: A AV ČR, International travel reports collection fond, Iraq 1961–1968 (Sbírka zahraničních cest. Irák 1961–1968).
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Archaeologist Bohumil Soudský, Assyriologist Ladislav Černý (former pupil
and assistant of Bedřich Hrozný), and Hittitologist Lubor Matouš (another
pupil of Hrozný) were carefully selected. Soudský, according to his final travel
report, was free to visit archaeological sites, except where his free movement
could have led him into potentially dangerous situations. He was also allowed
to collect and keep surface finds. “On 9 February 1962, which was a Friday, I undertook a car journey from Mosul to Nimrud, accompanied by an armoured car, as
local skirmishes had been reported. … On Saturday, 10 February 1962, I travelled
to Arpachiyya via Ninive, and visited Tepe Rashue (sic), where we met one surviving worker who recalled his time with Professor Mallowan at this very important
site. I made a surface find survey, and visited a tholos-type edifice fragments, still
extant after Mallowan’s excavations.”42 Subsequently, Soudský suggested that archaeological expeditions should have been included in the cultural exchange
programme. He noted that the expeditions were a standard part of the Western
presence but also viewed positively by the Iraqi side as a recognition of its ancient civilization, whereas sending experts to Iraqi universities was all very well,
but essentially a type of service ordered and paid for by the Iraqis. Soudský contrasted these two activities explicitly. The CSAS however had not undertaken
any expeditions. Soudský and Černý were nonetheless allowed to export their
finds to Czechoslovakia.
From an archaeologist’s point of view, the artefacts, and the opportunity
to visit archaeological sites were also complemented by access to publications
that had been unavailable in Czechoslovakia. A female researcher – Near
Eastern studies specialist Adéla Křikavová, the sole woman among experts exported to Iraq – specifically targeted libraries and spent her Iraqi stay touring
sites, museums and library study rooms.
Research was obviously not the exclusive motivation of such contacts. The
invitation extended to Felix Tauer, who had also been made a corresponding
member of the Iraqi Academy of Sciences, to the Chancellor of the Charles
University, Jaroslav Procházka, and to a vice-chairman of the CSAS Professor
Jaroslav Kožešník43 in November 1962 was aimed at securing their presence
at the 1200th anniversary of the City of Baghdad, and on this occasion the

42 A AV ČR, fond International travel reports collection, Iraq 1961–1968. Travel report – Bohumil Soudský 1962 (Zpráva ze zahraniční cesty – Bohumil Soudský, 1962).
43 Jaroslav Kožešník (1907–1985) – cybernetics specialist, professor at the CTU, Prague. Elected a corresponding member of the CSAS in 1953, and a full member in 1960. A deputy director of the CSAS from 1961 to 1970, and it was in this office that he deputised for František Šorm.
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Iraqi side bore all the related costs44, and the invitation was processed at a high
diplomatic level.
Other CSAS departments were in more practical relationships with their
Iraqi colleagues, and some activities bore the hallmark of actual bilateral research cooperation without intervening high-level organisations. In 1968, Petr
Starý, member of the Entomological Institute of the CSAS, was invited to
Baghdad to cooperate with Ibrahim K. Kaddoue from the Iraqi Biological
Research Centre on a three-month-long project concerning aphids and their
parasites in the environmental context of the Baghdad region, and in Kurdistan. It was the only cooperative fieldwork research of Iraqi and Czechoslovak
scientists known to date.
Altogether thirteen CSAS specialists were teaching at the Iraqi universities in the 1960s. They were mostly affiliated to the University of Baghdad
and its spin-offs, the Universities of Basra and Mosul45. Except for four, the
Czechoslovak contingent of specialists was located in Baghdad. Their professional allocations to colleges (schools) are of further interest, documenting the
subjects for which foreign specialists were in demand. Six experts originally
from three CSAS institutes (Institute of Mathematics, Institute of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics and Institute of Electrical Engineering) were allocated to the College of Engineering of the University of Baghdad (and Basra
and Mosul). Five specialists from the CSAS Institute of Physics were at the
College of Science, and one botanist was located in Mosul (College of Agriculture and Forestry).46
The sojourn in Iraq was amply documented in reports that had to be submitted to Polytechna (with a copy to the economic relations department of the
Czechoslovak Embassy in Baghdad), that sent copies onward to appropriate
institutions in Czechoslovakia including the home institution of the researcher. At the end of the stay, a final report was expected. These reports are usually

44 NA, fond ÚV KSČ, Office of Antonín Novotný, box 105, inv. no. 15. Czechoslovak delegation
participating at the 1200th anniversary of the city of Baghdad (Účast československé delegace na oslavách 1200 let Bagdádu).
45 University of Baghdad was founded in 1956, but the colleges were founded from 1921 (The
College of Engineering 1921, The College of Medicine 1927, The College of Science 1949 etc).
46 Most of the travels are documented in the participants’ surviving archived reports, two people are only known from the surveys (S. Libochovický) or letters concerned with prolonging
their tenure (Jiří Hátle). An oral history interview with mathematician Jiří Jarník provided information in the botanist Miroslav Kamínek, whose reports from Iraq did not appear in the
archive records. See A AV ČR, fond International travel reports collection, Iraq 1961–1968.
And also the Institute of Physics fond, box 19, sign. 6. International stays 1960–1970 (Přehledy o zahraničních pobytech 1960–1970).
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among the most detailed records of the professional and personal existence of
the Czechoslovaks in Iraq. The reports confirm the mechanics of the entire
international operation, from the request sent originally to Polytechna that
made an initial selection from the lists of specialists considered reliable for the
“developing world”.
The actual contracts are rare records, but the Institute of Physics had archived a contract between their specialist Zdeněk Málek and Polytechna, dated 196147. The salary was composed of a standard salary and an international
allowance, reaching 5430 CZK (per month), with a further family allowance
of 740 CZK, once his wife had joined him. Polytechna arranged for the flight
ticket of the specialist, and if applicable, of his family. With sojourns longer
than a year, one holiday roundtrip was added. Polytechna was also expected
to rent the accommodation (with the employee covering only the rent for
furnishings). The working hours were 46 per week, with 12 teaching hours and
the remainder for preparation, study, tutorials, etc. Extra working hours were
not supposed to exceed 4 hours per week.
There was a Polytechna agent in Baghdad, who was expected to take care
of the specialists, introduce them to the university authorities, and organise
their medical care. The latter was a major issue as the Czechoslovak community had no official medical officer and local physicians charged relatively
expensive fees. The actual operation of Polytechna and its supposed care for
the experts did not correspond to the ideal plan. Polytechna often misplaced
and retained extra fees that the professors had obtained from the university as
a compensation for additional teaching, while its offices often charged inexplicable fees to the experts. Conditions for annual leave were changed on short
notice and without warning, and so on.
Not only Czechoslovak experts were afflicted by the bureaucracy and incompetence of Polytechna. The Iraqi side often requested a series of select
experts to be provided for a continuous teaching programme – which Polytechna was not in position to secure – often due to the lack of suitable and
available candidates at the Academy, hence Czechoslovak and Western specialists48 alternated in Baghdad. The Polytechna agent was also spying on “his”
experts, although attempts at emigration only became more frequent toward

47 A AV ČR, fond Institute of Physics, box 19, sign. 6. International stays 1960–1970. Agreement between Polytechna and Zdeněk Málek, 5. 9. 1961 (Přehledy o zahraničních pobytech
1960–1970. Smlouva mezi Polytechnou a Zdeňkem Málkem, 5. 9. 1961).
48 A AV ČR, fond International travel reports collection, Iraq 1961–1968. Travel report – Zdeněk Málek 1962, Václav Krejčí 1964 (Zpráva ze zahraniční cesty – Zdeněk Málek 1962, Václav
Krejčí 1964).
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the end of the 1960s. Given the character and setting of Polytechna as part of
the Czechoslovak foreign trade mission, it was to be expected that its network
operated at a political level as well.
How did the situation look like from the perspective of the individual specialists invited to Iraq? The extensive plans for the comprehensive preparation
of interculturally competent, resilient and versatile experts were not put into
practice, and their preparation for an international role was usually limited
to language education. The teaching language in Iraq was English, and the
professors were usually taken aback by differences in the language proficiency
of their students. Considering the Iraqi everyday life context, only experts in
Oriental studies had sufficient cultural competence – other experts were mostly unprepared. On occasion, their contact with their professional predecessors
was limited as well, hence no advice or experience was provided. A case in
point is offered by Jiří Čemus from the CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering (Electrotechnology). His first letter to his home institution, written
about a week after landing in Baghdad, shows a surprisingly high level of
unfamiliarity, or rather, sheer ignorance. “It took us considerable time to get used
to local customs. Everything is topsy-turvy. The locals write in some hieroglyphs
from right to left, the books open at the back, Sunday is actually on Friday, and
the coins are rectangular, etc. etc”. 49 Similar notes on insufficient information
appeared since the early 1960s. Proposals for improvement of the Polytechna
international programme named more information and training for the expats
first and foremost. Secondly, a clear arrangement of contracts with Polytechna
was proposed, to help prevent miscommunications regarding planned courses, annual leave, or the salary grades. The lack of medical care was criticised
too – mostly, Czechoslovak physicians that happened to be in Baghdad at the
medical schools catered both to the Czechoslovak Embassy staff and the expat
community – as is attested for Zdeněk Charvát or Jaroslav Slípka50. Another
comment referred to the fact that there was no venue to present and popularise one’s research and the Czech Cultural Centre was named as a venue that
should have been offered for that purpose.
The scholars were usually housed in apartment blocks or small houses,
but these were provided without sufficient furnishings – carpets, curtains or

49 A AV ČR, fond Institute of Electrotechnology, box 4, inv. no. 98. Jiří Čemus to his line
manager in Prague, 3 October 1962 (Dopis Jiřího Čemuse svému nadřízenému v Praze,
3. 10. 1962).
50 Personal communication of the author with prof. Jaroslav Slípka in 2008 and 2009, and
with Elena Charvátová, spouse of Zdeněk Charvát, 11 June 2015.
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bedding were missing as a rule. It was relatively easy to procure them locally,
but not for a new arrival without any knowledge of Arabic. Other comments
show expectations based on European standards of living, or rather standards aspired at. “The furnishings were rudimentary. Every average Iraqi household
would have had a carpet, which of course was not there, not to mention a radio,
gramophone or a T V set.”51
Some experts were allowed to take their families, or at least a spouse, with
them. This was not a preferred solution, however. The Polytechna agents rather
had a solitary expert in Iraq with the family gridlocked in Czechoslovakia, for
the obvious reason that Iraq offered a better chance for emigration than the
tightly controlled home country. If the wife was allowed to come to Iraq, there
was no paid work, although depending on their profession several women
found an opportunity to do voluntary work, for instance the paediatrician wife
of Václav Krejčí who took care of most Czechoslovak expat children during
her stay in Baghdad. Apart from this, there was no option but housewifery.
A Czech school was provided for the children – the Communist state control
had to be implemented firmly – on the other hand the schoolchildren enjoyed
easy continuity with the curriculum in Czechoslovakia.
The professional part of the reports is no less interesting. The experts taught
for 12 to 14 hours a week, and had to be flexible concerning the classes they
were expected to teach. On occasion, this was somewhat vexing, even when
great care was taken to accommodate the local employer’s expectations. For
instance, Ivan Hlaváček, a mathematician, was asked impromptu to provide
classes on the geology of oil fields, and he found there were no books he could
have possibly used to prepare the coursework.52 Apart from teaching, there
was also cooperation with Iraqi colleagues, who were often just beginning to
use their new labs and available technologies, and Czechoslovaks were generally accepted as capable colleagues and shrewd advisors, especially when it
came to using and mending new and complex appliances. This aspect of their
professional training was, however, also quickly appropriated to propagate
Czechoslovak appliances and technologies in Iraq.
However, the Iraqi researchers must have evaluated the Czechoslovak cooperation genuinely positively, as their institutions frequently applied to pro-

51 A AV ČR, fond International travel reports collection, Iraq 1961–1968. Travel report – Zdeněk Málek 1962 (Zpráva ze zahraniční cesty – Zdeněk Málek 1962).
52 A AV ČR, fond International travel reports collection, Iraq 1961–1968. Travel report – Ivan
Hlaváček (Zpráva ze zahraniční cesty – Ivan Hlaváček. The teaching adjustments were also
referred to in reports by Zdeněk Málek and Jiří Čemus).
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was set at up to three years, but the CSAS usually withdrew its specialist
after one or two years, usually because there was no replacement at the home
institute53.
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Evaluation of the Czechoslovak expert presence in Iraq in the 1960s is a complex matter. On the one hand, it was embedded in the Czechoslovak participation in the Soviet Cold War policy of influencing the “Third World”. Egypt
and Iraq in particular were perceived as promising partners for spreading Socialist ideology, although it soon became evident that the political propaganda
was short-lived and not accepted locally. However, trade treaties, and particularly arms and industrial supplies did open the door for other, softer policies
of cultural diplomacy, especially in Iraq, where political changes purged the
schools of a number of Western specialists, and the Iraqi government experimented with deploying experts from the Soviet bloc.
The CSAS took the initiative, becoming involved in Ministry of Education activities and making a significant contribution to the cultural treaty. Iraq,
the country growing from the ancient roots of Mesopotamian city states and
Babylonian and Assyrian kingdoms, was an ideal partner for archaeology. (The
archaeologists, interestingly, were not given the opportunity by the CSAS
which Egyptologists obtained at the university, namely an institute that would
be dedicated to archaeological work in Mesopotamia.) There was a potential
demand for naturalists. Technicians and experts in sciences were required by
Iraqi higher education in Baghdad, Mosul and Basra, where they apparently
usually had success as teachers and as colleagues, although a more definitive
evaluation of their impact would be only possible with access to the Iraqi archives. The individual agency played an important role in the shaping of their
Iraqi experience. Most of the experts were little concerned with the Socialist
globalism game played by the Soviets and the Prague Communist Political
Bureaus – they were largely untroubled by the fate of the Iraqi Communists,
but considerably more interested in their labs, students, available books and
available furniture. It was a professional matter for them, not an ideological
exercise – from the researchers’ perspective, it was an opportunity, professional

53 Correspondence of employees of the Institute of Electrotechnology with their line manager
attested to the rather complex negotiations over prolonging the tenures of the experts located in Baghdad. See A AV ČR, fond Institute of Electrotechnology, box 4, inv. no. 98. Letters
written by Václav Hamata and Zdeněk Žán 1962/1963 (Dopisy Václava Hamaty a Zdeňka
Žána z let 1962/1963).
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as well as financial. For some, a temporary escape route from the stuffy Eastern
bloc, for others a unique professional experience.
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Export of experts. Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences and Iraq in the 1960s
This study focuses on one of the elements in Czechoslovak cultural agreements that were
entered into with “Third World Countries” from the 1950s. These agreements included
training for foreign students, both in the form of grants for studying in Czechoslovakia, and
the dispatch of Czechoslovak scholars abroad. These scholars were sent not only from
higher education institutes, but also from the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences (CSAS).
This study focuses on CSAS scholars who worked in Iraq in the 1960s, taking into account
the practice of selecting scholars within the CSAS and the agency work of the Polytechna
foreign trade bureau, which was in charge of contacts between Iraqi and Czechoslovak
research institutes, as well as the technical side of the entire exchange. At that time the
CSAS sent seventeen scholars to Iraq, three of whom went in order to systematically
gather knowledge of this country and to study at its libraries, thirteen to lecture at higher
education institutes in Baghdad, Basra and Mosul and one to take part in three months of
mutual Czechoslovak-Iraqi scholarly research.
Translated by Hana Navrátilová
and Melvyn Clarke
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University of Baghdad, Colleges in Mosul, 1966 (Family archive, Miroslav Kamínek)

University of Baghdad, College of Agriculture and Forestry in Mosul, Miroslav Kamínek giving
a lecture, 1967 (Family archive, Miroslav Kamínek)
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Zikkurat in Uru, Iraq, 1967, “trip” from Mosul to the south – 600 km by cars Škoda MB 1000
and Octavia combi (Family archive, Miroslav Kamínek)

Over night stay in Syria, on the way to Iraq, 1966 (Family archive, Miroslav Kamínek)
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“I did not get the subjects I was
expecting, so I am over my head
in work preparation.” Correspondence
and final reports of experts sent
to Iraq during the 1960s1
ADÉLA JŮNOVÁ MACKOVÁ
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Abstract: It is the aim of this publication to present CSAS archive material relating to
the issues surrounding the dispatch of Czechoslovak experts to Iraq in the 1960s and
to interpret it so as to show both the benefits and the obstacles involved. Some of the
documents have been preserved in the Collection of CSAS Foreign Reports fond, in which
final reports from the foreign stays of experts teaching at higher education institutes or
carrying out scientific research abroad are arranged chronologically and geographically.
Keywords: export of experts; CSAS; Iraq; reports; correspondence; daily life
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In the latter half of the 20th century the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences
(hereafter: CSAS) was one of the institutions involved in providing scientific
assistance to the Third World. The Study Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences and
Iraq in the 1960s published in this issue focuses primarily on the technical
aspect of this issue and (with the focus on the CSAS) presents a summary of
the institutions that organized this scientific assistance, from the Ministry of

1

This study was written with the support of Czech Science Foundation grant 17-22085S: The
Habitus of Czech Scientists, 1918–1968. The Example of Two Generations. My thanks go to
all those who were willing to meet up with me and share their experience of a scientific attachment in Iraq: Elena Charvátová, Professor Petr Charvát, doc. Jiří Jarník, Ing. Miroslav Kamínek, doc. Petr Starý and Professor Miroslav Kutílek. Special thanks go to Jaroslav Slípka,
who referred to his work in Baghdad during interviews regarding the Czechoslovak doctor
Vlasta Kálalová Di-Lotti, and lent me his copies of the Bagdád magazine.
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Education to the CSAS and its Commission for Comprehensive Research
in Developing Countries, as well as the individual institutes that sent their
staff members abroad. This study primarily covers the 1960s, i.e. both the very
beginnings of the “export of experts” and its boom at the end of that decade,
as Iraq was presented as an example of the issues involved: a country which
in 1962 had opened up to the Soviet bloc politically, economically and not
least culturally. In this case Czechoslovakia’s scientific assistance consisted primarily in releasing scientists to teach Iraqi university students. All the costs
involved were paid by the Iraqi side.
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The aim of this edition is to present CSAS archive material relating to the
issue under review, and to interpret it so as to show both the benefits and
the obstacles involved. Some of the documents have been preserved in the
Collection of CSAS Foreign Reports fond, in which final reports from the
foreign stays of experts teaching at higher education institutes or carrying out
scientific research abroad are arranged chronologically and geographically. In
some cases, monthly reports which the expert was supposed to draw up at the
Baghdad Embassy itself for security reasons have also been preserved. In view
of the awkwardness of this instruction (i.e. opening hours were restricted and
it was impossible to travel from Mosul or Basra so often) these reports are
not too frequent.2 While the final reports always include a heading with the
expert’s name and affiliation, the monthly reports, mostly written on headed
paper at the Czechoslovak Embassy, often just include the name. Hence in
some cases it was difficult to ascertain which Academy institute dispatched
the scientist to Iraq. When the Reports of Trips Abroad fond was created,
these reports were set aside from the fonds of individual CSAS institutes,
but another group of original files was kept in these fonds – particularly the
shorter reports, correspondence with institute administration, contracts with
Polytechna and lists of cadre reserves or lists of staff sent abroad for a specific
period and requests from foreign universities and Polytechna for specialists in
selected fields.

2

80

See Archive of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Czech Republic (Archiv Akademie věd ČR,
hereafter: A AV ČR), fond International travel reports collection, Iraq 1961–1968 (Sbírka
zpráv ze zahraničních cest, Irák 1961–1968). Travel report – Václav Hamata, 1963 (Zpráva ze
zahraniční cesty – Václav Hamata, 1963).
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For this edition of texts, letters were selected which are to date the only
discovered evidence of correspondence between scientists abroad and their
Academy institute, primarily on the burning question of whether or not the
extension of employment contracts abroad was authorized – letters from
Václav Hamata3 and Zdeněk Žán4 in 1962–1963 to the CSAS Institute of
Electrical Engineering on their first impressions after their arrival in Baghdad – a latter from Jiří Čemus5 in 1962 addressed to the CSAS Institute of
Electrical Engineering. The criterion for the selection of the final reports was
that the scientist worked at a higher education establishment in Iraq for more
than one year and the content of the report focused both on this scientific
work and on the private life of the expert and his family. The selected reports
by three experts cover almost the entire 1960s period and reflect work at the
University in Baghdad and the often more complex work in smaller towns
that were remote from the Czechoslovak Embassy, at the college in Mosul
and the Czech doctors there too. Václav Hamata (from the CSAS Institute
of Electrical Engineering) worked at the College of Engineering in Baghdad
University from 21 January 1961 to 14 July 1963. Jiří Jarník6 (CSAS Institute
of Mathematics), lectured at the College of Engineering branch of Baghdad
University in Mosul from September 1964 to August 1966. Josef Havlíček
(from the CSAS Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics) worked at
the College of Engineering branch of Baghdad University in Mosul from
12 September 1969 to 19 July 1971.
The information obtained from the reports and from the other documents
referred to was supplemented by interviews with contemporary witnesses.
We managed to contact three scientists from various CSAS institutes, who
worked in Baghdad and the Baghdad University branch in Mosul during the

Václav Hamata (born 1923) – engineer, specialist in heavy-current electrical engineering, researcher at the CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering, he was proficient in English and had
a passive knowledge of German, French and Russian.
Zdeněk Žán (born 1925) – engineer, at the time of his departure for Iraq he worked as a researcher at the CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering.
Jiří Čemus (born 1923) – engineer, electrical engineer, specializing in the theory of electrical
machines and the application of analogue and hybrid computers. 1949–1954 he worked at
the Škoda factory in Plzeň, 1955–1985 he was employed at the CSAS Institute of Electrical
Engineering.
Jiří Jarník (born 1934) – mathematician, studied at the Charles University Mathematics and
Physics Faculty 1952–1957. Since 1957 he has worked as a specialist and from 1964 as a researcher (CSc.) at the CSAS Mathematics Institute, and from 1992 (habilitation) as a senior
lecturer at the Charles University Faculty of Education, Department of Mathematics and the
Didactics of Mathematics.
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Petr Starý (born 1933) – entomologist, DrSc., working at the Entomology Institute, ASCR
Biology Centre, České Budějovice.
8 Miroslav Kamínek (born 1933) – botanist, studied at the Agricultural College in Prague
(1954–1956) and in Brno (1956–1959), from 1962 he worked at the CSAS Institute of Experimental Botany. 1965–1967 he taught at the University of Baghdad, College of Agriculture and
Forestry, Mosul. In the eighties and the nineties, he mostly worked at American and British
higher education institutes. Now an ASCR emeritus staff member.
9 Elena Charvátová (born 1927) – studied Faculty of Law, 1948 married Zdeněk Charvát and
followed her husband to Iraq in 1959 (where she took care of their two sons) and to Nigeria
in 1968 and 1978.
10 Zdeněk Charvát (1921–1922) – doctor, senior lecturer in histology and embryology (1965),
1959–1961 he worked at the Baghdad University Medical Faculty (1968–1971 and 1978–1981
University of Lagos, Nigeria). 1971–1978 he was chief physician at the Institute of Histology
and Embryology at the Charles University Medical Faculty in Hradec Králové.
11 Miroslav Kutílek (1927–2016) – engineer, hydropedologist, studied water resource management at the Czech Technical University Faculty of Civil Engineering, in 1960 he worked for
six months in Iraq, 1965–1968 at the University of Khartoum and in 1970 he was at the University of Grenoble for six months. In 1973 he was appointed a professor and during the
1980s he was Vice-Dean at the Building Faculty.
12 Jaroslav Slípka (1926–2013) – doctor, professor of histology and embryology (1982). He created the Institute of Histology and Embryology at the Charles University Medical Faculty in
Plzeň, which he ran from 1979; 1962–1966 he ran the Institute of Microanatomy at Baghdad
University. President of the Czechoslovak Anatomical Society and the Medical Association
in Plzeň.
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1960s. Petr Starý7 (CSAS Institute of Biology), went to Baghdad at the invitation of the Biological Research Centre and worked for three months on a joint
Czechoslovak-Iraqi aphid research project. Jiří Jarník, whose aforementioned
final report on his stay has been preserved, met up in Mosul with his CSAS
colleague Miroslav Kamínek8 (CSAS Institute of Experimental Botany), who
is not referred to in other available sources. From 1965 to 1967 he worked at
the Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry, a Baghdad University branch in Mosul. Other fragments of history were filled in thanks to interviews with Elena
Charvátová9, the wife of Zdeněk Charvát10, reader in histology and embryology at the Charles University Faculty of Medicine in Hradec Králové, who
taught at Baghdad University 1959-1961, and Professor Miroslav Kutílek11
(a hydropedologist at the Faculty of Civil Engineering, Czech Technical University), who was also working at Baghdad University in 1960, for a period of
almost six months. Unfortunately, the author’s interviews with Jaroslav Slípka12, professor at the Medical Faculty in Plzeň, who lectured at the Medical
Faculty in Baghdad from 1962 to 1966, have not been recorded. However, the
magazine Bagdád, whose publication was initiated and supported by the Slípkas, serves as an interesting source on everyday life in Baghdad.
The final reports have their limitations and drawbacks as historical sources.
They were written in line with precisely laid down rules as official reports on
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research trips and their information value is basically concentrated in their
description or defence of the work performed. Most of the reports assess the
place of work where the scientist operated, and the colleagues, whose country
of origin is primarily specified, while the commentary is for the most part
on those who came from the Eastern bloc. Another important subject is the
quality of the tuition and the students. The following paragraphs then often
analyse life outside the workplace, i.e. the accommodation, the family, relations
with Czech scientists active at the same location and leisure-time pursuits. As
a rule the report usually concludes with advice to future successors regarding household requisites, hygiene, medicines, how to behave towards students,
what might be improved and changed in the tuition and in Polytechna staff
attitudes towards experts working in Iraq. These subjects, which have often
only been “broached”, are supplemented by using information acquired from
the aforementioned interviews and from articles published by the experts and
their family members in the Bagdád magazine and elsewhere. Several of the
following paragraphs will present the life of a Czechoslovak scientist in Iraq
during the 1960s on the basis of accessible archive sources.

ua

Joys and sorrows of trips to the Orient in the 1960s
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The directives and conclusions of meetings at the Ministries and the CSAS to
prepare the experts in all respects for their stays abroad did not make a great
contribution to the research. Almost every final report ends with criticism of
Polytechna and the lack of information that could have simplified the beginning of the scientists’ stays and their work abroad. It is stated that Polytechna
representatives were not available when misunderstandings or problems over
pay and the amount of deducted fees needed to be dealt with, and the entire business could drag on for several months, as everything was dealt with
through the Prague headquarters. Offers of new experts ended in a similar
manner, as they often commenced late once the semester had started, or the
proposed teachers did not arrive at all and the university administration only
found this out later.
Colleagues who had returned attempted to advise their successors how to
prepare for the trip, but because the same advice appears in 1961 as it does in
1971, it can be presumed that together with the reports it only got as far as
the archives and that the ascertained local conditions and circumstances never
changed for the staff sent out there. Due to the lack of information we also
keep primarily coming across advice on hygiene, essential vaccinations, water,
shopping, the need to bring medicines like Endiaron (for digestion problems)
and Vitamin B: “Nervous disorders can be dealt with from the outset by regular use
83
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of Vitamin B”.13 Josef Havlíček,14 who came back to Prague in 1971, probably
enlarges on these matters in greatest detail. One important piece of advice is
certainly that which applies to sending things from Prague, which are subject
to customs, unless they are brought in luggage at the time of arrival. Likewise
one of the last sentences in this section of the report doubtless gave rise to
some misgivings: “Administrative rules are inflexible”.15
The dispatch of the scientist to his new place of work was arranged by
Polytechna, which looked after the air tickets for him and his family, as well as
the accommodation in the first years. The airplane from Prague had layovers
in Athens and Beirut, but also flew via Istanbul. The arrival in Baghdad, often
after several hours of delays on the way with an exhausted family, was only the
start of all the pitfalls that awaited the scientist. If there was no colleague on
the spot to wait for the scientist and his family at the airport and take him
back to the assigned house, then they would have to rely on the Polytechna
representative and generally find their bearings more or less under their own
steam. However, the situation in Baghdad was simpler, as Polytechna had
rented a group of houses, so the scientist and his family usually occupied one
half of a house and were thus close to other Czechoslovak families, who could
help him at the outset. But then even a prepared house that had not been occupied for quite some time was not all that comfortable. Apart from the sand
that got into the rooms, the quality of the furnishings was often problematic.
A doctor (who flew into Baghdad in 1967, but whose name is unfortunately
not legible in the Bagdád magazine) recalls this with a smile: “Then I went to
sleep. I only woke up once, when the second bed fell apart. The first one had fallen
apart as soon as I lay down in it.”16
Scientists travelling beyond Baghdad were accommodated in a hotel and
then they carried on over the next few days by train to Mosul or Basra. In
these towns outside Baghdad they stayed at a hotel until they managed to rent
a house. In view of the situation in Kurdistan, foreign diplomats and e.g. Polytechna representatives were not authorized to enter Mosul, so for example,
Professor Jarník and other Czechoslovak experts sent to Mosul in 1964 had

13 A AV ČR, fond International travel reports collection, Iraq 1961–1968. Travel report – Josef
Havlíček, 1971 (Zpráva ze zahraniční cesty – Josef Havlíček, 1971).
14 Josef Havlíček (born 1915) – engineer, specializing in engineering pedology and soil mechanics; 1969–1971 he worked at the University in Mosul; before he left for Iraq he worked at
a researcher at the CSAS Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
15 A AV ČR, fond International travel reports collection, Iraq 1961–1968. Travel report – Josef
Havlíček, 1971 (Zpráva ze zahraniční cesty – Josef Havlíček, 1971).
16 [illeg.], Dušan. Fejeton. Baghdad, 1968, No. 14, p. 11.
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to sort everything out for themselves. They received funding from Polytechna
for the rent, but as a result they lived far from each other, and if they did not
acquire a car then the members of the Czechoslovak community lived without
many opportunities for mutual contact. Professor Jiří Jarník found accommodation in a two-storeyed villa together with Jiří Klír17, an electrical engineer
from the Czech University of Technology. This villa had a garden, but it was
not furnished, so they had to take care of everything for themselves. The furniture was made for them by a carpenter following their sketched instructions,
and they obtained their kitchen equipment, blankets and a small stove from
a market. Not many things were required. People in Mosul slept for most
of the year on mattresses on the roof terraces, while sprinkler vehicles drove
along the streets spraying an anti-mosquito agent.18
This adventurous arrival and the frequently complicated acquisition of accommodation was then followed by the start of work at the university. Although
the scientist was supposed to be prepared in advance both linguistically and with
a general knowledge of the realia and the country, this was not always the case.
The CSAS arranged its own language courses and for those who were going
abroad, the number of lessons was increased.19 When the scientists left, they
often did not have a proper idea of the subjects or the hours they were teaching,
or they were assigned completely different ones to those they were expecting.20
The main task of those scientists selected for this publication was to teach
at Baghdad University and its branch in Mosul. The number of lessons taught
varied for the most part between twelve and fourteen a week, plus repeated
tutorials for several groups of students.21 Experts from the CSAS specializing
in scientific research were given the opportunity to teach at university level.
This was both a new experience for them and of course required quite substantial preparation, so they welcomed the fact that they could use the prepared

w
w

17 Jiří Klír (1932–2016) – electrical engineer, computer specialist, Czech University of Technology, working in Mosul from 1964, after staying there for two years he emigrated to the USA
(1966), where he worked at Fairleigh Dickinson University in New York. Three years later
he transferred to Binghampton University, Binghampton.
18 Interview with Jiří Jarník (held by Adéla Jůnová Macková, 8. 1. 2018).
19 See A AV ČR, fond CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering (Ústav pro elektrotechniku
ČSAV), inv. no. 59. Selection of language courses on offer to experts going out to developing
countries, 11. 12. 1959 and a specification of extended tuition, interview with Miroslav Kamínek (held by Adéla Jůnová Macková, 18. 4. 2018).
20 See letter from Jiří Čemus to Bedřich Heller, Director of the CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineers, 3. 10. 1962, Baghdad.
21 For more details on the tuition method see A ASCR, fond International travel reports collection, Iraq 1961–1968. Travel report – Jiří Jarník, 1966. (Zpráva ze zahraniční cesty – Jiří
Jarník 1966).
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lectures the following year. The scientists were able to remain abroad for up
to three years, but the CSAS institutes very emphatically demanded that they
return after no more than two years. The experts assessed the standard of these
universities as that of a better secondary school. Hence the students’ readiness
for tuition in English varied considerably, but then it has to be said that the
same applied to the experts.
The teaching staff was made up primarily of specialists from abroad, particularly from the USA and India, while those from the Eastern bloc increased
in number throughout the 1960s, particularly from Czechoslovakia and Poland. The selection of new experts and the endeavour to strengthen the position of Czechoslovakia, which very quickly acquired a good name throughout
Iraq thanks to the high standard of the experts sent out there, came up against
the lack of professionalism at Polytechna, which did not manage to react
flexibly to the demand from abroad. However, this also reflects the situation
in scientific and scholarly circles in Czechoslovakia, which came up against
a lack of high-standard, “politically vetted” experts in some disciplines within
its own scientific institutes. Work at the universities in Iraq included not only
tuition, but also activities in the new laboratories, the first experiments and the
launch of scientific projects. Other routine matters included the installation of
scientific instruments and the first computers, which the local staff could not
handle.22 Hence Czechoslovak scientists were behind the launch of the first
scientific attachments at some Iranian university faculties.
Their social status in Iraq was problematic, as the salary, which was high
in Czech terms, did not match their position in Iraq (the difference probably
comprised the amount between what the university paid Polytechna and the
amount which the scientists received, i.e. the amount which Polytechna deducted from their salary from the mid-1960s). The apartment furnishings did
not allow them all to receive visits at the same level. The professors and often
even the students owned cars, which were a social symbol of life standard. One
interesting example is the teachers’ and students’ ordinary membership of the
Iraqi Engineering Club at the College of Engineering, which all its employees
were supposed to join, although the membership fee came to one quarter of
a Czechoslovak expert’s salary.23

22 For more details, see A AVČR, fond International travel reports collection, Iraq 1961–1968.
Travel report – Václav Hamata, 1963 and Josef Havlíček, 1971 (Zpráva ze zahraniční cesty –
Václav Hamata, 1963 and Josef Havlíček, 1971).
23 A AV ČR, fond International travel reports collection, Iraq 1961–1968. Travel report – Jiří
Čemus, 1963 (Zpráva ze zahraniční cesty – Jiří Čemus, 1963).
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Of course, most of them were able to rise above these differences and build
up a circle of friends among university colleagues and neighbours, which was
particularly necessary in the latter half of the 1960s, when they were sorting
out their accommodation for themselves and did not have any Czechoslovak
colleagues in the immediate neighbourhood.24 One obstacle to social gatherings and excursions with friends, which was in effect from the early 1960s, was
the obligation to report any visits made to the expert’s apartment by Iraqis, and
any trips outside Baghdad, even on days off.25
If an expert went abroad for more than six months he was allowed to
take his family. Normally the scientist’s wife looked after the children and the
household. It was not an entirely straightforward chore to clean up an apartment in a country where wind-borne sand penetrated absolutely everywhere,
while buying meat at the local market place was an art that newcomers had
to learn. The children in Baghdad went to Czech schools, but in other towns
they were educated at home, and the experts were selected with an eye on the
children’s ages, because during the 1960s only families with preschool children
were placed outside the capital. The Czech school in Baghdad was located in
a detached house, and at the beginning of the 1960s it had two teachers, one
male and one female, who lived above the classroom (the scientists also added
to the variety of the tuition, e.g. Václav Krejčí26 ran a “clever hands” arts and
crafts group). Older children (12+) had to stay in Prague as there was no “suitable socialist” school for them in Baghdad.
The Bagdád magazine, published since 1965 by the Czechoslovaks’ Club
in Iraq at the suggestion of Professor Jaroslav Slípka, refers to children’s sports
afternoons regularly arranged on Thursdays in the garden of the Czechoslovak Embassy, masked balls, sports matches and morning swimming organized
regularly for the children of all Czechoslovaks working in Baghdad. In October 1965 the Czechoslovaks’ Culb presented its other activities: “To make the
internal social and cultural life of our community richer and more varied, the Club

24 A AVČR, fond International travel reports collection, Iraq 1961–1968. Travel report – Josef
Havlíček, 1971 (Zpráva ze zahraniční cesty – Josef Havlíček, 1971) His stay in Mosul, i.e. far
away from the Czechoslovak community, also perhaps contributed to his greater involvement in the international community. “He mixed with colleagues from the University and with
neighbours around his residence, gaining friends among the local professors and residents there.
Together with his wife he was often invited to Iraqi homes and Iraqi families visited him in return.”
25 A AV ČR, fond International travel reports collection, Iraq 1961–1968. Travel report – Zdeněk Málek, 1962 (Zpráva ze zahraniční cesty –Zdeněk Málek, 1962).
26 Václav Krejčí (born 1928) – during 1962–1964 worked in Iraq, Baghdad, University of Baghdad, College of Science, Department of Physics, at the time of his departure for Iraq he was
working in Prague at the ASCR Institute of Physics.
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in preparing a programme of activities for this year, as it has in the past. There’s
going to be more forums and lectures on various topics from the cultural history of
Mesopotamia, and on music and literature. We will be organizing special-interest
groups (photography and automobiles), arranging excursions to interesting historical locations in Iraq, and again showing Czechoslovak films, doing sports and organizing games and sports competitions for our children.”27
It served as a kind of information platform for newcomers, who were familiarized with basic principles of hygiene, advised in case various infectious
diseases broke out, and likewise informed of recommended grocery stores. All
the issues included a women’s section, which presented their task as housewives and advises them on how to prepare local specialities.28 The purchase
of meat and other foodstuffs was a frequent topic in the doctor’s advice for
Czechoslovak citizens in Iraq: “I recommend that you only go shopping at such
stores and butchers’ as Modern-Meat, Taza and Salumi and where there is a guarantee that the meat is fresh and refrigerated and hygienically stored. Buy your poultry and fish there too. Only buy healthy local poultry, scald the skin and remove.
Do not use the giblets from local poultry. Beef and pork offal needs to be thoroughly
cooked or steamed.”29
However, it was only in Baghdad that modern supermarkets and large
stores could be found. Those experts working in Mosul had to adapt much
more to the Arabic style of shopping at markets and corner shops for vegetables and bread. There was a large hygiene issue with meat, as cows and sheep
were butchered at the marketplace itself, so meat had to be bought before seven in the morning, before it was enveloped in a cloud of flies. In Baghdad they
drank boiled tap water, while in Mosul they had collecting tanks for rainwater
on the house roofs, which were not always properly covered, so that drinkable
water was not always available.30
Scientists in Baghdad came up against a lack of spare time just as they did
in Prague, and although according to the editors at Bagdád magazine these
scientists appeared to have no free time at all, they did find rare moments:
“The editorial board has decided to provide more details on the lives of members of
the Czechoslovak community in Baghdad, so we have visited one expert to find out
what he does when he is not working and at home. He sat and corrected students’

27 BAŠTA, Václav. Club activities. Bagdád, 1965, No. 4, p. 62.
28 Private archive of Jaroslav Slípka. Bagdád Magazine, 1965–1968.
29 AJMUT, Boris. Doctor’s information and instructions for the approaching hot period. Bagdád, 1965, No. 1, p. 11.
30 Interview with Jiří Jarník (held by Adéla Jůnová Macková, 8. 1. 2018).
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homework, while cussing noisily.”31 During their spare time they played volleyball, table tennis or tennis, while in the gardens, badminton was popular, as
even young children managed to play it. They spent their holidays on trips
with their families to prominent archeological sites and Iraqi cities, where
they headed off as soon as they had saved enough from their salaries for a car,
i.e. they did not begin to wander off from their place of residence until the
second year of their stay in Iraq. These excursions brought together the Czechoslovak community working at various colleges, particularly in Mosul, where
they lived in different parts of the town. Visits to e.g. Babylon, the Ziggurat
of Ur, Uruk, Ninevah and Hatra were all part of the normal lifestyle, as were
picnics outside the town. The parents’ cultural experiences were complemented
by sufficient movement for the children at the archeological sites, where they
could climb around the structures without restriction: “ You stop the car beneath
the Ziggurat, the children run off on their first assault, and before hubbie manages
to weigh up the situation, from half way up the hill can be heard ‘Daddy, it’s super!’
Then two balls of dust come flying down and dust themselves off. Then you can go
home. Objective of excursion accomplished.”32
Long drives to Kuwait also come under this heading. These lasted for several days, and the experts from Mosul slept over in Baghdad (after driving
along a road in very bad condition) and then in Basra, where the mathematician Ivan Hlaváček worked in 1965 and 1966, sleeping over at what was
known as the Smuggler’s Inn at the Hlaváček’s. This name stemmed from the
motivation behind these trips to Kuwait, where they went off to buy electronics, so their cars came back full of electric razors, tape recorders and the like.33
Iraqi cinemas were very popular, as they showed American films, which did
not get to Czechoslovakia, while the Czechoslovak Embassy and its garden
became an oasis for families with children.34 Hence the families of experts
met up both in the place where they lived (they all lived together in one place
in Baghdad) and at the Embassy, where a projector was available and through
joint efforts they acquired a gramophone, records etc. “Our embassy focused its
attention primarily on organizing political training, facilitating the activities of the
cultural club on embassy premises and providing embassy staff to support them.”35

31
32
33
34

[pes]. Micro-feuilletons. Bagdád, 1966, No. 6, p. 11.
BAŠTOVÁ, Miroslava. Where to on a Sunday afternoon?. Bagdád, 1966, No. 6, p. 3.
Interview with Jiří Jarník (held by Adéla Jůnová Macková, 8. 1. 2018).
Interview with Elena Charvátová, wife of embryologist and histologist Zdeněk Charvát (held
by Adéla Jůnová Macková, 11. 6. 2015).
35 A AV ČR, fond International travel reports collection, Iraq 1961–1968. Travel report – Zdeněk Málek, 1962 (Zpráva ze zahraniční cesty – Zdeněk Málek, 1962).
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An attachment at a foreign university meant a much higher salary than
the scientists could earn at any Czechoslovak university. Many of them turned
their financial reserves for future years into a car, which meant not only greater
freedom during their stay in Iraq, but also the opportunity to travel around
the neighbouring countries and Europe when they went back. This was an
opportunity that could not be resisted. A trip with small children would not
have come into consideration, so they were sent back by plane with those who
chose faster transport. Some drove through Syria, Turkey, Greece and the Balkan peninsula to Central Europe, while others set off across Italy into France,
with an excursion via Benelux, Switzerland and Austria to Czechoslovakia,
thus ending their stay in Iraq with an adventure that lasted several days, and
which despite all efforts to save (with their car or tent becoming their home,
and the ladies cooking their meals on little stoves), they often exhausted the
remainder of their financial reserves.

.c

Conclusion
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w

w
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The final reports only provided a partial answer to one of the most important
questions I raised during this research. In what respect was a stay in Iraq of
benefit to the expert or of benefit at all? An answer was primarily provided
for me by the interviews, in which this question was asked directly, whereas it remained more hidden in the reports by the description of activities at
the university. The work of CSAS experts in Iraq primarily involved a duty
to teach the students, which was a new experience for CSAS scientists, and
yet the assessed the tuition more as secondary-level. Involvement in scientific
assignments being dealt with by the Iraqi side was merely described/assessed
by most of the scientists with references to the new devices, which nobody
else had been able to handle, and assistance in equipping the new laboratories
in Mosul, which were used to teach the students. They succeeded in training
a new generation of doctors, engineers, technicians and other specialists, but
after they came back to Czechoslovakia they very quickly severed their connections with Iraqi colleagues (and foreign colleagues in Iraq) and did not
carry on with any follow-up Czechoslovak-Iraqi project. For the experts and
their families, the stay in Iraq primarily offered an opportunity to look around
abroad and get to know new places. By filling in a cadre reserves questionnaire
for the developing countries in the 1960s they were able to seek adventure
in Africa, the Near and Middle East, India or Indonesia. Iraq provided an
opportunity to travel round the Near East and some of Western Europe on
the way back, which some did not then have a chance to see for another thirty
years. Likewise, they had the opportunity to get to know Iraq and its ancient
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heritage, archaeological sites, modern cities and the different lifestyle and customs of its inhabitants. Hence a stay in Iraq was a great adventure of sorts in
comparison with life in the locked “cage” of Czechoslovakia, from which there
was no escape. Family life in Iraq, where wives did not work,36 and the entire
family spent much more time together than they did in Czechoslovakia, where
family life with children centred around the crèche, school and work, was also
seen as “happy family” time that was very well spent.
The archive documents plus interviews and articles published after their
return, together with their preserved private photographs, enable us to get to
know not only the scientific element of the experts’ stays abroad, but also to
look into their private lives and to follow the everyday joys and sorrows that
they had to deal with. They lived with their wives and small children for several years in a country where they could come up against smallpox, jaundice
or cholera.

36 Working wives were actually the exception. In the study Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences
and Iraq in the 1960s I have referred to the paediatrician who looked after the Czechoslovak
community’s children, while the wife of Miroslav Kamínek worked in Mosul at the Faculty of
Agriculture and Forestry on research into breeding special sheep.
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The original language of these documents was Czech. Only minimum editorial interventions have been made with regard to the translation into English,
with illegible words in square brackets [illeg.], while dates and missing words
are written out in full. The following abbreviations have been retained: ZÚ –
zastupitelský úřad (Embassy), ROH – Revoluční odborové hnutí (Revolutionary
Union Movement); KSČ – Komunistická strana Československa (Communist
Party of Czechoslovakia); ČSAV – Československá akademie věd (Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences), MZO – Ministerstvo zahraničního obchodu (Ministry of Foreign Trade); PZO – podnik zahraničního obchodu (Foreign Trade
Enterprise); n.p. – národní podnik (National Enterprise); L – British pound
sterling; s. – soudruh (comrade); dr. – doktor (Doctor); prof. – profesor (Professor); Ing. – inženýr (technical specialist). The correspondence is classified by
the sender and always numbered from the beginning. The letter is followed
by a document description with technical and explanatory notes. The reports
from trips abroad are described in the introductory section, but in the edition
itself they are only presented with a heading and a reference to their archive
storage point. Each report has its own footnotes. Page numbers are indicated
thus: /1/. Document dating was retained from the original version.
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CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering Director
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Correspondence between CSAS Institute of Electrical
Engineering and scientists during their stay in Iraq
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1962, 31 January, Prague
Copy of a letter from Bedřich Heller1, CSAS Institute of Electrical
Engineering Director, to Václav Hamata2
/1/ 31. 1. 1962
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Dear Doctor Hamata,
Thank you for your last letter. There would be no objections at all from the
Institute to your staying in Baghdad for another year, providing that I am officially requested to extend your stay. However, it is absolutely necessary for one
of you to be back here, because at some point we need to wrap up the dismal
affair with the electrostatic generators that have been supplied.3
Cordial greetings to you and your wife.
Yours,
Copy, typescript, one sheet, no signature. Letter heading: Pan dr. Ing. Václav Hamata, Nidhal Street, Czechoslovak Embassy, Trade Section, Iraq. Archive of the
Czech Academy of Sciences, Czech Republic (Archiv Akademie věd ČR, hereafter: A AV ČR), fond CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering (Ústav pro elektrotechniku ČSAV), box 4, inv. no. 59.
Bedřich Heller (1906–1983) – engineer, graduated from the Czech Technical University in
Prague, worked at ČKD, then during the war at the Electrical Engineering Research Institute
in Moscow (1941–1945), then at the Ministry of Industry and at the Heavy-current Electrical
Engineering Research Institute. In 1952 he was appointed as a CSAS corresponding member,
and in 1960 he was elected as an Academician. He worked as a researcher and was Director
of the CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering.
Václav Hamata (1923–?) – engineer, graduated from the Czech Technical University and worked there for almost two years as an assistant. Moved to CSAS in 1953, and working as a researcher for the CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering at the time he went to Baghdad.
Václav Hamata taught at the University of Baghdad, College of Engineering together with
Zdeněk Žán.
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1962, 12 December, Baghdad
Letter from Václav Hamata to Bedřich Heller, CSAS Institute of
Electrical Engineering Director
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/1/ Baghdad, 12. 12. [19]62
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Dear Professor Heller,
Let me first of all convey my cordial greetings to you and your esteemed
family, as well as my warm wishes for the Christmas holidays, whose frosty
charm is quite unknown in these arid climes. For us too it has hitherto been
quite unwonted to associate Christmas with roses blooming in the garden
and the sight of the little blue flame from portable paraffin stoves instead
of snowy landscapes and a more pleasantly heated apartment. And just like
you, this year we are also having some abnormal weather here, but in a rather
different way, because it was only yesterday that it actually rained for the first
time since the spring, not including the few drops that fell about a month
ago. Our life here is moving along rather well-worn tracks at a regular pace
determined by the timetable, which has recently been enlivened by the celebrations to mark the millennium since the foundation of Baghdad, although
we do not know why they celebrated it this year, as what is now Baghdad was
actually founded in 762 AD, but it seems that in the land where the magic
word ‘’inshallah’’ (God willing) is equal to our ‘’never’’, plus or minus some
200 years does not represent too much of an inaccuracy. And besides, a thousand years can be celebrated better and more flamboyantly than one thousand
two hundred years, particularly within the famous tradition of the thousand
and one nights. I was pleasantly surprised when I found out that our Cultural
Delegation1 included Academician Kožešník2, but unfortunately apart from
the official forum at the Embassy I did not have the opportunity to see him,
let alone speak to him, even though they came visiting our college, as they
were fully occupied with the official programme drawn up by the Iraqi government. I very much regret not having the opportunity to at least send you
his greetings and to take up some local issues with Academician Kožešník,
particularly as today I found out from our cultural attaché that the visiting
Dean of the College of Engineering had requested an extension of my stay
here. It was with mixed feelings that I received this message, primarily in view
of my commitment to you, even though it did please me that my work here
is appreciated, particularly as we are being gradually forced out by the Americans. Hence this again places me before an unpleasant dilemma, which is all
the more trying considering this its the second time it has arisen, and under
more difficult circumstances. Again I feel myself to be in a situation /2/ where
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I would so very much like to talk to you, as personal warmth and immediate
responses are lacking in a letter. Although it is true that I can say no, I do not
want to, but that is equal to running away from a fight that is still hopeful.
And not saying no meansa not keeping my word for a person to whom I am
not only committed, but whom I deeply respect, particularly for his human
qualities.3 Why is it that this century a man does not have the opportunity to
meet up with you and talk things over, particularly when it is only personal
discussion that can clear things up? However, if I can bother you again, please
consider all the circumstances, and I assure you that I will consider any decision that you make to be the most workable solution to the entire intricate
situation. I am very sorry that it is you I have to bother even from afar with
all manner of unpleasant problems, and believe me that I would much rather
be comfortably sitting with you over a cup of good coffee and speaking about
the more pleasant matters of the world.

ua

.c

Again I apologize for the totally un-pre-Christmassy issues in this letter,
and let me again add my wishes for a peaceful and happy Christmas this year
and for lots of good health for the coming New Year.

w
.m

My regards to your wife and wishing your son every success.
Yours cordially,
V. Hamata

Original, handwritten, one sheet. A AV ČR, fond CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering, box 4, inv. no. 59.
a

An illegible word has been crossed out by the author of the letter.

1

The celebrations included an invitation to the Czechoslovak Cultural Delegation to visit Baghdad. See Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences and Iraq in the 1960s in this issue.
Jaroslav Kožešník (1907–1985) – cybernetics specialist, professor at the CTU, Prague. Elected a corresponding member of the CSAS in 1953, and a full member in 1960. A Deputy Director of the CSAS from 1961 to 1970, and it was in this office that he deputized for František Šorm.
The experts were released from their places of work for a year or at most two years, but
after returning, some of them repeatedly went off to other countries.
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1963, 4 January, Prague
Copy of a letter from Bedřich Heller, CSAS Institute of Electrical
Engineering Director, to Václav Hamata
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/1/ Dr. Ing. Václav Hamata
Czechoslovak Embassy, Trade Section
Nihdal Street
Baghdad, Iraq
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4. 1. 1963
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Dear Doctor Hamata,
Thank you for your letter of 12. 12. [19]62 and for your season’s greetings.
I hope that in the meantime you received the greetings which I sent your family before the New Year. When Dr. Kožešník came back from Baghdad I asked
him if he had spoken to you and to my surprise he told me he had not. As for
the possibility of extending your stay in Baghdad, I shall leave the decision on
this matter entirely to you. I you decide to stay for another year in Iraq, we will
certainly rather miss you, particularly with regard to the issues surrounding
the rotating machines, but then again the request for you to extend your stay
definitely expresses great appreciation for your work.
I am also sorry that I cannot speak to you about everything personally,
as written advice or decisions certainly cannot make up for personal contact.
I have given quite some thought to this matter, and I believe it will be best if
you decide freely for yourself (Dr Hlávka and Ing. Jindřich are of the same
view)1.
If you decide to extend your stay then I shall agree to that.
Cordial greetings to you and your family.

w
w

Copy, typescript, one sheet. A AV ČR, fond CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering, box 4, inv. no. 59.
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Correspondence from Zdeněk Žán to Bedřich Heller,
CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering Director
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1962, 13 January, Baghdad
1
Letter from Zdeněk Žán1 to Bedřich Heller, CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering Director
/1/ Baghdad, 13 January 1962
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Dear Doctor Heller,
Firstly please accept my thanks for the greetings sent via Dr Hamata, as
well as my wishes of much success, health and happiness for you and all your
family for the New Year 1962, and my heartfelt congratulations on your son’s
promotion.
I am writing to you to keep you informed about the progress of my work
here in Baghdad and to ask for your advice. During our last conversation in
September last year you agreed to the extension of my specialist attachment
for this academic year on condition that after I complete my work here I return to the Institute and continue my work at home. I agreed with your decision and I shall keep my word. However, I have the impression that the
situation requiring this solution has now substantially changed, particularly in
two respects, which is why I am now referring to you.
Primarily, Baghdad University has apparently very much appreciated the
work that Dr Hamata and I are doing here, because it has refused to request
a replacement for us for next year (even though we have expressly pointed out
that we do not have approval to continue our specialist attachment, so I cannot
go back!) and the Iraqi government has asked our Embassy in Baghdad through
its Foreign Ministry for an exceptional extension of our contracts for next year.
For political reasons this obviously cannot be prevented, and my instructions in
this regard are clear and do not at all allow for any further discussion.
The second consideration that has a bearing on this situation is the reorganization of the CSAS Section, which in some /2/ way will naturally also
affect our Institute, its activities and its method of work, as well as perhaps
the individual tasks to be dealt with.2 I am not very familiar with the extent of
this reorganization, which unfortunately will in practice take place during our
absence, and that is why I do not think it could in some way have a positive
effect upon our status and our work at the Institute, and I believe the reverse is
more likely, with all due respect to you as the Institute Director. I am basically
doubtful about the outcome of our work and assignments, which nobody is
going to defend. I am not sure, but perhaps it would be worth considering
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whether in the current situation it is desirable and beneficial both for the Institute and for us to return right now during a period of various changes and
thus to complicate the situation, or whether in view of the given circumstances
it would not be more beneficial to carry on with our important task here until
the situation at the Institute is clarified, which may be in a short time. I do not
wish to and of course I am unable to influence your viewpoint, but in this letter
I would like to inform you as my superior in a timely and correct manner of
the entire matter and to ask you for your advice.
I hope that I am not depriving you of too much valuable time with this
letter and request, and I look forward to your early response.
Cordially,
Žán

.c

P. S.: For your information, please find enclosed the most recent list of additions to our library from the field, which may be of interest to you. I could try
to order what you might possibly be interested in out of this, or even something else.

ua

Original, handwritten, one sheet. Memorandum beneath the text: Dr. [illeg.] I have
a similar letter from Dr. Hamata. Please deal with [illeg.], Čemus, [illeg.] A AV
ČR, fond CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering, box 4, inv. no. 59.
2

Zdeněk Žán (born 1925) – engineer, at the time of his departure for Iraq he was working as
a scientific researcher at the CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering.
1962 saw the reorganization of the CSAS and termination of the activities of eight sections,
which in all cases brought together several institutes with a similar focus, to be replaced by
newly created boards. This was more to do with a change of structure. These boards were
smaller, so fears about defending their assignments were not all that appropriate.
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1962, 31 January, Prague
Copy of a letter from Bedřich Heller, CSAS Institute of Electrical
Engineering Director to Zdeněk Žán
/1/ 31. 1. 1962
Dear Mr Žán,
Thank you for your letter of 13. 1. 1962. I am pleased to see you are keeping
your word and that you are coming back to Prague at the end of the academic
year. In my opinion an extension of your stay no longer comes into consideration,
because a) you have now been outside the Institute for a third year, b) we need
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you to do away with the now intolerable state of affairs regarding the electrostatic generators that have been supplied. I have also negotiated the entire matter
with the ROH and KSČ, and both of them are of the same opinion as I am.
Otherwise I am a little surprised at the content of your mail. What can and
cannot be prevented in your case is not only your business, but also that of the
CSAS and the Institute. Moreover, I am not of the opinion, as you are, that your
instructions in this regard are clear and do not allow for any discussion at all.
I am also surprised that you are using the situation at CSAS as an excuse.
I think it may be all the same to you who the Institute is subordinate to, i.e.
whether to the Section or to the Presidium. Your business is to deal with plan
assignments and nothing else.1
As you write, the reorganization is unfortunatelya taking place in your absence, hence it will be a good thing if you are present during the subsequent
stages of development, so that you can have an influence upon them. It is not
clear to me either who is threatening your assignments and why these should
be defended. I do not know if my letter will please you, but I think that what
I am writing is correct.
Yours cordially,
Copy, typescript, one sheet, without signature. In the letter heading: Ing. Z. Žán,
Nidhal Street, Czechoslovak Embassy, Trade Section, Baghdad, Iraq. A AV ČR,
fond CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering, box 4, inv. no. 59.
The word “unfortunately” was underlined by the letter writer.

1

The plan to change the structure of the Academy of Sciences was only under preparation at
the beginning of 1962, and the sections were eventually replaced by boards (kolegia).
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1962, 14 February, Baghdad
Letter from Zdeněk Žán to Bedřich Heller, CSAS Institute of
Electrical Engineering Director
/1/ Baghdad, 14 February 1962

Dear Doctor Heller,
Thank you for your letter of 31 January 1962.
I wanted to keep you informed with my letter, so that you did not think
I was doing something behind your back that went against what I had promised. I asked you for your advice, but I got something else.
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Žán
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Original, handwritten, one sheet. A AV ČR, fond CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering, box 4, inv. no. 59.

Correspondence between Jiří Čemus and Bedřich Heller,
CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering Director
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1962, 3 October, Baghdad
Letter from Jiří Čemus1 to Bedřich Heller, CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering Director
/1/ Baghdad, 3. 10. 1962

w
w

Dear Doctor Heller,
At last I have got over all the initial chaos and I can now write to you about
how things have turned out with me.
I did not fly out to Baghdad until 25. 9. 1962. The aeroplane was considerably delayed, as it could not take off from London, where there was thick
fog. Together with the wait at Ruzyně, we were travelling with the children for
a full 24 hours. We only ate what we had with us and did not have a drink until
we got to the airport at Istanbul. On the journey from Istanbul to Baghdad
we at least managed to fall asleep for a while, even though some very noisy
company got on at Istanbul.
When we stepped out of the aeroplane door in Baghdad, we were bowled
over by such a wave of heat that I thought we’d walked into an oven. For-
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tunately, we and the children were so tired that we did not notice anything
properly. Waving at us from behind the airport grille were Dr Hamata and
his wife, poor things, who had been coming in the car to meet us for the last
three days. As we did not all fit in their car and we had an enormous pile of
luggage, we hired one of the taxis, which are proper Chevrolets or Chryslers
here, and we went home, i.e. to the building where the Hamatas and Ondřej
live with us. S. Ondřej2 teaches at the Faculty of Physical Training. They are
all very likable people, and we have known the Hamatas for a very long time,
so I hope that the usual disease among Czechs abroad does not break out
amongst us, i.e. arguing.
The greatest experience during our arrival was the case of Pepsi Cola which
the Hamatas providentially bought for us and put in the fridge. It was not until two days later that I went to the Technical College, because first we had to
get rid of the sand and dust from our apartment and settle in, unpack and buy
curtains to protect us from the heat. Dr Hamata showed us around everything
and took us shopping, as the distances here are considerable. It is half an hour
by bus to the city centre. It needed a lot of work for us to familiarize ourselves
with the local customs. Everything is topsy-turvy. The locals write in some
hieroglyphs from right to left, the books open at the back, Sunday is actually on Friday, there is no Highway Code, the coins are rectangular, etc. etc.
To this day I get lost in the city, and in practice I only know the way to the
university. I did not get the subjects I was expecting, so I am over my head in
work preparation. I teach the following subjects in the third and fourth years:
Electric & Magnetic Fields, Power System Analysis and A-C Circuits. Then
I have Communication Laboratories and some committees. In total I have
14 hours of lectures a week. I am busy with all that from morning till night.
Hamata is much better off. He only has two lectures, and because he was
already lecturing last year, he has quite a bit of free time to start off with as
there are no exams yet. I am looking forward to the second year, if I last that
long here, when it will be a lot easier. I would like to write more for you, but
my wife would have to do it, as I have practically not even landed in Baghdad
yet because of nothing but work. We eat very well here, but you have to choose
carefully, because /2/ a lot of things are expensive. Meant and fruit are cheap,
but industrial goods are dear.
I am terribly obliged to Dr Hamata since he has looked after us all the time
we have been here and alleviated all the difficulties, which for the newcomer
are really considerable. So far I have had no problems with English, except
that these Arabs speak with such an accent that it has given me a lot of work
from the outset to figure out that they are not actually speaking Arabic, but
English.
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Cordial greetings to all my colleagues, particularly Dr Hlávka, Ing. Pech,
Ing. Jindřich and Mr Hrobek.3 I shall write to all of them in due course; it
really is difficult for me to find the time for writing.
Cordial greetings and wishes for good health
from Baghdad
Čemus and family
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.

Original, handwritten, one sheet. A AV ČR, fond CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering, box. 4, inv. no. 59.
1

Jiří Čemus (born 1923) – electrical engineer, specializing in the theory of electric machines
and the application of analog and hybrid computers. 1949–1954 he worked at the Plzeň Škoda works and 1955–1985 at the CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering.
Ondřej – no details have been found on this individual.
Jiří Čemus’s co-workers at the CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering.
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Final report by Václav Hamata,
CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering
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The reports from Václav Hamata, Jiří Jarník and Josef Havlíček are typewritten.
They have been preserved in the fond International travel reports collection, Iraq
1961–1968. The reports have been classified geographically, chronologically and
then alphabetically. In this edition they have been arranged chronologically.

/1/ Final report on activities at Baghdad University. Ing. dr. Václav Hamata

w
w

w
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I began my specialist attachment at Baghdad University in Iraq on
21 January 1961 and completed it on 14 July 1963. For two and a half years
(five semesters) I worked at the Department of Electrical Engineering in the
College of Engineering as an assistant professor, lecturing on A. C. Machines
II and III as my main subject for the Electronics fourth year, while running
the appropriate laboratory. Additionally, I lectured in such basic subjects as
the Basics of Electrical Engineering and the Basics of Electronics at the
Electronics Department and Electrical Engineering for the Petro-Chemical Department. During my pedagogical activities (presenting lectures and
laboratory tutorials) I used modern methods for analysing electric machines
and drew up a number of new experimental instructions for training exercises. Furthermore, I endeavoured from the outset to initiate scientific and
research work at the University and to modernize the laboratories.
Within two months of the start of my specialist attachment I brought the
just completed analog computer into operation, for which I had assembled
a functional generator, and at the request of the Departmental Head I arranged
a fourteen-day seminar on computers for the members of the teaching staff
and students from the final years. At the same time, I managed to put forward
a proposal to build a research laboratory, which was structurally completed in
October 1962. During the 1962–1963 academic year I completed provision of
all its essential equipment and calibration of all the required instrumentation,
while together with another Czechoslovak expert Ing. Jiří Čemus I completed
the first research work involving the stability of synchronous motors, which
at the request of the Dean was drawn up for publication in Transactions of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineering as the first ever publication from Baghdad University on electrical engineering. I sent a copy of the
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manuscript in June 1963 to Polytechna PZO with a request for permission to
publish. Work on the stability /2/ of synchronous motors was due to continue
the following year with a study of the effects of changes to the excitation and
saturation of iron on stability.
From the beginning of the 1961–[19]62 academic year I was appointed
a member of the three-member committee for building a new laboratory of
AC instruments, in which I acted as a permanent member for two years. Although the technical specifications of the required instruments were in line
with the Czechoslovak prospectuses that I requested at our Embassy Trade
Section, there was no response from Strojexport over half a year to the University’s request. Even though an announced tender was closed, I managed to
beat the most complete offer from the West German company Siemens in
the sense that the new tender was announced for two thirds of the volume,
of which almost one half (4,800 L) came down to an order for two MEZ dynamometers, which were offered by Strojexport following personal reminders,
while the rest were ordered at British companies MacFarlaine and G.E.C. It
should be mentioned that our dynamometers arrived in June 1963 as the first
machines out of the entire order, a week before the first Siemens consignment,
which was highly appreciated at the college.
My standing at the Department and throughout the college became increasingly better established, as shown in 1961 by my appointment as a permanent member of the committee for conferring academic degrees on teachers
at all levels (the Promotion Commitee) in the College of Engineering, as well
as my appointment in 1962 to the Contest Committee for the assessment of
received applications for teaching positions at our department and ultimately
the offer of a position as Head of the Electrical Engineering Department)
for the 1962–[19]63 academic year, which I declined with thanks following
a consultation with, and the advice of, Comrade Beneš. Membership of the
three-member Contest Committee, which was chaired by the Departmental
Manager, Iraqi Jallal T. Salihi, while the other member was Pakistani Dr Mohammed Elyas, was an especially important position, as I was informed in
advance of all received applications for positions, so I was able to direct their
acceptance with appropriate arguments.1
Furthermore, my reports to Comrade Beneš2 referred to the opportunities
for placing other Czechoslovak experts in our Department, which throughout
the time I was there suffered /3/ a lack of teaching staff. However, there were
very few offers from Polytechna,3 with only three in all the time I was there,
and some of these were incomplete (with bibliographies, summaries of studies and the like missing). Moreover, the failure to make the promised replacement for s. Ing. J. Ženíšek in the Machine Department and the failure to send
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s. Ing. Popelka,4 whose arrival at our Department was confirmed and then cancelled without a substitute after the start of lectures, when a definitive timetable
had already been drawn up for him, caused Polytechna to lose a lot of prestige
at our college at the beginning of the 1962–[19]63 academic year, i.e. long before the revolution in Iraq. Under these circumstances I was unable to prevent
the arrival of American professor Dr William Hellwig, who joined in February
1963. Nevertheless, another American, J. M. C. Pearson, who was supposed to
start at the beginning of 1963–[19]64, has been rejected, with the assistance of
Dr Elyas.
I think I should refer in greater detail to the way in which I was recalled.
When I joined in September 1962 I told the Departmental Manager that my
contract could not be extended because of my employment at the Czechoslovak
Academy of Sciences, so that the 1962–[19]63 academic year would be my last
year at the University. When our Cultural Delegation visited our college to mark
the Baghdad millennium at the end of 1962, College Dean Dr Naji A. Kadir5
asked Comrade Academician Kožešník in the presence of Polytechna representative Comrade Beneš and Embassy Secretary Comrade Wagner6 to intervene in
favour of extending my contract, which was promised. After this intervention,
my employer, the CSAS Institute of Electrical Engineering, informed me that it
did not have any objections to the extension of my contract. After the February
revolution in Iraq the University again requested an extension of my contract.
Moreover, Comrade Beneš, the Polytechna PZO representative, upon arriving
from a business trip to Prague, informed a party group meeting of teachers at
Baghdad University to which he was invited, about the basic political line, and
that Polytechna would extend my contract as it did not exceed the three-year
limit. He also repeated this statement at a working meeting of experts in /4/
May, which was also convened at the initiative of a party group. At the second
working meeting on 1 June 1963, just before Comrade Beneš went on leave,
he informed me that the extension of my contract was purely a formal matter
involving written confirmation from Prague. A negative answer was sent to the
University on 4 July 1963, and after an urgent message was sent by the University in the form of a note via the Iraqi Ministry of Foreign Affairs, at the same
time as the recall of Comrade Ing. Novák7, for whom no Polytechna standpoint
was expressed, even though Comrade Beneš had personally informed him that
in view of the three-year limit his stay would not be extended. It was only after
this official answer that we could ask the University to issue the airline tickets,
which held up our departure until 13 July 1963. At our leave-taking the College
of Engineering Dean told me that he was very offended by Polytechna’s conduct, as Comrade Beneš had assured him when they last met at the reception
held on 9 May 1963 by our Embassy, that my contract would be extended.
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I wish to stress that I had no personal interest in extending my stay in
Baghdad, as in the given political situation the mission was very difficult, not
to even mention the environment in which we were now working. I have dealt
with the manner of my recall at some length, as I believe that from the trade
standpoint it will lead to a pointless loss of the reputation and confidence that
we have built up during our work in what is today definitely a hostile foreign
country, not to mention the fact that such conduct gives our political enemies
exploitable arguments against us.
To conclude my report, I would like to present some findings that might
lead to an improvement in the work of our experts dispatched abroad by Polytechna PZO.8
1. Timely provision of offers by new experts.
A suitable time at the University in Baghdad was February-March, when
issues of filling new positions for the next academic year are being negotiated.
Later offers were dealt with as emergency matters and often not confirmed
until the end of the holidays, which /5/ did not give sufficient time in advance
for passport and visa formalities.
2. Timely dispatch of experts.
Late arrivals make an unfavourable impression on the client and lead to
needless hard currency losses (with reduced salaries) and chaotic commencement of work by the expert without preliminary familiarization with the environment. This means the expert can be overburdened with piled-up assignments and thus make initial mistakes, which can lead directly to the failure of
his entire mission.
3. Preliminary preparation of experts.
Every newly dispatched expert should be informed when paid a per diem
allowance just what this covers for himself and his family in the country where
he is being dispatched. Before his departure he should undergo at least one
week of training to familiarize him with all the obligations and rights guaranteed by Polytechna, in order to prevent needless disagreements, which can
sometimes even lead to legal disputes, and he should also be familiarized with
a brief history and geography of the country concerned, as well as its customs,
details of its current political and economic situation and finally the fine details of his mission and new working environment, along with any personal
references. It would be appropriate if this training were held at least partially in the language of communication in the country concerned (English or
French), as this would also provide an insight into the expert’s linguistic skills.
This training should be provided or at least attended by a Polytechna representative in the country concerned and some experts who have been or who
are working in that country, so that on the one hand their experience and
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personal references can be utilized, so that the new expert can at least get to
know some of the co-workers in advance, with whom he will be in contact and
to whom he can initially refer if need be. This training would take place during
the holidays and would be not only of great assistance to the new experts, but
it would also test the experience and needs of the old experts.
Moreover, training of this kind would enable us to avoid the usual chaos as
a departing expert accomplishes his tasks at his usual workplace up to the last
moment, completes the necessary formalities and has no time at all to consider
the situation /6/ and prepare for his responsible new mission. It would also be
very useful to convene at least a one-day joint event during the holidays for all
countries, so that experts from the various countries can exchange experience
and thus draw on suggestions for the subsequent work of Polytechna.
4. The Polytechna representative’s leave should not come at the same time
as the experts are going on leave or returning from leave.
In 1961, [19]62 and [19]63, the Polytechna representative in Baghdad always started his leave at the beginning of June, so he was on leave when most
of the experts were going off to Czechoslovakia. Every time there were uncertainties over the completion of the specialist attachments and some muddle
over the air tickets, the cargo and acceptance of the inventory and keys. The
comrade representing the Polytechna representative could not be familiarized
with the entire issue, so needless reminders were sent, often involving family members in Prague, for rectification. Moreover, it is still possible in June
to specify and amend the commencement of individual experts at University,
whereas in July and August, i.e. when the Polytechna representative came back
from his leave, none of the officials in charge were at the university. For the
same reason it would be desirable if the representative did not leave Czechoslovakia until the end of August, so that in Prague he could explain the situation regarding the commencement of new experts, whom he could personally
get to know before they left, and as the person in charge, with a knowledge of
conditions there, he could then provide them with the required information
as appropriate (see Item 3). After his arrival he would then be able to responsibly confirm the commencement of the experts in accordance with the latest
adjustments and offer substitutes in time if required. The situation to date has
been publicly criticized at a party group meeting, and after constant repetition
it looks like deliberate avoidance of responsibility at a time when most organizational issues pile up or need to be dealt with.
5. Regular working meetings.
The Polytechna representative ought to arrange regular working meetings of
all experts at least once a month, where he would be able to inform them of all
the latest instructions, directives and information, and he could pick up infor107
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mation from all the work places. A mutual ex/7/change of immediate experience could on the one hand provide better and more complete information than
the previous monthly reports and on the other hand it might bolster mutual
relations both among the experts and between them and the Polytechna representative, as well as helping to prevent the often one-sided approach to things
both on the part of the experts and on the part of the Polytechna representative.
Moreover, the drafting of monthly reports came up against security regulations
and the order to write reports at the Trade Section often led for reasons of time
limitations to the reports being hasty and formal or to not being written at all.
During office hours the expert was often unable to get to the Embassy Trade
Section at all, and outside office hours the Trade Section was only accessible on
certain days. The Polytechna representative would be able to derive far more
comprehensive information from working meetings for his monthly reports and
what is more, his knowledge of mutual issues could often be very useful in helping to find a suitable solution in view of personal connections with individual
experts. In my experience over two and a half years there were a total of three
working meetings in Baghdad, two of which were convened at the behest of the
party group, where the communication was conducted in an authoritative spirit,
despite notifications that some of the information did not match reality (e.g. the
communication that the University was requesting a contract extension with
Ing. Čemus when requests had not been passed by the college board, and it was
well known that no extension would be requested etc.).
6. Regular service assessment of all experts.
Although there are MZO directives on regular annual service assessments
of all staff abroad, this assessment was not carried out by the Polytechna representative in Baghdad at all in most cases. It was only when the party organization raised the issue that this assessment was drawn up for at least some of
the experts who completed their specialist attachments this year. No assessment was drawn up at all for some experts who completed their attachments
that year and for all of those who are to continue, thus grossly neglecting the
political /8/ education objective involved in a periodical assessment of all staff
members, monitoring both their correct future categorization and facilitating
their correct political and specialist development. On the other hand the compilation of an assessment compels the staff member in charge to familiarize
himself with the working environment and the work results and skills of the
experts. Both these factors have previously been totally neglected, and at least
in this respect rectification should promptly be arranged.
Prague, 20 August 1963.
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Jalal T. Salihi – Iraqi engineer, graduated from Berkeley in the USA. At the University of Baghdad, College of Engineering, he ran the Department of Electrical Engineering, together
with his Pakistani colleague Mohammed Elyas, on whom no further details have been found.
Nor has anything been found on the aforementioned American professors William Hellwig
or M. C. Pearson.
Beneš – Polytechna representative in Baghdad.
Polytechna was established in 1959 as a foreign trade institution with a taskforce to negotiate
cooperation in technology.
Ing. Ženíšek and Ing. Popelka – these were probably colleagues from Charles University or
the Czech Technical University, but no details have yet been found.
Naji A. Kadir – Dean of the College of Engineering, University of Baghdad.
Vítězslav Wagner (1919–1971) – from 1960 he worked in the Near East Division of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; 1960–1964 he was First Secretary at the Czechoslovak Embassy in
Baghdad and then became Ambassador to Nigeria 1965–1969.
Ing. Novák – he was probably a colleague from Charles University or the Czech Technical
University, but no details have yet been found.
For more on Polytechna activities see the study in this issue: Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences and Iraq in the 1960s.
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Final report by Jiří Jarník, CSAS Institute of Mathematics
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/1/ Travel report
Jiří Jarník CSc., Researcher
CSAS Institute of Mathematics, Prague 1 – Žitná 25
Place of residence: Mosul – Iraq
Period of residence: September 1964 – August 1966
Purpose of trip: Specialist attachment

w
w

During the 1964–[19]65 and 1965–[19]66 academic years he was employed as a lecturer at the University of Baghdad, College of Engineering Mosul. His immediate superiors were: the Head of the Mathematics Department,
Professor Zeki1 from SAR; the Dean of the College of Engineering, Doctor
Khafaji2 and the Vice-President of Baghdad University, Professor Najib Kharufa3.
The completed specialist attachment was successful both in professional
and propaganda terms. This successful propaganda of Czechoslovak science
is demonstrated both by the extension of the contract for a second year and
the application for its further extension, as well as the fact that Baghdad asked
for more expert mathematicians from Czechoslovakia ( J. Kautský CSc.4,
I. Hlaváček CSc.5 from the CSAS Institute of Mathematics, and lecturer
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/2/ From 1964 to [19]66 I was employed at Baghdad University, College
of Engineering in Mosul as a lecturer in mathematics. For two years I lectured
in mathematics for second year engineering students. The lectures dealt with
integral calculus (including double and triple integers), functions of multiple
(real) variables, and analytical and differential geometry of plane and space
curves with applications in mechanics and the like. Considerable emphasis
was placed on the use of vectors. The textbook used was Thomas: Calculus and
Analytic Geometry.7 In the second year we went through chapters 7–15.
The overall mathematics for engineers curriculum is scheduled over three
years. The first year mainly involves the basics of analysis (differential calculus),
algebra (determinants and linear equations) and analytical geometry of plane
curves. In the third year the mathematics for engineers course includes some
elements of differential equations and probably even some infinite series (Fourier series). In the first year there are five hours of lectures a week, in the second
year four hours and in the third year three hours a week; this lecturing is to
be brought down to one semester. Students of Electrical Engineering also had
lecturing on applied mechanics (two hours a week in the winter semester in
the second year), where they learnt inter alia something about complex numbers. This number of hours includes tutorials, which were not separate either in
terms of organization or personnel. The tuition method was secondary school
level, working in parallel with about 30 students, which naturally increases the
number of hours considerably and thus the need for teachers.
The students’ standard is not that good. The main obstacles to more efficient tuition are the style of teaching at the lower educational levels and the
weak knowledge of English. Students are used to memorizing. They are able
to learn a fairly large number of equations, theorems and the like, but it gives
them great difficulty to apply these on their own. Students find it hard to tolerate deviations from the textbook; they would prefer to see the teacher in the
role of a textbook explainer. This is associated with their knowledge of English,
even though this problem is not as great in mathematics as it is in other disciplines of a more descriptive nature (e.g. geology). The system of written tests
tends to be confirmed by the students’ habits. It would be useful to introduce
oral interviews if possible (something like ongoing credits), even though this
can be a great burden on the teacher’s time and nerves. (This year it was tried
by Comrade Pánek, with useful results, I believe.)
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The higher education institutes in Mosul make up part of Baghdad University, although efforts are evidently being made to gain autonomy. These
higher education institutes include the following: the Medical Faculty, College of Science, /3/ College of Engineering. Building, Electrical Engineering,
Agricultural and Forestry Faculties.
The College of Engineering is relatively recent (the 1966–[19]67 academic
year will be their fourth) and is developing relatively well (next year it is due to
open mechanical engineering and agricultural engineering departments). This
is a result of the interest shown by Vice President Dr Najib Kharrufa, who is
head of the Mosul Colleges and himself an engineer. Organizationally, this
college also appears to be relatively the most stable (though I am unable to
assess the Medical Faculty). Even though there are still several foreigners on
the teaching staff, it appears that there will be a shift quite soon in the engineering disciplines in favour of the Iraqis, who are returning from their studies
in the USA and Britain. Meanwhile there were two Egyptians, two Indians,
three Poles and four Czechoslovaks in the Faculty. The Egyptians are not too
popular (they have very high salaries and high titles), but otherwise relations
with the foreigners are good. I believe the Czechoslovaks have built up a good
reputation in Mosul, as witnessed by the fact that contract extensions were
requested [by the Faculty] for all the Czechoslovak experts.
Our relations with the students were also good. Future experts need to be
advised they should ensure that from the outset they maintain a certain decorum and detachment in their relations with students. The students are used to
discussing teachers’ decisions a lot, particularly concerning marks, and from the
outset you have to be clear that the teacher’s decision is final. For example, I recommend receiving students individually (particularly with regard to objections
to assessments), not to allow a lack of discipline, late submission of work and the
like. On the other hand, students always felt that foreign teachers deal with them
as mature people, which cannot always be said of some of the local teachers.
Even though – as I have mentioned – the number of Iraqi teachers is
increasing, there are still good prospects for the deployment of our experts.
In my opinion we should focus more on theoretical disciplines (e.g. there is
a lack of two to four mathematics teachers in Mosul!) and prepare for higher
or more detailed specific requirements on experts in particular specializations.
Great damage is caused by uncertainties over the recognition of titles awarded
to graduates from our higher education institutes and our academic degrees.
This was evidently not cleared up even after Doctor Kharrufa visited Czechoslovakia. It is not just a matter of the prestige of our education system, but it
also has a financial effect, as recognition of a title or the lack thereof also has
a bearing on job classification and salary.
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Jiří Jarník CSc. in his own hand

Mohamed Zeki Mohamed – Egyptian professor, head of the Mathematics Department.
Abbas N. al-Khafaji – professor at the College of Engineering in Mosul, 1965–1970 he was
Dean of this college.
Najib S. Kharrufa – Vice-President of Baghdad University, professor at the College of Engineering in Mosul.
Jaroslav Kautský – researcher at the CSAS Institute of Mathematics, in 1964 he worked for
nine months in Dubno USSR. We have been unable to find out if he then taught in Iraq.
Ivan Hlaváček (born 1933) – 1958–1963 he worked as a lecturer at the Czech Technical
University, and lectured externally at the Charles University Faculty of Mathematics and
Physics. At the time he went to Iraq he was working as a researcher at the CSAS Institute
of Mathematics. He worked in Iraq 1965–1966. Basra, University of Baghdad-University of
Basrah, College of Engineering. He then spent another year at Warrang University in India
1968–1969 as an expert sent by UNESCO.
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/4/ I was sent by Polytechna to Iraq on what is known as an indirect contract. In the second year of my specialist attachment I went over to a direct
contract with the university, even though Polytechna remained the intermediary.8 Both the former and the latter had a number of ambiguities, which only
resolved themselves over the course of the year.
Liaison with Polytechna is very awkward and time-consuming (for example, I only received a “reminder” about Polytechna deductions relating to the
situation as of 31 January 1966 in Mosul on 20 May; however, the issues could
not be explained to me either by Comrade Dušek or even Comrade Vodrážková, who was actually in Baghdad)9. Some of my letters only received an oral
response or no response at all. It might be necessary to give the Polytechna
representative in Baghdad greater powers, so he can deal with most questions
independently on the spot.
Relations with the Embassy office in Baghdad were quite good, when due
to the remoteness of Mosul there were not many opportunities for personal
liaison. Both the Embassy and the Trade Section endeavoured to be accommodating towards us.
Relations among the Czechoslovak experts in Mosul were very good. We
often met up, arranged joint excursions and the like and helped each other
out whenever needed. Relations with the Strojexport and Konstruktiva group
were on the whole minimal, probably because of the considerable differences
in our working assignments.10
Medical care for all Czechoslovak citizens in Mosul was very selflessly
provided by Doctor Vokáč11 despite frequent personal inconvenience and loss
of time. For the next period it would be correct to normalize this state of
affairs both by providing him with suitable powers and appropriate financial
compensation.

Adéla Jůnov á Ma c kov á

M. Vacek – Czech Technical University lecturer. We could not find any more information on
him.
7 THOMAS, J. George. Calculus and Analytic Geometry. This book came out in several editions
during the 1960s.
8 Hence the first year Professor Jarník signed a contract with Polytechna, which had a direct
contract with the university, but Polytechna was still playing the role of an intermediary. Later the scientists signed direct contracts, and received their pay directly from the university,
but a fee was deducted for Polytechna. Initially, Polytechna provided them an interest-free
loan for the journey and paid the annual rent.
9 Dušek, Vodrážková – Polytechna officials working in Baghdad.
10 Czechoslovakia took part in the industrialization programme in Iraq, and Czechoslovak enterprises were working in Mosul at this time on the construction of the road between Mosul
and Baghdad.
11 Vokáč – a Czechoslovak doctor working at the university in Mosul from 1965. He is mentioned in passing by Jiří Jarník in an interview. Interview with Jiří Jarník (8. 1. 2018, at that ASCR
Institute of Mathematics in Prague).
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Final report by Josef Havlíček,
CSAS Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics

ua

/1/ Report on a working trip to Iraq
from 12 September 1969 to 19 July 1971

w
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Travel participant: Doc. Ing. Josef Havlíček CSc.1
This trip was undertaken under international agreements in effect as a Polytechny n. p. expert, for teaching at the University in Mosul.

w
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Distribution list:

VRME ČSAV
CSAS – Foreign Department
CSAS – Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Library
CSAS – Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Director
Travel participant Dr Havlíček

Prague, November 1971
/2/ 1. Introduction
This trip took place as part of the plan to help developing countries under
the Cultural Collaboration Treaty in effect between the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and the Iraqi Republic. It was inspired by the visit of Professor
Abbás-al-Khaffaji-ho2, Dean of the College of Engineering at the University
in Mosul, to our country in spring 1968. Professor Khaffaji was the guest of
113
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the CSAS, and Dr Havlíček accompanied him around our construction institutes, particularly the soil mechanics laboratories and the multiphase environment mechanics centres at the CSAS Institute of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics. Prof. Khaffaji expressed a desire for Dr Havlíček to lecture at his
faculty at the University in Mosul.
Dr Havlíček’s trip took place under regulations in effect with the approval
of the authorities. The Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics provided Dr Havlíček with the required leave, while the trip itself was organized by
the Polytechna n.p. foreign trade enterprise. The journey to Iraq and back was
paid for by the Iraqi side. Throughout his stay in Iraq Dr Havlíček was an employee of the University in Mosul in accordance with an employment contract
in effect. Dr Havlíček’s employment in Iraq lasted for two academic years, i.e.
1969–[19]70 and 1970–[19]71.
The visit home during the 1970s holidays was paid for by Havlíček himself.
Throughout his stay Dr Havlíček was accompanied by his wife, who provided
him with quite exceptional assistance in dealing with his very difficult assignments. This trip made a significant contribution towards the defence of the
good name of our people and state in Iraq.

w
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2. Progress of stay
12. 9. 1969 – 13. 9. 1969: flight from Prague via Baghdad to Mosul in Iraq
13. 9. 1969 – 25. 6. 1970: stay in Mosul, teaching at the university
26. 9. 1979 – 29. 8. 1970: holiday trip home to Czechoslovakia including
trip from Mosul to Prague and back
/3/ 30. 8. 1970 – 28. 6. 1971: stay in Mosul, teaching at university
29. 6. 1971 – 19. 7. 1971: trip from Mosul via Syria, Turkey and Bulgaria
(by train, car, buses and aircraft) to Prague
30. 7. 1971: resumption of employment at the CSAS Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics

w
w

3. Description of activities in Iraq
Throughout his stay in Iraq, Dr Havlíček’s main task was to give lectures
at the Engineering Faculty at the University in Mosul, in the Department of
Agricultural Engineering, where he was placed in charge. At this Department
the students were taught modules in Civil Engineering, Machine Engineering
and Water Engineering required for agriculture. Hence this was not tuition on
plant cultivation and livestock production (which were taught at another college), but training for engineering specialists in agriculture, the overall nature
of which is, of course, substantially different from agriculture in our country.
The particular issues involved are: water management, irrigation and drainage,
114
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the problems surrounding salty soils, special machinery and climate-related
issues associated with high temperatures in summer and rain in winter.
In the first year of his stay, Dr Havlíček lectured on the following subjects
(in English): Soil Physics, Engineering Pedology, Soil Mechanics, Building
Foundations, Earthworks and Low Earth Dams.
For selected students (professors, lecturers and experienced engineers) he
lectured in a course entitled Selected papers on advance soil mechanics, and
for students of this course he wrote lectures on a matrix, which were then duplicated, and the copies were distributed to the students.
During the second year of his stay lectures in Maintaining and Improving
the State of the Soil were added to the aforementioned subjects. Additionally,
he lectured throughout the year on soil mechanics for postgraduates and candidates for the title of [illeg.]. He also supervised /4/ six students in their work
on a thesis project on earth dams. They all defended their thesis projects successfully. As part of his service duties he examined and assessed the stability of
a high earth slope in Mosul. He visited the Derbendi-Khan Dam and together
with the other members of the official committee he assessed a high landslide
on the right-hand bank of the reservoir just by the dam (with substantial influence on the final assessment). In the field of research Dr Havlíček drew up
a scientific report on the liquefaction of silt soils after they have dried out and
subsequently dampened, and on the effect of this process on the weight bearing capacity of earth comprising such soil (which is frequently found in Iraq).
The report was published in a Mosul University bulletin summary, and in full
in the proceedings of an international conference on soil mechanics arranged
in October 1971 in Budapest.
During his stay in Mosul, he brought several instruments into operation at
the University Soil Mechanics Laboratory, particularly the British-manufactured triaxial instrument with the appropriate gauges including pore pressure
gauges, and he taught the laboratory employees how to work with them.
All Dr Havlíček’s activities at the university in Mosul that have been described were evidently successful, as is shown by the fact that the college administration urged him to remain in Mosul for another few years.
Dr Havlíček refused with thanks, saying that he had promised Professor
Khaffaji to work in Iraq for two years. He kept his promise and in any case he
had to hold to the promise he had made at home to get back to his work at the
CSAS after two years.
Private circumstances
Dr Havlíček’s private circumstances in Iraq were very satisfactory. He lived
in a detached house with a garden near the University. He mixed with col115
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leagues from the University and with neighbours around his residence, gaining friends among the local professors and residents there. Together with his
wife he was often invited to Iraqi homes and Iraqi families visited him in
return. /5/ During such friendly meetings the Iraqis always had a positive view
of our people’s and state’s stance towards Palestinian issues. Our Iraqi friends
thank Havlíček for his frequent advice and assistance in overcoming difficulties in conditions that for them were quite novel.
During his stay in Iraq, Dr Havlíček had sufficient opportunities to visit
both modern Iraqi cities and smaller settlements and villages, and to learn
about progress in Iraq over recent years, but he also visited the main historical
cities e.g. of the ancient Sumerians, Babylonians and Assyrians, bringing unforgettable memories of them back home with him.
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Practical experience
A visitor to Iraq (whether a tourist or a Polytechna expert) from Czechoslovakia can be sure of a friendly welcome and all-round assistance of the
people there. Of course, it is up to him to adapt, and he should not want
those around him to adapt to him. Above all a good knowledge of English
is required. Vaccination for smallpox is compulsory, and it is also practically essential for cholera. It is a good idea to bring a supply of our Endiaron
pills. Otherwise all global-brand medicines can be bought in Iraq. Domestic
requisites and cooking utensils can be purchased cheaply in Iraq and do not
need to be brought. Essentials should be brought in with you when you arrive, because everything that is sent additionally by post is subject to customs.
In Iraq it is not apartments that are rented, but almost always entire houses.
Mosquito nets are essential in windows. It is necessary to heat in winter and
use air-conditioning in summer. Nervous disorders can be dealt with from the
outset by regular use of Vitamin B (available for purchase in tablet form of the
highest quality), as this is palpably missing from the Iraqi diet. It is essential
to maintain personal hygiene, and frequent hand-washing reduces the risk of
infectious jaundice. Administrative rules are inflexible. It is always good to be
informed in advance.
Over his two-year stay in Iraq, Dr Havlíček obtained much valuable experience. He is happy to pass this on to anyone interested, because /6/ reliable
information will help to protect those interested in staying in Iraq from uncertainty and confusion, as well as danger (e.g. to health) and financial loss.
Prague 3rd November 1971
Doc. Ing. dr. J. Havlíček CSc. [signature attached]
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Josef Havlíček (born 1915) – engineer, working at the University in Mosul 1969–1971. Before
he went to Iraq he worked as a researcher at the CSAS Institute of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics.
Abbas al-Khafaji – Professor at the College of Engineering in Mosul, where he was Dean
1965–1970.
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Translated by Melvyn Clarke
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Correspondence and final reports of experts sent to Iraq during the 1960s
It is the aim of this publication to present CSAS archive material relating to the issues surrounding the dispatch of Czechoslovak experts to Iraq in the 1960s and to interpret it so
as to show both the benefits and the obstacles involved. Some of the documents have been
preserved in the Collection of CSAS Foreign Reports fond, in which final reports from the
foreign stays of experts teaching at higher education institutes or carrying out scientific research abroad are arranged chronologically and geographically. For this publication letters
were selected which present the discussions between employees and the CSAS Institute of
Electrical Engineering administration over extensions of their attachments at foreign universities and three final reports from experts working at universities in Baghdad and Mosul.
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Bazaar in Mosul, 1960s (Family archive, Jiří Jarník)

Cinema in Mosul, 1960s (Family archive, Jiří Jarník)
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Hatra. Archaeological site, Iraq, 1960s (Family archive, Jiří Jarník)

Remnants of a Ziggurat near Baghdad, 1960s (Family archive, Jiří Jarník)
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Badminton in the garden, 1960s
(Family archive, Jiří Jarník)
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Family trip with friends, Nimrud, 1960s (Family archive, Jiří Jarník)
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A trip to Jordan, with
Jordanian Desert
Guards, 1960s
(Family archive,
Jiří Jarník)
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The Hadba minaret,
symbol of Mosul
(destroyed in 2017),
1960s (Family archive,
Jiří Jarník)
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On the way home, making
dinner in a camp near the
Mount Olympus, Greece
(Family archive, Jiří Jarník)
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On the way home in one
of the first Škoda MB 1000
cars, 1960s (Family archive,
Jiří Jarník)
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Akviziční činnost Archivu Akademie věd ČR
v letech 2009–2018

Dodatky k existujícímu fondu
0,00 bm
19,26 bm
6,44 bm
0,16 bm
7,84 bm
2,62 bm
1,27 bm
0,60 bm
21,15 bm
14,68 bm

ua

Nové fondy
7,06 bm
12,76 bm
19,76 bm
2,84 bm
0,36 bm
2,78 bm
4,83 bm
42,22 bm
21,46 bm
24,12 bm
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2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
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Na stránkách tohoto časopisu pravidelně informujeme o přírůstcích a nových
archivních pomůckách Archivu Akademie věd ČR. Většinou jsou to krátké zprávy o jednotlivých fondech, zpracovaných a opatřených inventářem.
V tomto čísle bychom rádi představili souhrn veškerých přírůstků a jejich
tematickou strukturu za uplynulé desetiletí.
Množství všech nových archiválií osobní provenience činí za období
2009–2018 212,73 bm. Nejvýznamnější přírůstky co do rozsahu přibyly do archivu v posledních třech letech: v roce 2016 42,58 bm, v roce 2017 42,61 bm
a v letošním roce prozatím 38,80 bm. S výjimkou let 2010 (32,02 bm) a 2011
(26,20 bm) se množství nových fondů ve sledovaném období počítá v řádu
jednotek bm (vůbec nejméně to bylo v roce 2012 – pouze 3 bm).
Celkem
7,06 bm
32,02 bm
26,20 bm
3,00 bm
8,20 bm
5,40 bm
6,10 bm
42,82 bm
42,61 bm
38,80 bm
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Výše uvedená čísla svědčí o tom, že akviziční činnost, která má v našem archivu
dlouholetou tradici, je trvale důležitou součástí archivní práce. Získávání pozůstalostí je přitom v posledních letech čím dál obtížnější. Důvodem je především jiný způsob komunikace i vědecké práce. Ubývá klasické korespondence
nebo rukopisů uchovaných v několika verzích s opravami, velká část písemností se přenesla do elektronické formy. I přes tento trend se nám podařilo získat
obsáhlé nové pozůstalosti či doplnit některé ze stávajících osobních fondů.
Opakovaně se také potvrzuje, že k úspěšné akviziční politice nestačí oficiální
vazby v rámci akademických ústavů. Kontakty je třeba navazovat a udržovat
123
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s konkrétními osobami a s jejich rodinami. Mnozí nám pak písemnosti postupně předávají a spolupracují i při jejich určování, což je důležité např. u fotografií. Ideální je samozřejmě kombinovat obě možnosti – od zaměstnavatele
převzít písemnosti pracovního charakteru a fond doplnit materiály ryze osobními, např. doklady, deníky, korespondencí, fotografiemi.
Čí písemnosti se nám tedy v posledních letech podařilo získat do správy
a péče? Z nových osobních fondů vztahujících se k humanitním oborům bezesporu stojí za připomenutí pozůstalost orientalisty a sinologa Augustina
Paláta, historiků Věry Olivové, Jiřího Špéta, Františka Svátka, Jurije Křížka
a Josefa Harny, sociologa a ekonoma Jaroslava Krejčího, etnologa Antonína
Robka, právníka Františka Šamalíka, filozofa Viléma Herolda, rusisty Oldřicha Lešky nebo slavisty Františka Václava Mareše. Doplňme ještě, že neméně cenné byly přírůstky k některým existujícím osobním fondům. K takovým
patří např. materiály Zdeňka Šolleho a Luboše Nového, někdejších ředitelů
Ústředního archivu ČSAV. Z přírodovědných a technických oborů do našich
depozitářů doputovaly mj. pozůstalosti fyzika a generálního sekretáře Československé národní rady badatelské Václava Posejpala, mikrobioložky Evy
Hamatové, chemika a ředitele Výzkumného ústavu kovů Ladislava Kubíčka,
chemika a spolupracovníka Otto Wichterleho Jiřího Procházky, lékaře Jiřího
Syllaby, astronoma Vladimíra Kopala nebo genetika a biologa Jana Svobody.
Ke stávajícím fondům se podařilo doplnit materiály Václava Bumby, Arnolda
Jiráska, Viktora Trkala nebo Michaela Heyrovského.
Ke všem novým a doplněným fondům byly zhotoveny přejímací seznamy, jejich zpřístupnění veřejnosti ovšem závisí na platné archivní legislativě
a na postoji dárců.
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Akviziční činnost oddělení Archiv
Ústavu T. G. Masaryka v letech 2009–2018
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Oddělení Archiv Ústavu T. G. Masaryka získalo v letech 2009–2018 řadu cenných přírůstků. Pokud jde o osobní fondy, bylo zaevidováno celkem 12 nových
osobních fondů. Je pochopitelné, že všechny přírůstky souvisejí s osobností
T. G. Masaryka a jeho rodiny, popř. s osobností Edvarda Beneše, o jejichž fondy oddělení především pečuje.
V letech 2009, 2010 a 2012 sice nebyl získán žádný samostatný osobní
fond, zato v roce 2011 přibyly tři osobní fondy. Prvním byl fond Jana Fialy
(1912–2008), lékaře v Sezimově Ústí, který se zde po 2. světové válce seznámil s manžely Benešovými. Při úmrtí prezidenta Edvarda Beneše vystavil jako
obvodní lékař jeho úmrtní list. S Hanou Benešovou zůstával dále ve styku, pořádal o ní přednášky a napsal řadu článků. Fond Jana Fialy má charakter sbírky
materiálů k manželům Benešovým, jehož základ tvoří dary od Hany Benešové.
Sbírka Jan Fiala byla zpracována a opatřena inventářem.1 Fond má 0,2 bm.
Fond středoškolského profesora, historika Jiřího Doležala (1929–2010),
předsedy Společnosti T. G. Masaryka v Hradci Králové, obsahuje především
materiály z činnosti původce v rámci společnosti. Jeho součástí je též redakční
agenda časopisu Masarykův lid, přípravný materiál k publikaci Prokop Drtina
Československo – můj osud, jejímž editorem J. Doležal byl. Fond má 0,72 bm.
Ve stejném roce byl získán velice cenný fond národohospodáře, politika,
předlitavského ministra financí Josefa Kaizla (1854–1901), jehož základ tehdy tvořila korespondence T. G. Masaryka adresovaná Josefu Kaizlovi.2 Fond
byl a stále je doplňován dalšími archivními materiály nejen Josefa Kaizla, ale
i jeho zetě, legionáře a později diplomata Josefa Blahože (1888–1934), který byl manželem Kaizlovy druhorozené dcery Zdenky.3 Fond má v současné
době 0,79 bm, jeho součástí jsou i dvě uniformy – ministerská uniforma Josefa
Kaizla a legionářská uniforma Josefa Blahože.

1
2

3

MARŠOUN, Erik. Fiala Jan (Sbírka). Inventář archivní sbírky. Praha, 2012.
Vzájemnou korespondenci jsme připravovali k vydání, díky pochopení dárce jsme mohli
do edice zařadit i její originály. BÍLEK, Jan, KOKEŠOVÁ, Helena, QUAGLIATOVÁ, Vlasta,
RYANTOVÁ, Marie (eds.). Korespondence T. G. Masaryk – Josef Kaizl. Praha: MÚA AV ČR,
2011.
K osudům Kaizlovy dcery Zdenky srovnej HÁJKOVÁ, Dagmar, KOKEŠOVÁ, Helena (eds.).
Dívčí deníky Zdenky Kaizlové z let 1909–1919. Praha: NLN, 2016.
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V roce 2013 byly v oddělení získány celkem čtyři osobní fondy. Prvním byl
fond historika a archiváře Vojtěcha Fejlka (1923–2012), v letech 1958–1970
náčelníka archivu VHÚ na Invalidovně, poté zaměstnaného v nakladatelství
Melantrich. Po roce 1989 byl V. Fejlek dlouholetým zaměstnancem Ústavu
T. G. Masaryka, kde se podílel na vydávání Spisů TGM. Fond obsahuje zejména
materiály k novému vydání Masarykovy čtyřdílné Cesty demokracie a má 1,2 bm.
Dále byl získán drobný fond advokáta Pavla Bächera (0,12 bm). Pavel Bächer (1886–1956) byl přítelem Masarykova syna Herberta, matka jeho ženy
Julie se přátelila s Charlottou Masarykovou. Fond obsahuje písemnosti rodiny
Bächerovy, korespondenci Pavla Bächera a jeho manželky Julie Nessy Bächerové (1889–1981) s členy rodiny T. G. Masaryka, fotografie členů Masarykovy
rodiny, drobné tisky a výstřižky.4
Fond advokáta a politika, stoupence pokrokářského hnutí a pozdějšího
senátora Antonína Kloudy (1871–1961) obsahuje rukopis a strojopis jeho
pamětí a má 0,12 bm. Stejný rozsah, tedy 0,12 bm, má i fond spisovatelky,
překladatelky, sociální pracovnice a propagátorky mírového hnutí Jindřišky
Wurmové (1863–1953). Fond obsahuje několik dopisů Alice Masarykové
a T. G. Masaryka, po jednom dopisu Jana Masaryka a Olgy Masarykové Revilliodové, dále tisky s věnováním, výstřižky a fotografii J. Wurmové.5
V roce 2014 byl získán fond Ludmily Kloudové. Ludmila Kloudová
(1900–1988) byla dcerou Františka Veselého, právního zástupce rodiny Masarykovy a Benešovy, a manželkou Ivana Kloudy.6 Spolu se svým manželem
převzala otcovu advokátní kancelář a právní zastoupení rodiny Masarykovy
a Benešovy. Působila jako advokátka v Benešově, od roku 1937 byla též členkou kuratoria Ústavu T. G. Masaryka. Její fond, který je stále doplňován, má
v současné době 2,02 bm.
V témž roce byl získán osobní fond historika Zbyňka Zemana (1928–2011),
který má 4,32 bm. Profesor Zbyněk Zeman působil v letech 1958–1961
na St. Antony´s College v Oxfordu a byl členem redakce časopisu The Economist, kde měl na starosti východní Evropu. V letech 1962–1970 přednášel
moderní historii na univerzitě v St. Andrews. Poté založil výzkumné oddělení v Amnesty International (1970–1973). Dále působil jako ředitel East

4

5
6
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Osudům rodiny Pavla Bächera a Julie Nessy Bächerové je věnován článek H. Kokešové,
v jehož rámci byla uveřejněna i část korespondence. KOKEŠOVÁ, Helena. Milý Bächře.
Ke vztahu Pavla Bächera a Herberta Masaryka. Práce z dějin Akademie věd, 2015, roč. 7, č. 2,
s. 219–252.
KOKEŠOVÁ, Helena. Jindřiška Wurmová. Nový přírůstek do fondů Masarykova ústavu a Archivu AV ČR. Práce z dějin Akademie věd, 2013, roč. 5, č. 2, s. 237–242.
Ivan Klouda (1900–1978) byl synem výše zmíněného Antonína Kloudy.
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West SPRL (Brusel) a European Cooperation Research Group (1974–1976).
V roce 1976 se stal profesorem středo- a východoevropských studií na univerzitě v Lancasteru. V letech 1982–1996 byl profesorem středoevropských
a východoevropských dějin v Oxfordu (St. Edmund Hall). V roce 1996 se
navrátil zpět do vlasti, kde přednášel a psal knihy. Mj. je autorem politického
životopisu Edvarda Beneše.7
V roce 2015 získalo oddělení další cenný osobní fond, a to fond Jaroslava
Císaře (1894–1983), koncem 1. světové války osobního tajemníka T. G. Masaryka. Jaroslav Císař byl všestrannou osobností, v USA vystudoval astronomii.
Po návratu do vlasti působil v diplomatických službách a pak jako ředitel vydavatelského a tiskařského koncernu v Brně. V roce 1938 emigroval a vstoupil do československé zahraniční armády. Po roce 1948 republiku opět opustil, poté působil jako astronom v St. Andrews ve Skotsku. Natrvalo se vrátil
do Československa v roce 1980. Kromě astronomie a matematiky se zabýval
jazykovědou. Byl též básníkem, překladatelem, publicistou.8 Fond má 2 bm.
V roce 2016 jsme získali fond pedagoga a osvětového pracovníka Antonína Hlaváčka (1898–1989). Nejde o klasický osobní fond, ten je uložen v Památníku národního písemnictví, ale o sbírku masarykian Antonína Hlaváčka,
která obsahuje mj. rukopisy a strojopisy opisů korespondence T. G. Masaryka
s nakladatelem Gustavem Dubským, spisovatelem J. S. Macharem. Ve sbírce
jsou též tisky (plakáty, programy, pozvánky), výstřižky z novin a časopisů a fotografie. Sbírka má rozsah 1,61 bm.
V roce 2017 získalo oddělení osobní fond diplomata Jana Jíny (1890–1962).
Jan Jína byl členem realistické strany, účastníkem domácího protirakouského
odboje; předním diplomatem meziválečného Československa, aktérem protinacistického odboje za druhé světové války a v letech 1945–1948 přednostou
politického odboru Kanceláře prezidenta republiky. Byl jedním z nejbližších spolupracovníků E. Beneše a osobním přítelem řady tehdejších politiků
i umělců, zvláště literátů. Jde o rukopisy, korespondenci, tisky a fotografie Jana
Jíny a jeho manželky Stanislavy Jínové. Fond má 0,84 bm.
Zatím poslední akvizicí z listopadu 2018 je fond Stanislava Poláka
(1936–2017), bývalého ředitele archivu v Příbrami, dlouholetého pracovníka Masarykova ústavu, autora řady článků a především rozsáhlé, sedmidílné
publikace T. G. Masaryk. Za ideálem a pravdou. Základ fondu tvoří především
pracovní materiál k této činnosti.

7
8

ZEMAN, Zbyněk. Edvard Beneš. Politický životopis. Praha: MF, 2000 (2. vydání 2002).
Na základě tohoto archivního materiálu vznikla publikace POUSTA, Zdeněk. Jaroslav Císař.
Astronom a diplomat v Masarykových službách. Praha: Vyšehrad, 2016.
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V uplynulých deseti letech jsme získali řadu neméně cenných přírůstků
k některým již existujícím osobním fondům. Jde především o fondy Anny
a Herberty Masarykových, T. G. Masaryka, Alice Masarykové, Jana Masaryka
a Olgy Masarykové Revilliodové. Součástí těchto fondů jsou vedle archiválií
i předměty. Např. v roce 2009 nám byly darovány dva zlaté prsteny snubní
a pečetní z pozůstalosti Olgy Masarykové Revilliodové, které byly v roce 2017
vystaveny na výstavě Fenomén Masaryk v Národním muzeu. V roce 2013 jsme
získali ministerskou uniformu Josefa Kaizla a legionářskou uniformu Josefa
Blahože. V letošním roce jsme získali dvě čepice T. G. Masaryka, jeho límeček
a též dvě kravaty Jana Masaryka.
Ke všem novým a doplněným fondům byly vyhotoveny přejímací seznamy.
Jejich zpřístupnění závisí na postoji dárců a na platné archivní legislativě.
V roce 2013 byl založen i nový fond pro dokumentaci a trojrozměrné předměty nazvaný Sbírka varií, jehož součástí jsou od roku 2017 např. busty Jana
Masaryka a Edvarda Beneše.
Podařilo se nám získat i sbírku 36 skleněných negativů s unikátními fotografiemi z pohřbu M. R. Štefánika a z cest T. G. Masaryka. Výběr fotografií
z návštěvy T. G. Masaryka v Mladé Boleslavi dne 3. května 1919 uveřejňujeme
v obrazové příloze.
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Čepice a límeček T. G. Masaryka (AÚTGM, fond T. G. Masaryk, ve zpracování)

Kravaty a jmenovka Jana Masaryka (AÚTGM, fond Jan Masaryk, ve zpracování)
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Fotografie z návštěvy T. G. Masaryka v Mladé Boleslavi dne 3. května 1919
(AÚTGM, fond T. G. Masaryk, ve zpracování)
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Seminář pod uvedeným názvem uspořádal 20. září 2018 ve vile Lanna Masarykův ústav a Archiv AV ČR, v. v. i., ve spolupráci s Muzeem Vysočiny Pelhřimov, s podporou Badatelského nadačního fondu Anny a Jaroslava Krejčích.
Během celodenního jednání referenti pohovořili o životních osudech profesora Dobiáše (Hana Kábová, MÚA AV ČR), představili a zhodnotili jeho
vědecké působení a přínos v oborech starověkých dějin a klasické filologie
(Ivana Koucká, FF UP v Olomouci), numismatiky (příspěvek Jiřího Militkého z Numismatického oddělení Národního muzea – Historického muzea
prezentovala Karla Vymětalová z Filozoficko-přírodovědecké fakulty Slezské
univerzity Opava), starověké archeologie (Balász Komoróczy, Archeologický
ústav AV ČR, Brno), jeho postavení v českém dějepisectví (Bohumil Jiroušek) a regionální historiografii se zvl. zřetelem k dějinám Pelhřimovska (Lenka Martínková, FF JU v Českých Budějovicích; Zdeněk Martínek, Moravský
zemský archiv v Brně – Státní okresní archiv Pelhřimov).
Kulaté 130. výročí narození Josefa Dobiáše (26. září 1888 Pelhřimov –
20. ledna 1972 Praha) se stalo impulzem k připomenutí historikovy osobnosti
nejen mezi odborníky, ale také v Dobiášově rodném kraji. Na odborný seminář
navázal 4. října 2018 slavnostní večer v pelhřimovském Divadle Lubomíra
Lipského. Formou moderované diskuse byl představen Josef Dobiáš jako vědec a člověk: o jeho životě a díle pohovořili B. Jiroušek, H. Kábová, I. Koucká,
Z. Martínek, L. Martínková a J. Militký (podílející se na zářijovém semináři
v Praze), dále Miroslava Kvášová a Markéta Skořepová, která se ujala moderování večera. Obě posledně jmenované kolegyně z Muzea Vysočiny Pelhřimov
rovněž zajišťovaly instalaci příležitostné výstavy Josef Dobiáš (1888–1972).
Historik, klasický filolog a pelhřimovský rodák se vrací domů, připravené H. Kábovou a I. Kouckou ve spolupráci s grafikem Milanem Sypěnou. Výstava nabídla
pohled do Dobiášova rodinného prostředí v Pelhřimově, charakterizovala jeho
studia, pedagogické působení a manželství, podstatný prostor tedy věnovala
jak Dobiášově tvůrčí vědecké práci, tak jeho soukromému životu a zálibám,
zejména cestování (Afrika, Asie) a sběratelství mincí. Vernisáž výstavy byla
součástí slavnostního večera v pelhřimovském divadle, návštěvníci měli možnost prohlédnout si ji v divadelním foyer. Následně se přesunula do Muzea
Vysočiny Pelhřimov, kde ji bylo možné zhlédnout do 31. října 2018 a odnést si
z ní drobný tisk, prezentující Dobiášovu osobnost. V rodném Pelhřimově bylo
na Josefa Dobiáše vzpomenuto rovněž seriálem popularizačních příspěvků,
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uveřejněných v Pelhřimovských novinách v srpnu až září 2018, a besedou pro
studenty vyšších ročníků Gymnázia a Obchodní školy Pelhřimov, realizovanou v dopoledních hodinách 4. října 2018.
Všechny uvedené aktivity mohly být během letošního roku realizovány
díky projektovému záměru Josef Dobiáš (1888–1972). Mezinárodně uznávaný
historik starověku a regionálních dějin, podpořenému v programu Regionální
spolupráce krajů a ústavů Akademie věd ČR v roce 2018 (AV ČR: projekt
R300771801; Kraj Vysočina: ID O02490.0001). Klíčovým výstupem tohoto
projektu bude monografie, jejíž hlavní kapitoly v esenciální podobě představili
jednotliví autoři na odborném semináři v Praze. Rukopis publikace má být
doplněn o personální bibliografii prof. Dobiáše a soupis jeho univerzitních
přednášek, dále vzpomínky některých pamětníků a obrazovou přílohu. Předpokládá se jeho dokončení a vydání během roku 2019.
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Konference Unity and Disunity Evropské společnosti
pro dějiny vědy a techniky, Londýn 2018
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V září 2018 se v Londýně konala konference Unity and Disunity, kterou
spolupořádaly European Society for the History of Science (ESHS) a British Society for the History of Science BSHS. V jejím rámci se uskutečnila
menší sympózia týkající se evropských dějin vědy a techniky od středověku
po 20. století. Příspěvky k jednotlivým vědním disciplínám a významným
osobnostem evropské vědy byly doplněny přednáškami na pomezí sociologie,
lingvistiky, gender studies a dalších zajímavých oborů. Tradičně zazněla témata
k meteorologickému výzkumu, dějinám žen ve vědě, matematice, medicíně
a mnohá další.
Masarykův ústav a archiv Akademie věd, Praha (Adéla Jůnová Macková),
se ve spolupráci s Ústavem dějin Univerzity Karlovy a Archivem Univerzity
Karlovy, Praha (Milada Sekyrková), a Instytutem Historii Nauki PAN, Krakow (Michal Kokowski), podílely na přípravě sympózia, jež se dotýkalo problematiky středoevropských vědeckých institucí za druhé světové války, Continuity and Discontinuity of University Education and Research Activities of
Central European Scholars during World War II. Během tří bloků zaznělo
celkem dvanáct příspěvků, které se věnovaly osudům univerzit, vysokých škol
a významných osobností Československa, Polska, Německa a Slovinska.
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Michal Šimůnek a Michal Kokowski představili proměny československých
a polských vědeckých institucí v důsledku německé okupace. Na ně pak navázaly dílčí studie, které se věnovaly generační výměně vědců v rámci vědeckých
institucí za druhé světové války a těsně po ní. Příspěvek Adély Jůnové Mackové byl zaměřen na roli Orientálního ústavu jako jediného českého orientalistického pracoviště působícího za války v Československu, kde vlivem transformace ve vědecký ústav bez národohospodářského odboru došlo též k výrazné
mezigenerační proměně, a Jiří Šoukal analyzoval prostředí lékařských fakult
a strategie lékařů – profesorů, kteří hledali své uplatnění v jiných institucích,
např. ve Státním zdravotním ústavu. Tomáš Gecko přiblížil osudy tří vědců,
jejich „strategie přežití“ v podmínkách Protektorátu – japanologa německé
univerzity v Praze Gerolfa Coudenhove-Kallergiho, archeologa, ředitele Státního archeologického ústavu Jaroslava Böhma a japanologa a sinologa Jaroslava Průška. Příspěvek Martina France se zaměřil na vědce z oborů přírodních
věd, kteří po zavření vysokých škol nalezli uplatnění v průmyslovém sektoru,
kde začaly vznikat základy týmů, jež v padesátých letech vytvořily jádro ústavů
ČSAV, jako např. Ústav organické chemie a biochemie pod vedením Františka
Šorma. Utváření kariéry československého historika Otakara Odložilíka a vliv
válečných událostí na jeho emigraci do USA představila Milada Sekyrková.
Dva příspěvky se podrobněji věnovaly dějinám polských výzkumných institucí. Fridrich Cain se zaměřil na otázku pokračování vědecké činnosti a vysokoškolské výuky v rámci systému „podzemních univerzit“ a jejich dopadu na poválečné obnovení akademického i univerzitního výzkumu. Wiesław Wójcik
zaměřil svůj příspěvek na polskou vědu, jež se rozvíjela v emigraci, s důrazem
na výzkumná centra utvářená polskými matematiky (Antoni Zygmunt, Samuel Eilenberg či Mark Kac) v USA. Erwin Neuenschwander prezentoval
svůj výzkum týkající se německého matematika Ericha Bessel-Hagena, který se vedle své vědecké kariéry významně zasloužil o zachování archivních
dokumentů židovských kolegů působících na univerzitě v Bonnu. Osudy tří
slovinských profesorů (Fran Ramovš, Maks Samec, Ljudmila Dolar Mantuani) univerzity v Ljubljani, na jejichž kariéře se podepsala druhá světová válka
a následně komunistický režim, představil Željko Oset. Významným příspěvkem byl pohled „z druhé strany“, tedy vývoj situace v německé vědecké obci
od nástupu nacistů k moci s důrazem na období druhé světové války. Annette
B. Vogt se zaměřila na osudy vědců z Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Wissenschaften, univerzity v Berlíně a různých vědeckých organizací,
kteří se nacistickému režimu postavili.
Adéla Jůnová Macková
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HAHNOVÁ, Eva. Češi o Češích. Dnešní spory o dějiny.
Praha:   Academia, 2018, 268 s. ISBN 978-80-200-2839-6
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Eva Hahnová, historička pohybující se trvale mezi českým a německým prostředím, která se specializuje především na problematiku česko-německých
vztahů v širokém kontextu, navazuje v této knize na své předchozí texty věnované především německému vnímání Čechů.1 Svou optiku však tentokrát
posouvá: analyzuje představy českých autorů o vlastních dějinách, stereotypech
i rysech národní povahy.
Kniha je psána esejistickým, možná lépe řečeno polemickým, stylem,
a vzbuzuje proto v čtenáři velké množství impresí a otázek. Obsahem knihy je
šest v zásadě jen volně propojených kapitol, které analyzují stereotypy o Češích a jejich minulosti, z různých perspektiv a s důrazem na místy až sžíravou
analýzu názorů různých autorů (např. Jana Patočky, Václava Bělohradského
a dalších).
Za hlavní přednost knihy považuji autorčin střízlivý věcný přístup, který je
poučen kritickým racionalismem K. R. Poppera (s. 9). Autorka proto odmítá
všechny, z jejího úhlu pohledu redundantní, úvahy o české národní povaze
a specificích českých dějin (např. s. 253). Tato střízlivost dovoluje autorce prohlédnout mnohá tvrzení o Češích a jejich údajných vlastnostech jako zbytečně
zatěžující každou debatu (např. s. 10). V knize proto nacházíme velmi často se
opakující schéma: autorka uvádí citát z textu jiného autora (např. J. Patočky),
aby ho vzápětí kriticky zanalyzovala a ostře zkritizovala. Autorka navíc díky
své dokonalé znalosti německého prostředí velmi dobře odhaluje zdroje původu mnoha stereotypních představ, a zajímavým způsobem proto odkazuje
nejen na běžně připomínané texty, ale i na v tomto kontextu běžně neužívané
a nečtené texty např. E. Vojtauera či J. Pachty.
Zároveň však kniha svědčí o jednoduché skutečnosti: autorka je historička, a nemá tak, podle mého názoru, plné pochopení pro přístup k studované
otázce z pohledu sociologie, politologie či filozofie (s. 201). Nepřekvapí proto,
že např. „stereotyp“ – jeden ze základních užívaných pojmů – není blíže teoreticky a metodologicky ukotven, a je proto, byť ne zcela přiznaně, užíván

1

Zejm. HAHNOVÁ, Eva. Od Palackého k Benešovi. Německé texty o Češích, Němcích a českých
zemích. Praha: Academia, 2015; HAHNOVÁ, Eva: Dlouhé stíny předsudků. Německé a anglické
stereotypy o Češích v dějinách 20. století. Praha: Academia, 2015.
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v zásadě jen v negativním slova smyslu jako negativní stereotyp. Ano, z tohoto
pohledu je více než logické, že: „Obrazy Československa, které nabízejí archivní
prameny, Společnost Edvarda Beneše či Klub Milady Horákové, jsou jiného druhu,
než nalezneme v textech Jana Patočky, Podivena, Václava Bělohradského.“ (s. 183)
Na jiném místě autorka píše jasně: „Od historických výroků očekávám, že osvětlují minulost podle pravidel odborného přístupu k pramenům informací, ať docházejí k jakýmkoli soudům.“ (s. 9) Takový přístup je ovšem typickým postupem
historiografie, jenž je pro filozofy, kteří jsou zde kritizováni pravděpodobně
nejvíce, v zásadě nepřijatelný, protože jejich obor je jinak vnitřně vystavěn.
Proto mne při čtení knihy mnohokrát napadalo, že se zde v některých rysech
jakoby opakuje stará kontroverze o porozumění dějinám mezi J. Pekařem a T.
G. Masarykem (zvláště s. 232 n.).
Teprve po přečtení knihy jsem pochopil, proč na obálce knihy vidíme fotografii E. Beneše – autorka si jako svůj hlavní cíl vytkla vyvrácení hanlivých stereotypů – představ o Češích jako patočkovském malém národu, který ve svých
moderních dějinách mnohokrát selhal, a Edvardu Benešovi jako strůjci všech
velkých dějinných katastrof českého národa ve 20. století. Myslím, že svého
úkolu se autorka jako historička vybavená skvěle kritickým pohledem zhostila
velmi dobře.
Jakub Hajíček

VILÍMEK,Tomáš. „Všichni komunisté do uren!“.
Volby v Československu v letech 1971–1989 jako
společenský, politický a státněbezpečnostní fenomén.
Praha: Ústav pro soudobé dějiny AV ČR, v. v. i., 2016,
354 s. ISBN 978-80-7285-198-0
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Historická analýza volebního mechanismu normalizační éry se na první pohled může zdát jako nepříliš atraktivní či alespoň problematický předmět odborného výzkumu. Právě tato hlasování, která se odehrávala v pevně stanovených pětiletých intervalech (1971, 1976, 1981 a 1986), jsou vnímána jako
jeden z ikonických obrazů znázorňujících neutěšenou realitu československé
normalizace. Z tohoto úhlu pohledu mají záznamy z volebních místností
a doprovodných manifestačních akcí být jakousi výmluvnou ukázkou na jedné
straně bezmoci a deklarované poslušnosti většiny obyvatelstva („ovládaných“)
a na straně druhé utlačovatelského a samolibého charakteru vládnoucího re136
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žimu („ovládajících“). Samotná volební procedura tak nemá představovat nic
víc, než pouhou trapnou až absurdní frašku demonstrující (ve skutečnosti obratně vynucený) souhlas veřejnosti s politikou komunistické strany. Prizmatem takovýchto zjednodušených přístupů a výkladů by výzkum voleb v období
posledních dvou dekád existence socialistické diktatury v podstatě postrádal
relevanci. Jedním z nesporných přínosů recenzované publikace je právě fakt,
že se její autor, historik Tomáš Vilímek, nenechal takovými schématy limitovat
a naopak se rozhodl tuto problematiku zevrubně zkoumat hned v několika
rovinách.
Vilímek mohl při psaní práce čerpat ze svého dlouholetého a úspěšného
bádání z oblasti československých soudobých dějin. Hlavní pozornost dosud
soustřeďoval především na kontext a rozličné úrovně vztahů mezi Československem a NDR v období po roce 1968, a to s důrazem na aktivity disidentských skupin z obou zemí a jejich vzájemné styky.2 Detailní znalosti normalizačních reálií, vhled do fungování mocenských a bezpečnostních struktur
a zohledňování specifik, která tuto periodu odlišovala (a v mnoha ohledech
i definovala) ve vztahu k předchozím fázím socialistické diktatury, jsou autorovou nespornou a silnou devizou. Vilímkovy dosavadní studie se tak vyznačují
obdivuhodnou heuristickou základnou, informační přínosností i svědomitým
přístupem k šíři zkoumané látky. To vše lze zajisté konstatovat i o zde recenzovaném titulu.
Kniha je vedle úvodu a základního seznámení s politickým a volebním
systémem socialistického Československa rozdělena na tři obsáhlejší celky,
ve kterých Vilímek postupně nahlíží na volební hlasování let 1971–1989 z několika hledisek. Mohutné přípravy i samotný průběh hlasování nejprve zkoumá v kontextu konkrétního účelu a funkcí, které jim vládnoucí elita vzhledem
ke svým prioritám přisuzovala. U volebního aktu tak zajímavě rozkrývá jeho
legitimizační, propagandistickou, bezpečnostní, ale i dehonestační roli, jež byla
namířena proti názorovým odpůrcům režimu. Ukazuje tím, že i přes svůj zcela
formální a v podstatě aklamační charakter bylo hlasování pro normalizační
vedení důležitým nástrojem, jenž mohl rámcově sondovat úroveň názorového
konsenzu ve společnosti a zároveň zachytit případné problémy či potenciální
ohniska nesouhlasu. Ty přitom ani zdaleka nemusely mít jen politické pozadí,
ale naopak často měly primárně sociální rozměr (nespokojenost kvůli zdražování, úrovni životního standardu, principu platového ohodnocení apod.).

2

Srov. např. VILÍMEK, Tomáš. Solidarita napříč hranicemi: Opozice v ČSSR a NDR po roce
1968. Praha: Vyšehrad – ÚSD AV ČR, 2010.
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Mnohovrstevnatost fenoménu normalizačních voleb Vilímek ukazuje i v následující části práce, ve které analyzuje specifika a dobový kontext
jednotlivých hlasování v průběhu sedmdesátých a osmdesátých let. Ukazuje
mimo jiné složitost a v některých ohledech i jistou nepředvídatelnost vnitřních poměrů, v nichž se koncem listopadu 1971 konaly první volby po srpnové
okupaci. Jejich přípravy a konkrétní termín se totiž normalizační vedení s nemalou dávkou vyčkávání až nervozity snažilo stanovit (a opakovaně posouvat)
na dobu, kdy se zřetelněji projeví hmatatelné výsledky první fáze „konsolidace“
společnosti a kdy bude zajištěn jejich klidný (i když ne zcela bezproblémový)
průběh. Nemenší výpovědní hodnotu mají i pasáže popisující na první pohled fádnější volební akce v letech 1976 a 1981, tedy v období považovaném
z hlediska dosažené úrovně legitimity a stability za vrcholná léta normalizačního panství. Autorovi se na příkladu použitých volebních hesel či rozborem
programu předvolebních setkání podařilo zachytit posuny, které bylo ve srovnání s ranou fází normalizace možné zaznamenat ve veřejně akcentovaných
tématech. Oproti dřívějšímu důrazu na politickou a společenskou stabilitu
vystupovaly v tomto případě do popředí dosažené výsledky v sociální oblasti
a hospodářství, což bylo zvláště typické v případě voleb v říjnu 1976. Tato část
recenzované publikace je přínosná i z hlediska celkové míry odborného poznání normalizační éry. Velká část příslušné historiografické produkce se totiž
až dosud věnovala především mezním bodům tohoto dvacetiletí československých dějin, tedy hlavně úvodnímu, vyostřenému období nastupující „konsolidace“ a pak až závěrečné periodě osmdesátých let, jež nemalá část autorů
pojímala jako „perestrojkové“ intermezzo věštící brzké zhroucení socialistické
diktatury. Vilímek tak svým popisem okolností, ve kterých probíhala zmíněná,
ve své podstatě méně dramatická volební hlasování, přispěl k jistému zacelení
těchto mezer v dosavadním výzkumu.
V poslední části publikace zúročil autor svůj dlouhodobý a systematický
zájem o téma protirežimních aktivit po roce 1968. Pozornost věnoval nejrůznějším formám nesouhlasných projevů, jež se objevovaly v souvislosti s organizací a průběhem normalizačních voleb – od úmyslné neúčasti na hlasování
přes „verbální delikty“ a sepisování letáků či anonymních písemností až po výhrůžky násilím. Právě zde se ale vedle největších a nesporných předností knihy
výrazněji projevily i její nedostatky. Vilímek při koncipování a sepisování této
kapitoly opět vycházel z úctyhodného množství archivního materiálu, v tomto
případě především z fondu Archivu bezpečnostních složek (ABS). Stejně jako
v předchozím výkladu i zde dokázal obecnější výklad doplňovat (a do jisté míry
i demonstrovat) celou řadou konkrétních příkladů. Čtenář tak má možnost
se seznámit s příběhy mnoha konkrétních, „obyčejných“ aktérů, kteří leckdy
i zcela banálním způsobem zasáhli do přísně monitorované volební procedury,
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či ji dokonce jen okrajově komentovali. Sledovat může i odlišnosti v jednotlivých československých regionech. Koncept recenzované práce, stejně jako čtenářský zážitek však narušuje mnohdy neúměrná četnost a popisnost takových
pasáží. Autora k tomuto postupu jistě vedl záměr autenticky zprostředkovat
pestrost jednotlivých případů. Tomuto pokusu o jakousi mikrohistorickou
sondu na příkladu jednání nezměrného množství aktérů (z řad protirežimních
skupin i vládnoucí mocenské elity) u příležitosti normalizačních voleb však
chybí konceptuální zakotvení. Vilímek tak sice například dělí protirežimně
laděné aktivity do několika skupin podle jejich vnějších forem, příliš se ale
nedozvídáme, do jaké míry a v jaké podobě odrážely tyto projevy a následné
reakce normalizačních úřadů proměnu samotného charakteru a směřování socialistické diktatury či strategii jejích představitelů.
Místy až přílišná orientace na detail a prostý výčet případů volebních inkriminací nebo přijatých opatření se přímo dotýká i tematického a obsahového
zaměření recenzovaného titulu. Fenomén normalizačních voleb je nejen velmi
potřebným, ale i zcela svébytným, a tedy i logicky vymezeným předmětem
odborného výzkumu. Avšak v takto pojaté práci akcentující hlavně faktografickou stránku výkladu a čítající více jak 300 tištěných stran se jeho celkový potenciál poněkud vyčerpává. Jakkoliv se Vilímek v samotném úvodu publikace
snažil osvětlit prezentovanou funkci a pojímání voleb v podmínkách diktatury
KSČ, větší sepjetí tohoto zkoumaného tématu s výkladem o legitimizačních
zdrojích, mechanismu a celkovém vývoji politicko-společenského systému socialistické diktatury v Československu jako takové mohlo být v mnoha ohledech přínosnější. Bez ohledu na tyto připomínky zůstává faktem, že Vilímkova
monografie prohlubuje úroveň historiografického poznání normalizační epochy a vytyčuje i nemalý okruh témat, na který se badatelé zajímající se o tuto
problematiku budou moci orientovat v nadcházejícím výzkumu.

HLADKÝ, Jan. Paměti kosmika Fyzikálního ústavu ČSAV.
Praha: Academia, 2018, 466 s. ISBN 978-80-200-2735-1
Autor se do kontaktu s Fyzikálním ústavem ČSAV dostal již v roce 1954 jako
student a o pouhé tři roky později zde nastoupil do trvalého poměru na Oddělení kosmického záření, vysokých energií a elementárních částic (neboli „kosmiků“), a je tedy pamětníkem z nejpovolanějších. S trochou nadsázky by se
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dalo říct, že je živoucí historií tohoto oboru. Samozřejmě mimořádnou zajímavost mají pasáže věnované počátkům výzkumu, velice skromným a provázeným značným osobním nepohodlím badatelů, ale také příkladným pracovním
nadšením. Pozoruhodné se jeví především Hladkého pokusy o psychologickou
charakteristiku některých pracovníků v této éře i později, pochopitelně velmi subjektivně pojaté. Autor se také snaží udržovat jistý taktní odstup, takže
mnohé zůstává nedořečené a pro nezasvěceného také nejasné. Nicméně je třeba ocenit, že kniha tak získává na plasticitě.
Pro výzkum kosmického záření, vysokých energií a elementárních částic
u nás a v celém východním bloku měl klíčový, přelomový význam vznik Spojených ústavů jaderného výzkumu v sovětském Dubně, do jehož činnosti se čeští
vědci od počátku velmi aktivně zapojili. Hladký v šedesátých letech na tamějším pracovišti delší dobu působil a pasáže o životě v tomto zajímavém a svým
způsobem exkluzivním prostředí patří mezi nejzajímavější části celé knihy.
Bohužel se však autor, věren své profesi, koncentruje zejména na prováděné
experimenty a každodenní život v Dubně zmiňuje pouze okrajově. Vcelku pochopitelně se celou knihou prolínají zkušenosti autora s politickým tlakem
před rokem 1989, které významně ovlivňovaly zejména možnosti zahraničních kontaktů, jež měly zejména pro obor, jímž se Hladký zabývá, naprosto
mimořádný význam. Zájemce o dějiny ČSAV ovšem zaujme také kapitola, kde
zpracovává své vzpomínky z přelomu osmdesátých a devadesátých let, z éry
transformace ČSAV a konkrétně z Komory volených zástupců.
Ale možná nejcennější pro zájemce o historii vědy a vědeckých institucí
je na knize Hladkého zdůraznění faktorů, které sám považuje po dlouholetých zkušenostech za klíčové pro úspěch vědecké práce – tedy zejména mezilidské vztahy a s nimi spojenou atmosféru na pracovišti, přístrojové vybavení
(v Hladkého oboru nesmírně nákladné a překračující vysoko možnosti Československa) a také mezinárodní kontakty. U posledně zmiňovaného aspektu
je přitom zajímavé, jak probíhaly i přes hranice obou bloků, i když právě autor
byl po roce 1968 z cestování na Západ dlouhou dobu vyloučen. Vědomí důležitosti výše zmíněných faktorů ovšem zároveň poněkud komplikuje čtivost
celé knihy, protože Hladký si dává záležet na důsledném vyjmenování všech
spolupracovníků. Nezasvěcený čtenář se v té záplavě jmen velice rychle ztratí,
stejně jako v technických detailech všemožných zařízení, na nichž probíhaly
experimenty. Za ne úplně šťastné také považuji autorovo kolísání mezi vyprávěním ve třetí a v první osobě.
Největší problém celé knihy ale vidím jinde. O významu pamětí a případně
výstupů orálně historické metody pro dějiny Akademie věd se jistě není potřeba zvlášť rozepisovat. Sám autor uvádí, že k sepsání memoárů ho inspirovala
kniha prvního předsedy Akademie věd ČR, fyzikálního chemika Rudolfa Za140
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hradníka Laboratorní deník. Zač jsme bojovali,3 která kombinuje své vzpomínky s jakousi snahou o populárně naučný výklad některých problémů fyzikální
chemie. To považuji za velmi vhodné pro zpřístupnění textu i čtenářům mimo
příslušný vědecký obor, i když mně osobně Zahradník tím jen potvrdil frustraci z vlastní neschopnosti pochopit zřejmě i naprosté základy fyziky. Přesto oceňuji, že bývalý předseda Akademie podnikl alespoň pokus. Hladký se bohužel
ničím takovým nezatěžoval a nezdá se, že by mu to vůbec přišlo na mysl. Celá
kniha totiž vzbuzuje dojem, že autor vlastně sepsal text pro své spolupracovníky a možná i pro poučení mladších kolegů. Všichni tam také najdou své
jméno, připomenou si nejdůležitější projekty a také příjemné chvíle strávené
mimo pracovní proces. U zasvěcenců přece stačí jen naznačit, lehce ťuknout
a každý hned ví, snadno se nostalgicky přenese do minulých dob, které sice
poznamenal ideologický tlak, ale měly své nepominutelné kouzlo. Ale proč
takto zaměřená kniha vyšla v nakladatelství Academia v dost náročné grafické
úpravě, na křídovém papíru a s obrovským množstvím ilustrací? Je jasné, že
Hladký při přípravě knihy v maximální míře využil svoji hlavní zálibu mimo
fyziku – výtvarnou činnost. V knize je velké množství jeho kreseb zachycujících zejména různé budovy. Vedle toho zde ale najdeme spousty fotografií,
často velmi bezprostředních, ale tím zajímavějších. Co však považuji za poněkud nadbytečný luxus, je značné množství záhlaví jednotlivých článků (výstupů
z experimentů). Opravdu jsem neobjevil, jaké sdělení navíc přináší vyobrazení
proti bibliografickému soupisu. A ani ten se mi do textu podobného typu nejeví jako zrovna potřebný. Sečteno a podtrženo – máme tedy knihu považovat
za zbytečně nákladný pokus, a vlastně nepříliš zdařilý, přiblížit činnost jednoho
z klíčových oddělení Fyzikálního ústavu AV ČR a zároveň vytvořit reprezentativní kroniku oboru, která prostě jen potěší pamětníky, jimž jediným něco
poví? V předchozích řádcích jsem jasně vysvětlil, proč by takový úsudek byl
nadměrně přísný a ve své podstatě neoprávněný. Hladký má rozhodně co říct
zájemcům o dějiny fyziky a jejích institucí u nás a zejména díky svému mimořádně hlubokému vhledu do dění může osvětlit (a leckdy osvětluje) souvislosti,
kterých by si laik nikdy nemohl všimnout. Navíc dokáže přesně rozpoznat
klíčové momenty práce, i když to komplikuje literární kvality textu, a dokáže
dění zasadit i do širšího kontextu. Nepochybuji, že autor měl dosti přesnou
představu, jak jeho memoáry mají vypadat, a jen nerad by z nich slevoval. Přesto si myslím, že nakladatelství Academia, které jinak titulu věnovalo náležitou péči a pozornost, mohlo udělat ještě trochu více, a pomoci tak zpřístupnit

3

ZAHRADNÍK, Rudolf. Laboratorní deník. Zač jsme bojovali. Praha: Academia, 2008.
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autorovy pozoruhodné vzpomínky i širšímu okruhu čtenářů. Hladký v knize
s oprávněnou hrdostí uvádí, že jeho výtvarná činnost byla i v zahraničí oceňována jako něco, co pomáhá běžným občanům pochopit, že i fyzikové jsou lidé
z masa a kostí, kteří mají své emoce i záliby. Snad by se tedy nebránil nějakému pokusu ve stylu již zmíněného Laboratorního deníku Rudolfa Zahradníka
o přiblížení podstaty práce oddělení alespoň v hrubých obrysech, i když chápu,
že zrovna v případě jeho oboru je popularizace mimořádně obtížnou záležitostí a např. mně by stejně podobná pasáž příliš nepomohla. Nakladatelství
se také mohlo snažit o radikálnější redakční zásahy, ale chápu, že v případě
vzpomínek významného vědce jde o značně obtížný krok, který by mohl být
snadno vykládán jako neúcta a bezohlednost vůči jeho osobě. Ale marná sláva,
ty pozoruhodné informace a postřehy by se mnohému čtenáři „dolovaly“ přece
jen snadněji. Ale ani současná podoba by ho neměla odradit – i když to není
vždy jednoduché čtení, rozhodně se zájemcům o dění v české vědě v druhé
polovině 20. století bohatě vyplatí.
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